
Chapter 1051: Be Honest 

 

 

    Dell is not ignoring Milo, but put his eyes on the ring.  

 

    After Jason, the remaining candidates for the four major bishops also came to power in succession, 

and everyone took their own entourage.  

 

    A total of seven people were brought by Jason, including Henry, who replaced Barrett.  

 

    The young girl Bonita brought ten people, all of whom were in the later stages of metamorphosis. It 

made people feel a lot of generosity from Bishop Leo. No wonder they dare to let their daughters 

participate in the selection in this way.  

 

    You should know that the followers led by each bishop candidate not only have the number limit, but 

also the age limit. The age must be controlled within 28 years old. In the later stage of transformation, at 

this age stage, it is definitely a stand on the ground.  

 

    In the ring, apart from the absence of people from the Eastern Continent, Tang Hao remained 

unexposed.  

 

    "It seems that Del doesn't plan to come?" Milo smiled. "It's a smart choice. I know I'm going to die this 

time. It’s better not to come, but I can still breathe."  

 

    This selection although the rules are not meant to intentionally hurt people's lives, the meaning of the 

two words is too much! The move is too powerful to control and kill people. Is this intentional or 

unintentional?  

 

    "Don't breathe?" Del smiled. "Is it like Milo, is it nestled in a remote place? It's better to let my son die 

than that. It's better than you."  

 

    "You!" Milo His eyes narrowed, and he was dispatched to a remote area of Antarctica. It was an insult 

that he could not wash away in his heart. What does that mean? It represents that he is the weakest of 

all bishops!  

 

    "Milo, pay attention to your emotions." Leo glanced over here and said out loud.  

 

    Milo took a deep breath and snorted, "Take advantage of it, then I hope you can keep your position as 

the bishop of Europe! Hurry up and let your son come over. If time is up, it will be regarded as automatic 

abstention!" 



 

    The five bishop candidates have stood on the ring with their respective entourages. Now, as soon as 

Tang Hao appears, the first selection will begin.  

 

    However, Tang Hao has not arrived yet.  

 

    At this moment, in a concealed underground room, Tang Hao was covered in blood, panting 

continuously.  

 

    In front of Tang Hao, there were a total of more than 20 corpses of experimental bodies, and only one 

surviving experimental body was left. In Tang Hao's eyes, there was a hint of fear. This bloodthirsty 

experimental body saw After Tang Hao, he dare not move forward.  

 

    Tang Hao shook his already sore wrist, staring at the experimental body in front of him, and said: "It 

looks like Zhang Ge is right. Everyone's potential needs to be discovered. Seriously, I never dare Imagine 

being able to kill you with bare hands even if your body is blocked. The last one, come on, I'll rush to 

participate in the selection too!"  

 

    Tang Hao twisted his neck and made a noise.  

 

    Last night, Henry specially ran Jason and grabbed dozens of experimental bodies, and forcibly locked 

Tang Hao's whole body, and then throwing Tang Hao and those experimental bodies together, locked in 

a basement, told Tang Hao, who can open the key to the basement, is in the belly of one of the subjects. 

If he wants to go out, he will kill them.  

 

    Tang Hao is really not afraid of these experimental bodies if he is close to the air, but when the air is 

completely gone, Tang Hao’s strength is not even as good as the first level of the underground world. 

People in the body are so scary, including combat experience.  

 

    In the previous clan wars, Baichi and others, facing the masters of the same level, can achieve one 

enemy and two. This is the difference in combat experience. Even if Baichi and others do not master the 

gas, they can attack a single one. Masters have the upper hand and combat experience is extremely 

important.  

 

    One night's time for Tang Hao, in terms of combat experience, can be described as rapid progress.  

 

    If Tang Hao is now allowed to face these experimental bodies again, Tang Hao is confident that he can 

solve all these experimental bodies without using a breath without leaving a drop of blood.  

 

    In the selection place, everyone has been on stage, but Tang Hao has not yet appeared.  

 

    The minute hand on the clock tower will move around every sixty seconds, and for another ten 



minutes, if Tang Hao does not appear, he will voluntarily give up this selection.  

 

    "It seems that Drucker really didn't plan to show up?" A bishop candidate stood in the ring and said.  

 

    Jason smiled disdainfully, "This kind of garbage is very clear that he has a few pounds or a few pounds. 

If he dares to come, it is  

 

    just to insult himself ." "Jason, you are very confident in yourself." Bonita toward Jia It seems to Mori.  

 

    Jason mouth a blanket, "if a deal with waste are not confident, I stand today, how dare this stage."  

 

    Just then, a man look to the audience, suddenly silent, "Del come."  

 

    This Road The voice makes those who speak on stage look subconsciously towards the stage.  

 

    On the European continent, the crowd took the initiative to spread out a passage to make way for 

Tang Hao.  

 

    Tang Hao put on clean clothes, washed his face, and was walking towards this side. Behind him, there 

was no follower. Tang Hao showed the pre-momentary momentum, which made many people laugh. 

Sounded.  

 

    Early period of imperial domination? This strength, placed in the Shenyin Society, is really too 

weak! Such people also come to fight for the position of bishop? It's ridiculous!  

 

    "Del, today's selection, everyone is here, but you Shanshan come here, don't you take the rest of your 

eyes too seriously?" A voice sounded from the crowd on the side, this is a metamorphosis the master is 

Andre’s.  

 

    Tang Hao's footsteps suddenly went forward, turned to look at the speaker, and then walked towards 

it.  

 

    That speak in the name of environment experts looking at the shape of the Tang Hao went to the 

front of their own eyes showing a touch laugh, "how? You say there is a problem with me? Did I say it 

wrong? Presence of so ......"  

 

    "pop "  

 

    The master of metamorphosis has not finished speaking, but was interrupted by a clear voice, which 

was the sound made by Tang Hao's palm drawn to his face.  

 

    Suddenly he was slapped and made the master of metamorphosis look stunned. He didn't expect that 



Del, the famous waste, dare to do it himself.  

 

    A beast-shaped phantom suddenly formed behind this master of metamorphosis.  

 

    Tang Hao did not look at him, but set his sights on Andre who was not far away.  

 

    Andrea shouted at the master of metamorphosis immediately, "Come on! This is Master Del."  

 

    The master of metamorphosis was startled, and the phantom that had just condensed flew away.  

 

    Tang Hao re-looked at this master of metamorphosis, and said: "Pay attention to your identity and 

treat people as dogs. Be honest, not everyone can bite." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1052: Where Does He Come From? 



 

This metamorphosis looks at Tang Hao, who wants to speak, but he dares not. If so many people are 

present, if he really hits the bishop candidate directly, it is completely unruly.  

 

    Tang Hao looked at Andre again and said, "Take  

 

    care of your dog." After that, Tang Hao continued to walk towards the ring.  

 

    Bishop Del sees what is happening here, and there is a look of relief on his face. Compared with 

before, Del's character is much tougher!  

 

    Those who all know what Tang Hao's character is, are also wide-eyed at the moment, don’t 

understand what Tang Hao is smoking today, put it in the past, this kind of ridicule, Tang Hao is not like 

hearing, how dare to go Rebel!  

 

    The ten-meter high platform was nothing to Tang Hao. He jumped and stood on the platform.  

 

    In this way, all the candidates for bishops on six continents are here.  

 

    Bishop Leo watched Tang Hao stand alone on the ring and said, "Del, what about your followers?"  

 

    "I didn't follow." Tang Hao shook his head. "This time, I am enough!"  

 

    Tang Hao When this remark came out, it caused uproar. The selection of the Shenyin Society did not 

know how many times it had been held. There were people who did not take the followers. At first, 

there was a bishop. Followers can also sweep the Liuhe, but this Tang Hao is just the strength of the 

early Qi, where did he come from?  

 

    "Jason, it looks like you are not arrogant." A candidate laughed.  

 

    Jason shook his head. "Crazy is one thing, pretending is another. I'm crazy, but he's Del, that's 

pretending."  

 

    Bishop Leo heard Tang Hao's answer and looked at him. Del.  

 

    Bishop Nod nodded, "Since this is the case, the first round of selection can be started, stand in their 

respective positions." 

 

    In the ring of this selection, a total of six areas were divided. When Del's words fell behind, everyone 

walked towards one of the areas. Then, they saw the edge of the area where they were and began to 



stretch out the fence from below.  

 

    These fences divide the entire ring into six pieces.  

 

    "In the first selection, we will put a total of 180 experimental subjects in your area, 30 in each group, 

and score at the speed of killing."  

 

    Del announced the selection rules and looked back To Tang Hao.  

 

    Each bishop candidate, such as Jason, brought a few entourages. Only Tang Hao participated in the 

selection. The first round of selection, killing the experimental body, was not based on the number of 

people. That is to say, Tang Hao faces the most experimental subjects.  

 

    Bonita only needs to kill less than three subjects on one side, but on Tang Hao, one person must kill 

thirty!  

 

    At this moment, if you look at it from above, you will find that the ground in each area is cracking. 

Then, the roar of roaring sounds comes from the cracked ground. One by one lifters lift dozens of iron 

cages from the cracks. It gradually rose to the ground, and inside the iron cage were all kinds of 

experimental bodies.  

 

    "Del must lose."  

 

    "Yes, these experimental subjects are not easy to deal with. He was in the early stage of imperialism. 

He  

 

    dealt with thirty experimental subjects? Isn't that a joke?" "It should be fine." In order to be optimistic 

about Tang Hao, "I heard that Del lived alone in purgatory for more than a year, and it should not be 

difficult to deal with the experimental body."  

 

    "Oh, then you have to see how he survived. I heard that he was being punished. Saved, let's talk about 

it, even if he can deal with these experimental bodies, where can he go faster?"  

 

    "That's a good word, if you want to calculate the speed, Del loses."  

 

    The people watching the battle before the first round of selection began, Tang Hao's failure was 

already predicted.  

 

    Looking at the experimental body that kept roaring in front of him, Tang Hao did not have any 

expression on his face. Thirty experimental bodies, not to mention that he can use gas, even if he can't 

use gas, he can solve it quite easily.  

 



    As for Jason, he was also full of confidence. He looked at Henry beside his eyes and said, "Brother 

Zhang Yiqing, this is up to you. With so many bishops present, your performance will definitely be seen 

in your eyes. "  

 

    " Okay." Henry nodded, showing a look of excitement.  

 

    Ke Jin gave Henry a dismissive look and whispered two words, "Idiot."  

 

    Almost every member of the Shenyin Society had experience in dealing with the experimental body. 

As a candidate for the bishop, these people on the ring, I have seen too many experimental subjects.  

 

    "So, if you are ready, the first round of selection, start!"  

 

    Del screamed. When the words began to fall, all the cages holding the subjects were opened, and the 

subjects were rushing towards each other like crazy. People in front.  

 

    Everyone has their own set of methods for dealing with experimental subjects.  

 

    "Brother Zhang Yiqing, it's up to you, we can just watch the movie." Jason faced the thirty 

experimental subjects and was unmoved. What he had to do now was to build momentum!  

 

    So many people were present at the scene. If you let everyone see that their followers, a person who 

does not even have imperial dominance, easily kill 30 experimental subjects, then the prestige of Jason 

is undoubtedly huge.  

 

    "Relax." Henry nodded confidently.  

 

    At the same time, in the area where Tang Hao is located, thirty experiments out of the cage, like crazy, 

rushed towards Tang Hao, trying to tear Tang Hao apart.  

 

    As the only candidate with no followers and the weakest strength, Tang Hao is undoubtedly the most 

eye-catching.  

 

    Those who want to see the excitement can't wait for Tang Hao to be torn apart by these experimental 

bodies immediately, and the diehards of Bishop Dale are worried, wanting to know what Tang Hao is 

going to do.  

 

    In the expression of surprise to everyone, facing 30 experimental subjects, Tang Hao rushed towards 

those experimental subjects without retreating.  

 

    "He should be doing? Court death?"  

 



    "No one by one breaks in this case, but also rushed toward the experimental body, is really brain-

dead!"  

 

    "I was too frightened to see it, ha ha ha!"  

 

    A voice sounded Road.  

 

    The bishops sitting above saw Tang Hao's movements, but revealed some surprises.  

 

    "Brother Del, you have left a hand, Del, there are some ways." Conan said.  

 

    "Yes, his purpose is very clear. He can see at a glance which of the thirty experimental subjects is the 

leader. He is planning to capture the thief to capture the king first. It's amazing, amazing."  

 

    Justus also nodded: “Del knows the habits of the experiment very well, so that he can see at a glance 

which one is the leader. It seems that he has worked hard in dealing with the experiment." The  

 

    layman looks lively, the expert looks at the doorway, a few bishops, almost Seeing Tang Hao's 

intentions in an instant, they all expressed admiration. Compared with Tang Hao's approach, the 

behavior of their candidates to kill the test subjects one by one fell short. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1053: The first victory 



 

 top of the ring, Bonita easily solved the experimental body in front of her. Ten powerful post-formation 

helpers helped. These thirty experimental bodies were not difficult for her at all.  

 

    Bonita looked around leisurely and found that the battle between the rest of the people and the 

experimental body continued. The fastest one had more than a dozen experimental bodies, at least 20 

seconds slower than himself.  

 

    While Bonita was holding the winning ticket for this first selection, her pupils  

 

    shrank suddenly: "No!" Bonita clearly saw that although there were 29 experimental subjects left in 

the area where Tang Hao is located, But the twenty-nine experimental bodies didn't move at all, and 

they all lay on the ground obediently, looking at Tang Hao's eyes, full of awe.  

 

    "How is this possible?" Bonita's eyes widened.  

 

    The test subjects are notoriously bloodthirsty, but now, these test subjects don't see a bit of 

bloodthirsty appearance, but instead are all well-behaved like domestic dogs!  

 

    "Brother Del, it's amazing, it's really amazing." Bishop Leo Chongdel gave his thumbs up. "Del's hand is 

really unexpected. Not only can he find the leaders in these experimental bodies at once, he can easily 

find out. Because of its weakness, it will kill you in one blow."  

 

    "Oh." Del smiled a few times without speaking.  

 

    On the other hand, all the experimental bodies on Jason's side were processed, and the speed was 

only a little slower than that of Bonita. Just when Jason looked at Tang Hao's mocking eyes, he also saw 

a group of experimental bodies creeping in Tang Hao. A scene at his feet made Jason completely there.  

 

    "What's the matter?"  

 

    "He caught the king." Henry said, "There is also a very obvious hierarchy in the experimental body. 

The overlord has a perfect repression of the ordinary experimental body. He found the king here. , So 

that other subjects did not dare to shoot him."  

 

    Jason heard this, his look was extremely ugly, "He can do it, why can't you do it?"  

 

    Cokin finally found an opportunity, and quickly uttered: "This ability In general, there is a set of 

pretense." 

 

    "This is about to ask you." Henry chuckled. "There is only one king among the 180 experimental 



subjects. It's there."  

 

    Jason's eyes dimmed. Before this selection, he specifically looked for it. He said that he would "take 

care" of Del a lot, and that person also told Jason clearly that he would arrange a big guy for Del. This big 

guy should be the so-called king, but who thought that this big guy, he let Del drilled the loophole.  

 

    The first round of selections ended soon.  

 

    Tang Hao's ability to easily surrender 29 experimental subjects naturally got the highest points. As for 

Bonita, although the fastest, but Jason here, only one person was used to uniform 30 Only the 

experimental body, although slower, is the same as Bonita in points.  

 

    For the remaining candidates, the points are behind them.  

 

    Tang Hao captured the thief first, and after the first round of selection, he greeted many bishops' 

praises. Whether he wanted it or not, the bishops still had to do it.  

 

    "Huh, it's just a matter of speculation. What if you get the first one, kill you in the next dogfight!" 

Jason sneered.  

 

    For these candidates, it doesn't take much effort to kill 30 experimental subjects. The main thing is the 

method they used to treat the experimental subjects.  

 

    Ten minutes after the first round of selection, the fence that divided the entire ring into six pieces 

disappeared.  

 

    "Gentlemen, the second round of judging, still take the points system, to take the initiative to throw in 

the towel and dropped the ring as the winner of the points, throw in the towel after one party, the other 

party cannot continue to attack, or cancel the award qualifications."  

 

    Del Bishop announced a second round rule.  

 

    When the whole ring was transformed into a whole again, the smell of gunpowder on the ring 

suddenly became stronger. Everyone looked at the group that they considered to be the most 

threatening. Instead, Tang Hao. At this time, no one would know It was noticed that he was only in the 

early stage of a Qiqi Realm. For these people, it is possible to solve it at any time. There is no threat at 

all. The main purpose is to solve the biggest enemy.  

 

    Among them, the most eye-catching is the candidate who already has the early stage of condensing 

gas. He brought ten followers, but the strength of the followers was uneven, ranging from imperial qi to 

metamorphosis.  

 



    Secondly, it is Bonita. The pressure of the ten followers in the late Metamorphosis Realm is not worse 

than that of the master in the early Condensation Realm.  

 

    The third is Jason.  

 

    Before this selection, everyone had heard the news. Although Jason found few followers this time, 

each of them was an elite, and his strength should not be underestimated.  

 

    Bonita took a deep breath and looked at Jason, giving Jason a wink.  

 

    Jason nodded quietly, responding to Bonita.  

 

    A bell rang suddenly at this moment, which meant that the second selection began.  

 

    At the moment when the bell rang, Jason and Bonita rushed towards each other at the first time, and 

then the two sides fought together. Although there was a big difference in the number of people, the 

two sides fought, but it was not the same. up and down.  

 

    A master in the later stage of Metamorphosis found Henry and made an attack. Henry found that the 

attack made by the opponent was quite weak. Even one percent of the strength of the metamorphosis 

master was not exerted. Look again. Aside, although the people of Bonita and Jason fought fiercely, they 

didn't actually play hard. They put it bluntly, just pretending to be.  

 

    The master of the Ningqi Realm found the candidates of the other two parties. With the strength of 

his Ningqi Realm, he took ten entourages, one enemy and two enemies, and also had the upper hand. 

The victory is only a matter of time.  

 

    Henry once again looked at Bonita twice. This nizi should have deliberately ran to Jason last night to 

perform a good show that she was deceived. It made people think that there was a contradiction 

between her and Jason. Actually , But just to show the gas master, pretend to be a fight with Jason, and 

finally want to benefit from the fisherman.  

 

    As for Tang Hao, when the war started, it disappeared.  

 

    "Del, your son, something interesting, hahaha." Bishop Leo laughed. He clearly saw that when the bell 

rang, the other candidates were catching the fight, Del ran Go to the edge of the ring, grab the edge of 

the ring with your hand, and hide the whole body outside the ring, so that it will not be considered a 

defeat, nor will it be involved in the battle on the ring, but it will be very embarrassing.  

 

    But there was a trace of pride in Tang Hao's plain expression. Obviously, he didn't feel ashamed of his 

behavior at all. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1054: 



 

  Tang Hao's actions now are learned from Trial Island.  

 

    It can be said that there are all kinds of people who go to the trial island to participate in the trial. To 

win, you can do everything you can. This kind of thing that looks embarrassing to others, for the trial 

island As far as the participants of the trial are concerned, it is a kind of pride. The old yin who are all 

proud of the Yin line.  

 

    Tang Hao was half hanging on the edge of the ring, and he would still protrude his head from time to 

time and yell, "Your grandpa Jason is here, have the ability to kill your grandpa!"  

 

    Tang Hao immediately grabbed the edge of the ring. Change the position, and then roar with a probe, 

"It's not me who Jason looks down on, I just want to say, everyone here is garbage, have the ability to 

kill me? Please get it!" After  

 

    calling, Tang Hao changed his position again.  

 

    Jason, who was fighting with Bonita, was so angry when he heard such a voice. He clearly heard that 

this was Del's voice. This feeling of being shot by Del made him exceptional. accurate.  

 

    "Hahaha, this kid, interesting, interesting." Leo extended his thumbs.  

 

    Milo sat aside, his face ugly, and he clearly observed that his apprentice had become irritable in the 

voice of Del.  

 

    The battle on the ring is still going on, and many of the people who saw Tang Hao grilled on the edge 

of the ring, heard Tang Hao's mouth shouting and scolded him shamelessly.  

 

    "I'm curious. If Jason begs for death, will no one be able to satisfy me? Seek blood and beg for insult!"  

 

    Tang Hao's voice continued to ring.  

 

    "I'm going to kill you!" Jason couldn't bear it, shouted, and immediately detached from the battle 

circle on the side of Bonita, rushing in the direction of the sound.  

 

    When Tang Hao shouted, he didn't choose a place casually. Wherever the early master of condensed 

gas was, he ran in any direction. 

 

    When Jason couldn't help it, the gas master just solved the other two candidates, facing the 

screaming Jason, the gas master showed a disdainful face, and looked at Jia Sen shoots, "It's up to you to 

kill me!"  



 

    This master of condensed atmosphere clearly apparently mistakenly thought that Jason said to 

himself.  

 

    Faced with the palm shot by Ning Qijing Master, Jason retreated crazy and shouted: "Help!"  

 

    If you rely on Jason alone, this Ningqi Jing master can take him in the shortest time under.  

 

    Those Jason followers who were still acting with Bonita couldn't act anymore, and quickly pulled out 

to help Jason deal with this master of condensed atmosphere.  

 

    After practicing Qi, the gap between each level is very different.  

 

    As at the beginning, God's punishment allowed Zhu Lan to easily win the just imperial Henry.  

 

    Jason and his six entourages were together, and this was not the opponent of the early master of 

condensing gas. When the entourage of the opponent also came up, Jason and others were instantly 

defeated, and one person was directly Boom off the ring.  

 

    "Bornita, hurry up!" Jason yelled anxiously, "I'm defeated, don't want to win because of you!"  

 

    Bonita yelled at idiots, really want to fight this master gasp, that also It's just because it's not ready for 

a sneak attack. It's so hard to fight directly from the front! That's a condensing atmosphere! And the 

other party also has ten followers.  

 

    But the matter has come to this point, Bernetta has no way. If Jason is allowed to lose, she will only be 

a failed outcome. If this defeat is defeated, then in the third game, the individual battle, it is even more 

impossible for her to win. Therefore, this must win, not only to win, but also to kill him!  

 

    Bonita shouted and took her followers to join the battle.  

 

    "Guy, you disciple, you are so powerful. You have such strength at a young age. You really have found 

a treasure." Konan Road.  

 

    Oceania, under the control of Guy, is also a barren land, only slightly better than Antarctica in Milo.  

 

    "It's really strong." Justus said, "One person fights against several parties without falling down. In the 

first round of selection, the score is ranked third. This second round should be able to take the first 

place. If there is no accident in the third round, it is also First, it looks like, this time, Guy, you are 

expected to Europe."  

 

    "Hahaha." Guy laughed a few times, "You guys have won the prize, the prize! Europe I don't want it, 



as long as I can It’s okay to leave this ghost place now.”  

 

    Although Guy said so, the confidence in his eyes showed that he was confident in this selection.  

 

    Jason and Bonita combined, and their entourage, barely had a tie with Guy's disciples.  

 

    Fortunately, the followers of Guy’s disciples were average in strength and uneven, but they did not 

have much cooperation. Otherwise, Bonita and Jason would have lost.  

 

    "Resolve his entourage first, and then besieged him together!"  

 

    "Okay!"  

 

    Jason and Bonita hit it off, turning the offensive focus to the followers of Guy's disciples.  

 

    These followers were not as powerful as the Gay disciples. When they were attacked by Jason and 

Bonita, they either fell out of the ring or lost their fighting ability.  

 

    When Jason and Bonita completely resolved the followers of Guy's disciples, Guy's disciples also 

seized the opportunity and cleaned up several of their followers. 

 

    When everything is over, Jason is the only one left, he and Cokin, and a blonde young man.  

 

    There are only four followers of the later metamorphosis left on Bonita.  

 

    Although the scene is one where the disciples of Guy have one enemy, but Jason and others will not 

be so easy to win. Let’s not mention the powerful strength of the disciples of Guy at the early stage of 

condensing, let’s say the situation on the field, Bonita’s side. Two more people than Jason! This 

selection was not completely over without solving the Gay disciples. Afterwards, there will be a fight 

between them. So, Jason will not desperately, and now it’s huge for Jason to put away any one. Loss.  

 

    But Bonita will not fight, she now has an advantage over Jason. If you lose one person, the advantage 

will be reduced by half!  

 

    The two have ghosts in their hearts, which proves that they can't deal with the Gay disciples 

completely. Under the powerful strength of the Gay disciples, this will inevitably be a fight.  

 

    As for Tang Hao, he is still on the edge of the ring, and now he is almost completely ignored.  

 

    And Henry, as a person who does not even have Qi, of course, will not be taken care of by others.  

 



    The three-legged trio on the ring are staring at each other closely, and no one dares to take the lead. 

The battle just made them all cost huge.  

 

    "Can't drag it." Bonita whispered to Jason: "He's a higher level than us. The speed of Qi's recovery is 

much faster than us. If we drag on, it's not good for us. We have a lot of people and try to kill him. "  

 

    " You go first." Jason's eyes flashed with elicitation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1055: Unstable State 

 



   bit of anger flashed in Bonita's eyes. She knew that Jason was going to pull herself into the water. After 

all, there are many people on her side. After the matter is resolved, the win is relatively large, so 

compared to Jason, he is even more anxious to solve the person in front of him, although the first 

person on the list may be hit by the other party's thunder.  

 

    But now, even if Bonita knows that Jason is taking her, she has no way to win.  

 

    Bonita took a deep breath and shouted, and the people behind her attacked the Geysen disciples 

almost at the same time.  

 

    Faced with Bonita and others, the disciples of Guy suddenly lifted their breath and made a 

counterattack.  

 

    "Jason, you also froze the doing, that I lost, you can have a good end? Do not forget, next to a Del it! 

In the end, you still sit on the position of the European bishops."  

 

    A Del Three words, Jason suddenly red eyes, rushed towards Guy disciples.  

 

    The fierce fighting in this side, on the other hand, Henry and Tang Hao are just like watching a movie.  

 

    There was a record in an ancient book that was a battle between two extreme powerhouses. One 

fight was three days and three nights. The fight was dim and dark, and there was no victory or defeat. 

This kind of record does exist, but Henry believes that this is by no means two lives. Fight against each 

other.  

 

    The more powerful there is, the more terrible the power is. If you say that two people who have just 

learned martial arts, just a dozen tricks, Henryxin, or two masters will try each other and fight back and 

forth. Dozens of tricks are also possible, but in a life-and-death fight, often only one trick is needed, the 

more powerful the master, the more so.  

 

    One minute after Bonita and Jason started their hands at the disciples of Gay, each of them had a 

chance to lose their fighting ability, creating opportunities for Jason and Bonita. The two seized the 

opportunity and at the same time Hands to the disciple of Guy broke the opponent's body defense and 

took advantage of it.  

 

    "Come on, don't give him a chance to breathe, Bonita, take your people on board." 

 

    "Jason, don't pretend to be me. You have to do it together. You can play with your own eyes. It's a big 

deal. Let's lose together! Anyway, I'm not in a hurry." Bonita saw her loss of a follower, her eyes were 

red.  

 

    "Then let's do it together!" The  



 

    two shouted again and continued to kill the disciples.  

 

    Another fierce battle.  

 

    "Huh, not right." Bishop Leo sitting above looked at the war below. "Guy, you disciple, Qi is a bit 

strange. His realm of condensed energy seems to be unstable, and the breath is now towards the later 

stage of transformation. Constant decline."  

 

    "Indeed, it is not the realm he had in the later stage of condensing gas." Conan also said.  

 

    Guy's face changed, and then he smiled and said: "Haha, I can't hide from you guys, my disciple, the 

method of cultivation is special. Every time you cross a realm, you must first go to that realm to 

experience it. In the later period, it was just a short walk."  

 

    Listening to Guy’s words, many bishops showed disdain. What special practice method is nothing 

more than Gay has some way to overdraw the potential of his disciples and temporarily enhance his 

strength. To the early stage of condensed gas environment.  

 

    "Brother Guy, it seems that your selection of this time is really inevitable. This age of seedlings in the 

late metamorphosis is also a natural resource for Oceania, where you are." Myro said. .  

 

    Forcibly raising a person’s state for a short time is a bad foundation behavior. Don’t look at Guy’s 

disciples now in the ring, with unparalleled combat power and more than one enemy, but this is already 

his peak time. In the future, as long as he can stabilize the strength of the later stage, it will be 

considered good.  

 

    In the ring, Jason lost her hand to Bonita during the battle, causing Bonita to lose a follower.  

 

    Bonita's anger increased, but the disciples of Guy were no longer as brave as they were just now, and 

Bonita could only swallow this resentment.  

 

    The disciple's realm of Guy is constantly fluctuating, and the huge consumption of Qi has made him 

fall from the early stage of condensing gas to the realm of the later period of transformation. 

 

    Although there is only one realm gap between the later period of metamorphosis and the early stage 

of condensed gas, this difference is really heaven and earth.  

 

    Jason and Cokin shot at the same time, a move that forced Guy's disciples to take a step back, but this 

step made Jason ecstatic.  

 



    "He has insufficient stamina, fast!" Jason yelled.  

 

    Bonita also saw that she quickly took her followers and killed them.  

 

    Bishop Guy sat above and saw his disciples' realm decline. His face was particularly ugly, although he 

also knew that this method of forcibly raising the realm had many drawbacks. When facing this kind of 

attack, the realm fell was inevitable. How can it be easy to give up after preparing for this selection for 

so long? Even if he died today, he had to win these two selections!  

 

    Bishop Guy put his hand into his white robe. Inside the robe, there was a small wooden box. Inside the 

wooden box was a kind of Gu, which was specially asked by Gay from Chinese Miao in those years.  

 

    This Gu Gu, named Xin Gu, as the name implies, is attached to the human heart and fed by the blood 

of the heart. The Xin Gu is divided into two, one is attached to the heart and the other is controlled by 

the person.  

 

    When Guy touched the heart-gut in the wooden box, the Guy disciple in the ring was like a robot that 

suddenly lost power. The whole person stood there, facing Jason and Bonita. The coming attack did not 

move at all.  

 

    Jason and Bonita, who had already made the move, suddenly accepted the move at this time and 

retreated.  

 

    If something goes wrong, there must be a demon! They didn't know what medicine was sold in the 

hyacinth of Guy's disciple!  

 

    At this time when Jason and Bonita hesitated, the pupils of Guy’s disciples were suddenly covered 

with bloodshot eyes, and his breathing also began to become thicker, and a lot of green muscles rose 

from his body. Under his white robe, on his skin, red bloodstains had spread all over his body.  

 

    "Is the gas engine raised again? What's going on?" Milo looked puzzled.  

 

    "There is something wrong with him." Conan also said.  

 

    "This kid feels like I'm absorbing mixed spirits..." Justus looked at the Guy disciple below and frowned.  

 

    "No, he is ......" Bishop Leo suddenly stood up, "this feeling! This feels like the kind of throwback Union 

beast, but different from that, what is this!" "It's  

 

    like what ban Technique." Del also said.  

 

    The five bishops looked at Guy at the same time, waiting for Guy to give an explanation.  



 

    Guy shook his head and sighed, "Hey, it's really embarrassing for this child, all of you disciples, 

besieging him one, so that this child can't bear it, have you ever heard of the power of the blood of the 

Chinese clan?" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1056: Come and Kill Me 

 

the power of bloodline!  

 

    Hearing these four words, Mai who has not been involved in the discussion has also looked towards 

this side.  



 

    Guy continued: "The power of Yan Xia's bloodline is the most mysterious power in the world. It's just 

that it has been inherited for too long and the bloodline is gradually thinning, so the power of the 

bloodline has been lost, but my disciple is a The name is mixed blood, with half of the Chinese lineage in 

the body, and the ancestor is also a powerful clan. I don’t know why. My disciple, the situation of the 

bloodline returning to the ancestor is extremely serious. He can excite part of the power of the 

bloodline. I think, the power of the bloodline How horrible, linen should be able to explain to you."  

 

    Guy finished, and all the other five bishops looked at linen.  

 

    "How to explain..." Maige touched the hat of his hat, "So, my strength, although weaker than the 

bishops, but if I can awaken the power of the bloodline, even the most common kind, I It’s easy to kill 

you, that’s it.”  

 

    Listening to the sackcloth, Milo and others couldn’t help but take a breath.  

 

    Their strength is stronger than that of sackcloth by at least two realms. How powerful is this 

bloodline?  

 

    Milo said: "In this world, if you want to be strong, you must pay a certain price. Someone is born with 

the power of the bloodline. It is impossible to be so arrogant for no reason?"  

 

    "Of course." Mai Mai nodded. "I want to use the bloodline. Power must pay a price. As far as I know, 

most of the power of the bloodline cannot control its behavior when it erupts. I look at this disciple of 

Bishop Gay, his bloodpower should also be like this  

 

    Right ?" Mai finished, looking at the Gay disciple on the ring, now the Gay disciple, with a roar from 

time to time.  

 

    Guy put his hand in the robe, pinched the heart-gu, and nodded: "It is true that once my disciple 

exerts the power of blood, he will be out of control for a short time, so everyone, if you don't worry 

about your disciples , Dake now let them admit defeat, so as not to wait for something unhappy, it’s 

not good." 

 

    Hearing Guy’s words, both Milo and Leo looked very ugly. Gay is now telling them clearly that if you 

don’t admit defeat, wait for the dead, don’t contact me!  

 

    In the ring, Jason and Bonita are both metamorphic environments. The reason why they dare to fight 

against the strong players in the Qiqi environment is nothing more than affirmation. No matter how 

they fight, there will be no worries about their lives. So dare to let go of their hands and feet, but now, 

their worries of life are coming.  



 

    Leo and Milo stared at the stage, did they admit defeat? This time, the selection is not only about the 

status of each bishop, but also about the future of the younger generation. Want them to admit 

defeat? How can it be!  

 

    But do not admit defeat, then the next situation, it will be out of control!  

 

    While Milo and Leo were still struggling with this, the disciples of Guy on the ring made a roar and 

rushed directly to the entourage of Bonita who was closest to him.  

 

    Although the Gay disciple fought fiercely in the battle just now, he didn’t dare to kill him. So strictly 

speaking, he didn’t fully exert his strength in the early stage of Qi Qi, just like an online game, a full-

scale Large size, wearing a full-level protective suit, but with a common weapon, playing with a group of 

ordinary players, players can break his defense, he can cause huge damage to ordinary players, but 

cannot do one Killed, so that players have the opportunity to take medicine to return blood.  

 

    But the current Gay disciple, in this case, is equivalent to wearing his full-level weapon. Now, he is 

completely about to die.  

 

    Under the punch of Guy, that Bonita's attendant had no chance of running away. She was directly 

punched through the breastbone and the blood bloomed!  

 

    When the blood spewed out, a scream of fear rang out among the crowd watching.  

 

    The faces of Milo and Bishop Leo were even harder to look at.  

 

    The war has been going on for so long, at this moment, the dead!  

 

    From this moment on, the previous so-called war has turned into a small fight, and the real war is 

here!  

 

    Bonita clearly saw that her follower was planted on the ground and could no longer move. Her chest 

was completely penetrated. The bloody scene made people sick.  

 

    After the disciples of Guy resolved one person, they did not stop, but continued to rush towards the 

next person.  

 

    "Spread!" Bonita made a response almost instantaneously and analyzed the situation on the field. "His 

current state is very wrong, and he killed people. The bishop has not stopped, which means that the 

bishops have been clear. , He should be caught in a special state, this state can never last too long, 

quickly disperse!"  



 

    Hearing Bonita's words, the only one left by Bonita's follower, immediately and Bonita ran in two 

different directions.  

 

    Although Jason didn't respond to what happened, but seeing Bonita running like this, he and Cokin 

started running, and four of them dispersed to the four corners of the ring.  

 

    "I depend, what happened." Henry suddenly found out that Guy's disciples were staring at himself. 

This discovery made Henry a little uncomfortable. Learning the appearance of Tang Hao, he also 

grabbed his hand to the edge of the ring to hide his body. Outside the ring.  

 

    This time, Henry disappeared into the eyes of the disciples of Gay. The disciples of Gay turned their 

eyes to the other four people. Now, the disciples of Gay stood in the middle of the ring, and Bonita, the 

follower of Bonita, Jason and Ke Kim, standing in the four corners of the ring respectively, the disciples 

of Gay are still hesitating, who they are going to deal with first.  

 

    "Look, look at your grandma's legs. I just said Jason wants to kill you. Didn't you hear? You are a trash, 

what are you staring at, you have the ability to kill your grandpa, my grandpa is Jason "Come here!" 

Tang Hao's voice suddenly sounded at this moment, just behind Jason. When Jason looked towards the 

rear, Tang Hao had already grabbed the edge of the ring and sprang to the side.  

 

    "Del, I must kill you, definitely!" Jason squeezed his fist, so ridiculed by a waste that made him feel 

crazy.  

 

    "Sir, be careful!" Coking shouted at the critical moment.  

 

    Jason only felt a gust of wind hit him and turned to look at it. I don’t know when the disciples of Gay 

had rushed in front of him. The bloodthirsty eyes of the other party filled Jason’s heart with fear. 

Bonita ran to the place.  

 

    The ring is big, but for the masters who are at the lowest level of metamorphosis, it is actually just a 

few jumps.  

 

    Bonita saw Jason lead people to her side, scolded, and turned her head to run. The direction of 

Bonita's running was where Coquim was. Since Jason pulled himself into the water, he took his own 

Everyone pulled into the water. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1057: We Confess 

 

 Corgin, who was hiding in the corner, found something wrong, and before waiting for Bonita to come, 

he ran to the place where Bonita's follower was.  

 

    Originally an all-in-one battle was suddenly turned into a chase due to the changes born to the 

disciples of Guy.  

 

    The four fleeed wildly around the ring, and the disciples of Gay were chasing behind. It was not that 

the four wanted to escape together. But the practice of just a few people caused them to escape, so 

they couldn’t escape at all, Jason. When he wanted to run in another direction, he was immediately 

followed by Bonita. Bonita wanted to go, and Jason clung to him.  



 

    More importantly, as they ran, they could still hear sounds on the edge of the ring.  

 

    "Your grandpa Jason is here, come and kill your grandpa!"  

 

    "Do you believe grandpa cut your head off as a urinal!"  

 

    "Seriously, put a dog here, all catch up with your grandpa Jason!" "  

 

    Tang Hao's voice continued to ring, and the disciple's state at this time could not help him discern 

where the voice came from. I only knew that the people chasing before him were killed. The anger in my 

heart kept rising. 

 

    Jason, who is fleeing and fleeing, now really wants to resolve the matter quickly, and then tears up 

Tang Hao's mouth.  

 

    Above, many bishops watched the scene below.  

 

    Guy said: "Milo, Leo, if you go on like this, I'm really not sure what my disciple can do, you give up, 

hey."  

 

    Gay looks like a regret on his face, but he is Anxious, the heart Gu was held in his hand by him, and the 

heart Gu had no more vitality, which proved that his disciple's state could not support it for too long. If 

this continued, the heart Gu would completely dry him. The blood in the heart, which resulted in the 

end, was dead.  

 

    It’s really going to die. Guy won’t be distressed, but he knows that he may not even be able to 

hold the position of the bishop of Oceania, and was directly assigned to Antarctica. 

 

    Bishop Leo saw that Guy’s disciples were getting closer and closer to his daughter. That was his 

biological daughter. He would never want his daughter to take risks for this matter. Just when Leo was 

going to rescue him and save his daughter, Just heard a sound suddenly sounded.  

 

    "Hurry, he can't do it, come back!"  

 

    The four Jason who were fleeing, at the moment they heard the sound, all stopped subconsciously, 

condensed their breath, and then turned around, but unfortunately, they did not see the Gay disciple In 

a scene that wasn't going to happen soon, the other party was still alive and well, and this pause was 

that they directly lost their chance to escape.  

 

    "Cogin, what are you shouting about!" Jason scolded.  



 

    Cokin's face was pale, and he quickly shook his head. "It's not me who shouted."  

 

    "Okay, don't talk nonsense, take the moves together, or you will all die!" Bonita urged solemnly.  

 

    "Del, your kid, it's yin enough." Conan laughed.  

 

    Bishop Del's face is a little weird. He is now thinking that it is right or wrong to give his son to the old 

king of hell. This approach is not like a bishop can do it. Although the practice is inferior, Del still Very 

agree, if not in this case, in private, Del would give his son a thumbs up.  

 

    The figure just came from Tang Hao. Tang Hao could lower his voice and imitate Kojin.  

 

    Faced with the disciples who were in a rage state, Jason didn't dare to keep their hands, and at the 

same time he shot his strongest blow against the disciples.  

 

    The disciples of Guy had one enemy and four, no fancy moves, just a single punch, and the four Jason 

flew out almost at the same time, all spit blood and were seriously injured.  

 

    "Come on, kill them, kill them!" In this scene, Guy watching the excitement, holding the heart Gu's 

hand could not help but increase his strength.  

 

    Disciple Guy gave a slightly painful growl, then jumped up and killed Kokkin.  

 

    Ke Jin fell to the ground seriously, at this time avoiding unavoidable, seeing Guy's disciples killing, 

shouting anxiously: "confess! I admit defeat!" The  

 

    bishops above were already ready, when Ke Jin shouted After confessing his defeat, Milo flashed and 

appeared in front of Kogin, then he took a glance at Guy's disciples.  

 

    The killed Gay disciple was flicked and flew out directly by Milo.  

 

    Milo snorted, then jumped up.  

 

    Cokin, who conceded defeat, hurried to the stage.  

 

    Bishop Guy clearly felt that the heart in his hand was shaking violently. This shows that just Milo's 

palm has caused considerable damage to his disciples.  

 

    "Milo, you are a bit too much. As a bishop, you actually shot my disciples!" Gay dissatisfied.  

 

    Milo indifferent look, "I was only to maintain the normal rules of order, Cocking already throw in the 



towel, you still shot disciple, he is against the rules earlier, I did not cancel his direct qualification, that's 

pretty good."  

 

    Cover Yi Leng snorted without saying much.  

 

    The disciple Guy who was overturned by Milo got up hard. The place where he was, not far from 

Bonita, was what Milo deliberately did.  

 

    After casually wiping the blood from the corner of his mouth, the disciples of Gay fixed their eyes on 

Bonita.  

 

    "We confess." Bishop Leo above no longer persevered, fell directly on the ring, picked up his daughter, 

and then fell to the ground.  

 

    Bonita confessed to leaving, and her followers were also relieved, saying after confessing their defeat, 

they turned down the ring.  

 

    Right now, only the disciples, and Jason, are still standing on the ring.  

 

    Henry and Tang Hao were on the edge of the ring, and they didn't say a word.  

 

    Gay is ecstatic, and now Jason is the only one left. Once he solves this problem, he will be able to take 

the first place in this round of selection. Even if he does not participate in the next round, his ranking will 

not be low, and he will never continue to stay in Oceania. This barren land.  

 

    After all, in the third round of each round of selection, there is only one final winner, that is, Eastern 

Continent.  

 

    In the past, Chu Zheng was invincible in the world, and he swept through the six archbishops easily. 

Although this time, Chu Zheng did not come, but his chosen successor will never be weak! This is 

recognized by every bishop!  

 

    The disciple of Guy walked slowly towards Jason. Jason, who was seriously injured, lay on the ground 

and could only watch the disciple of Gay approaching gradually.  

 

    Milo stood in the air, ready to shoot, but he was waiting for Jason to admit defeat. After all, the 

existence of a disciple is far less important than his future status.  

 

    As the disciples of Guy were about to approach Jason, the heart guts in Guy's hands suddenly 

exploded.  

 

    "Oops!" Guy blurted out subconsciously.  



 

    Just after Guy said something bad, the disciples on the ring suddenly fell forward, and then fell to the 

ground, motionless. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1058: Jason Should Be Last 

 

    "Ha! Ha!" Jason panted, laughed and slowly got up from the ground. Although he was seriously 

injured, he could still stand. He was on the edge of the ring, watching A disciple of Gay lying on the 

ground motionless.  

 

    "You're laughing ass, you." Tang Hao, who licked the edge of the ring from beginning to end, jumped 

into the ring at this time.  

 

    Henry also silently climbed into the ring from another direction.  

 

    Seeing Jason Tang's figure, his face changed, he almost forgot the existence of this person, "Del, you 

think, with your early imperial domination, what can you do to make you go now, It's really cheap for 

you!"  



 

    "Cut." Tang Hao looked disdainful. "I'm standing by strength now. Can't do it."  

 

    Tang Hao's smiling face gradually walked towards Jason.  

 

    Jason put his hands behind his back and condensed the cyclone. If it is normal, he absolutely has no 

extra words, he will directly give this small role of the imperial realm to the scene, but now, he is very 

expensive and seriously injured, and really matches. Which one wins or loses also says two things.  

 

    Tang Hao's full-faced smile, when he was within a certain range of Jason, Tang Hao suddenly ran into 

trouble and rushed towards Jason at a very fast speed.  

 

    Jason's eyes narrowed, and he was just about to start. 

 

    "Okay, that's enough!" A shout came from above.  

 

    Except for Del and Mai, the remaining five bishops all fell on the ring, forcibly separating Tang Hao 

from Jason.  

 

    Dale, still in the sky, showed an unexpected color on his face. Apparently, the sudden actions of the 

five bishops made him unexpected.  

 

    Milo said: "This selection is just to test your ability, not to let you fight between life and death, the 

reason why you let your followers scuffle, just want to see your leadership ability." 

 

    "Good." Bishop Leo also spoke, and then said to Guy, "Guy, your disciple, although strong, has always 

relied on his own strength, and his ability to command is not strong, so this time the test You must not 

be ranked high. As compensation, your disciple was seriously injured and could not participate in the 

third round of selection. How about your second round of selection in the third round?"  

 

    "Yes." Guy answered without thinking, obviously, he Just now, a certain boat agreement was reached 

with the other bishops.  

 

    Leo looked at Tang Hao again and said: "Del, this second selection, you came alone, and did not 

accompany you. Most of our bishops believe that you are the last."  

 

    This selection is the majority The Bishop agrees that there is only one seriously injured Jason on the 

court, and a Tangqi early Tang Hao. As for Henry’s lack of Qiqi strength, they are not included in them. 

If he really wants to fight, Tang Hao’s The victory is higher than Jason's.  

 

    Just in the first game, Tang Hao took the first place. If Tang Hao gets the first place again in this game, 



the position of the European bishop will hardly change.  

 

    After all, in the third game of each session, it was a situation where all the players lost and the East 

won.  

 

    "In this case, I announce!" Bishop Leo said, "Jia in the second round of the selection is Jia..."  

 

    "Slow!" Del suddenly said, "You guys, you passed me and made a verdict, Shouldn’t it be in 

compliance?”  

 

    “No, no.” Bishop Milo shook his head with a smile. “Bishop Del, we are in line with the 

regulations. The seventh chapter of the sixth system of Chapter 3 of the meeting explained that when 

the majority of bishops’ opinions were reached When they are consistent, you can make changes to 

the results of the selection. This round of selection is based on the ability to command. Although Del 

stood at the end, he did not show his ability to command. He is not the last. Who is it? If you just talk 

about personal strength and combat experience, I think in the third round, with Del’s current 

performance, I will get the first place."  

 

    "Oh." Del chuckled, "The meaning of Bishop Milo, Did you win this round?" 

 

    "Of course, by now, the only one on the court who still has attendants is Jason, if..."  

 

    Bishop Milo had just said half of the words and was suddenly interrupted.  

 

    "Wait a minute, let me explain." Henry suddenly trot from the side and stood beside Jason. "That, I'm 

not a follower of  

 

    Master Jason ." Milo heard Henry from Jason yesterday. Seeing Henry opening his mouth, he 

narrowed his eyes and smiled, "The partnership is the same."  

 

    "Yes, yes, it's cooperation." Henrylian nodded, then reached over Jason's shoulder, "But now, hey, 

cooperation Canceled,"  

 

    Henry finished, and pushed gently with his hand.  

 

    Jason, who was originally standing on the edge of the ring, was pushed directly under the ring by 

Henry. Although Jason quickly reacted, the imperial air formed under his feet and floated in the air, but 

he was the whole. Man, has completely left the ring, according to the rules, he... lost.  

 

    Henry smiled, tearing his face hard with his hands. The leather mask on his face was completely torn 

off by him, revealing his original face.  



 

    "Several bishops, I'm sorry, I have always been with Tang Hao. As for the Jason you are planning to 

give to the first place, I think, his commanding ability is not very strong."  

 

    After seeing Henry In a moment when he showed his true face, Jason was completely there. How 

could he not know this person, "It's you!"  

 

    Bishop Del suddenly smiled on his face. He looked for Henry's figure for a long time before, but he 

didn't find it. Unexpectedly, this person has been hiding under his eyelids.  

 

    Bishop Milo suddenly looked ugly.  

 

    The other bishops looked at each other for a few times, and all saw a glimpse of admiration from the 

other party's eyes.  

 

    "Bishops, still stunned, announced the result." Henry said, "Oh, according to the rules you just said, if 

you look at the ability to command, Jason should be ranked last, Jason. He was completely unaware of 

other people in the team, and when he had not lost, his entourage took the lead in confessing. This kind 

of person, I don’t think he has any leadership ability, but Bonita, should be able to rank Second, her 

followers did not choose to admit defeat until she left, and one more person  

 

    died for her. I think that this kind of commanding ability is second only to Tang Hao." Henry 

deliberately killed Bonita’s follower. , Said to become Bonita died.  

 

    "Hahaha." Bishop Leo laughed loudly. "Boy, I think you're right."  

 

    Bishop Milo's face was ruthless, and he was not surprised by the performance of Bishop Leo. Get up 

early.  

 

    When the other bishops heard it, they all followed Leo's words. After Jason was at the bottom, they 

could be ranked one above the other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1059: Be Careful 

 

 

    Suddenly, the changes made Milo and Jason's faces extremely ugly.  

 

    Milo just said so much. He just wanted to find a reason for Tang Hao to be at the bottom. Otherwise, 

even if Jason won the battle, Tang Hao won the second place. In the first selection, Tang Hao won the 

first place. One, according to the rules of the point system, the first selection has the most points, and in 

the end, the points of the one or two selections add up, and Tang Hao still ranks first.  

 

    And in the third selection, everyone's points will be almost the same. In this way, the position of the 

European bishop will still fall on Del.  

 

    After Henry's proposal was accepted by many bishops, Henrychongdell blinked, "Bishop Del, can you 

announce the result of the second selection?"  

 

    Del looked at the other bishops, except for Milo. There is no objection. As for Milo, he has nothing to 

say now. Since he said that the second item is based on everyone’s ability to control, Jason’s 

performance just failed, not only in the team. People who have surrendered to others, even their 



entourage escaped.  

 

    "Well, since everyone has no objections, then I declare that the second selection result..."  

 

    Del Chengru Hongzhong announced the second selection result and everyone heard clearly.  

 

    In this selection, Tang Hao ranked first, Bonita ranked second, Conan and Justus' disciples ranked third 

and fourth, Gay Disciple fifth, and Jason last.  

 

    Judging from the current points, Del will succeed the European bishops. Leo still occupies North 

America. The remaining four bishops have close points, which is not easy to say.  

 

    "Because of the huge consumption of the judges, the third selection time is set at ten o'clock 

tomorrow morning."  

 

    Del waved his hand, and the platform up to 10 meters slowly lowered, and when it fell to the ground, 

all the talents saw, The ring has been pitted, and there are traces left over from the war.  

 

    "Sir Jason, I..." Cokin walked up to Jason. 

 

    "Are you cherishing your life?" Jason looked coldly at Cokin, looking very bad.  

 

    Coking was shocked, and quickly waved his hand, "Master Jason, because..."  

 

    "Enough!" Jason shouted, "You're really a good follower before leaving."  

 

    Jason said, walking to In front of Kojin, he reached out and locked Kojin's throat directly.  

 

    Although Kejin's strength is similar to that of Jason, he dare not resist at all. "Jia... Master Jason, 

please  

 

    spare your life ." "Forgive you?" Jason's eyes showed a curious look, "You tell me, I Why should you 

forgive you?"  

 

    "Because I...I...I am one of your dogs, the most loyal one." Kojin tried to make his face smile.  

 

    "Dog?" Jason suddenly let go of Cochin's neck. "Hahaha! You're right. You are a dog, a good dog. In 

that case, you have something to do. Go help me." "  

 

    Ke Jin knelt down quickly," you said. "  

 

    Jason squatted slowly, put his mouth close to Ke Jin's ear, and pointed his finger to Tang Hao's 



position, "I don't want to see him in the selection tomorrow. You went tonight and slaughtered him."  

 

    "Understood, please rest assured!"  

 

    Today's selection is over, and the people gathered in the square are gradually dispersed.  

 

    Del was very happy, he walked with Tang Hao and Henry together.  

 

    "This* is really a good way." Leo walked from the side and looked at Henry with admiration. "If I 

guessed right, it was Zhang* who created the island that would overthrow the king. "It's right."  

 

    Henry smiled slightly, "Bishop Leo's information network, I can get more information than that."  

 

    "Haha." Bishop Leo said with a laugh, he had just checked in the shortest time. Henry’s identity, but 

he didn’t expect that Henry would say so straightforwardly, “Zhang* is a person with a personality, 

we have a chance, we can have a good exchange, for the demonic trial that Del participated in this time, 

I'm a little bit interested."  

 

    Bishop Leo investigated Henry, and he could naturally find out something else. What kind of person 

Tang Hao used to be. Leo knew very well that this time there could be such a big change. Leo can Guess, 

this must be inseparable from the devil's trial.  

 

    "If Bishop Leo is assured that his daughter is going, there will be a chance next year." Henry glanced 

sideways at Bonita, who was behind Leo. This woman looks naive and lively, harmless to humans and 

animals, but in fact, but one Only a real viper.  

 

    Milo took Jason from another, assured that everyone's destination was the world-famous church, and 

it was easy to walk to a avenue.  

 

    "Del, hahaha, I really congratulate you." Milo laughed loudly when he came, and then set his eyes on 

Henry as well. "Unexpectedly, beside Del, there is still such a young handsome man, Bright Island. Lord, 

it’s really a  

 

    remarkable title.” Milo also said to Henry that he also investigated Henry’s identity.  

 

    Henry said with a smile: "It's just a few fake names. In front of you seniors, I'm just a little person."  

 

    "Little person? No, no." Milo quickly denied, "A little person, how dare to beat me on this occasion. 

What about Luo Xuan’s face, Henry, you are a big man, and the future is limitless, but big men also 

need a process of growth. You must not die halfway and let me down.” In  

 



    Milo’s words, there was a hidden Threat.  

 

    Henry nodded, "Bishop Milo is assured that I will certainly not let you down."  

 

    "Okay." Milo gave a thumbs up. "Then I will wait for your means."  

 

    Milo finished. , Accelerated his pace, led Jason, and strode forward.  

 

    When he walked in front of Henry, Jason turned back suddenly, glaring at Henry with a vicious look, 

and at the same time made a gesture of wiping his neck.  

 

    Henry smiled at Jason's teeth.  

 

    Jason snorted, turned his head, followed Milo, and stepped into the church.  

 

    "Zhang*, you today, it is best not to run around." Leo patted Henry's shoulder.  

 

    "Bishop Leo is at ease, I have  

 

    a lot in my mind." Tang Hao won the first place in the two selections today, but it was the one with 

the least consumption. When other candidates were busy with healing, Tang Hao had already chosen a 

place Eat it up.  

 

    Although Tang Hao's performance today made many people feel ashamed, he still saw a lot of people, 

including Tang Hao's performance before ascending the ring, so that those who previously disdain Tang 

Hao have converged a lot.  

 

    "Del's changes, I am very satisfied." Bishop Del said to Henry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1060: 

 

 

    late at night, the Holy City is still lively today. The topics that people are discussing are still about this 

selection, but yesterday, everyone talked about who is more optimistic. Today, most of the topics are all 

Focus on Tang Hao.  

 

    As the only son of European bishop Del, Tang Hao has always gathered a lot of eyes.  

 

    When Tang Hao was deeply in purgatory, the rescue of dozens of masters led by Del was already 

spread.  

 

    In most people's minds, Tang Hao is a waste that only pits his father, and his character is particularly 

weak, but Tang Hao's performance today opened their eyes.  

 

    In a night market outside the holy city, Tang Hao was beside Henry, "Brother, today is not too flat 

outside, my father specifically told me not to come out."  

 

    Henry rolled his eyes, "What he wants is not very flat, who is still in Taiping?" Come on."  

 

    "Brother, I don't understand what you mean." Tang Hao wondered.  

 

    Henry patted Tang Hao on the shoulder. "You understand the Chinese culture, but you don't 

understand the meaning of the fast  



 

    knife ." Tang Hao thought for a while and thought, "Put the trouble into a group, and cut it all with 

one knife?"  

 

    "Uh... you You can also understand it this way." Henry sighed, "Go, go to the ghost city and make a 

few more laps."  

 

    Henry took Tang Hao all the way to the ghost city. Today, the two of them no longer behaved like they 

did yesterday. Just like Barrett in the past, take this thing to see, play with that thing, and don't buy it. 

It's there in Yingying, and it was recognized by people at once.  

 

    "Isn't that Del?"  

 

    "He's so arrogant!"  

 

    "Can he be arrogant? If there is no accident, Bishop Del will still take over Europe this time!"  

 

    "That's good, but I think He is all luck, and his strength is still so low. Why  

 

    is he crazy ?" "Just because he is the heir to the European bishop, is that enough? He is crazy, do you 

dare to say him?" 

 

    "Look, we don’t dare to do anything, but some people dare to do it. I really don’t understand. With 

his strength, he doesn’t hide at this critical point. He still runs out. It’s easy to come out, and I want 

to go back. Difficult!"  

 

    "Hush! Do you want to die, whisper, what does this matter have to do with us, let's go, let's go."  

 

    The sound of the discussion sounded, and Henry and Tang Hao continued to sway as if they didn't 

hear it. Wandering around.  

 

    Andre's figure appeared from the front of the ghost market and walked towards Henry.  

 

    "Henry, it seems that I'm in a good mood today." Andrea walked to Henry, "the means are good."  

 

    "Oh, Master Andrea has won the prize." Henry smiled.  

 

    "Where did I win the prize." Andre waved his hand. "You are not a jailer, but in front of so many 

people, teaching a few bishops to do things, I will only give you the identity of a jailer, is it too wrong to 

you, According to your performance today, at least you should be given the status of an envoy, are you 

right?"  



 

    Henry showed a thoughtful look on his face, and then snapped his fingers, "If Andre Lord, you’re in 

control of the position of the  

 

    messenger . It’s not bad.” “Something that’s not a big word!” Another person came out from 

behind Andre, looked at Henry, scolded, “Little age, unobstructed, control. You can make fun of this 

kind of identity? When you see your grown-up, you are greeted with rudeness, and dare to stand up and 

talk, don’t you understand the rules?"  

 

    Henry looked at the person speaking, this is a middle-aged man in his fifties , Western face, one face is 

not arrogant.  

 

    "Justice Henry, I ask you, why don't you say hello when you see me?" The middle-aged man asked 

Henryzhi.  

 

    Andre said: "Henry, this is Master Myers' control, you have a good relationship with me, just don't ask, 

but the rules still have to be kept."  

 

    Henry suddenly understood that Andre had already torn himself Shameless, unable to press himself 

with his identity, he simply brought another man.  

 

    Myers put his hands behind his back and said again: "Judge Xuan Henry, why don't you say hello to 

me?" 

 

    "Myers, you are such a great official!" Tang Hao said at this time, "If you say Status, it’s up to you to 

say hello to me when you see me!”  

 

    Myers changed his expression and said: "Master Del, although you are the heir to the bishop, you 

have not yet taken the position of bishop. In the post, I It’s not necessary to salute you, but this jailer 

Henry..."  

 

    "Enough is enough." Tang Hao glared at Miles impatiently, "Brother Zhang is my benefactor, you let 

my benefactor salute you, it is better to let Can I kneel in front of you?"  

 

    "Hehe." Andrea laughed. "Master Del, we just came to make a joke. You know, Henry is a jailer, it is 

within my jurisdiction, I This time, I have something to look for him. Master Del should not intervene in 

the matter of the meeting."  

 

    Del's expression changed and there was no voice. He was not a bishop now, and he intervened as a 

heir to the bishop. The matter is indeed not in compliance with the rules. In this case, it is likely that 

someone will take it out and make a fuss.  



 

    "Let's go, Henry, let's talk about something else." Andrei stepped forward, hugged Henry's shoulder, 

and led Henry towards the side.  

 

    Myers stood on the other side of Henry, leaving Henry nowhere to go.  

 

    "  

 

    Master Andrea, you..." Henrygang said, and was directly interrupted by Andrea.  

 

    "Enough is enough, I am not in a mood to accompany you to play these word games." Andre said 

impatiently. "The last name is Zhang. I will give you a chance last time. I am in control. You are just a 

normal jailer, even Lord Del can still be re-elected as a bishop in Europe, and I can take your life before 

he sits in the position of bishop. The city next to the hell is your power."  

 

    "There are a lot of people in it." Myers also He said, "I'm thinking, if you destroy that city directly, how 

wonderful your expression will be."  

 

    Henry frowned slightly. "You both threaten me?"  

 

    "Why, can't you threaten you?" Myers asked back. Tao said, "A little jailer thought he could wander 

between several sides, but we don’t know that in our eyes, you are like a rat in the sewer, but it will 

only be chaotic, dirty and smelly, making people sick. I really want to kill you, but it’s just a matter of 

convenience."  

 

    "Henry, don't say I don't give you a chance, think about it yourself, you have to remember, even if you 

are kind to Bishop Del, you will end up with, It’s just a jailer.” Andre brought Henry into an alley. “

Even this time, you helped Bishop Del to regain his position as the bishop of Europe. Bishop Del couldn

’t be able to elevate you to control and take 10,000 steps back. In fact, even if you become the 

ambassador, look at your front."  

 

    Henry looked up and found that in front of him, there were more than ten figures standing, all 

dressed in the ambassador to serve. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1061: The Identity Gap 

 

 

    More than ten control envoys stood in front of him. This is Andrea's confidence.  

 

    "Do you think Bishop Del can really protect you?" Andrea asked again.  

 

    "The ignorant!" Myers laughed.  

 

    "Henry, think about it yourself." Andrei patted Henry's shoulder. "The gap in identity is something you 

can't make up for. We want your life. There are countless ways to know me. Hand over what you know, 

otherwise, give you a message, you will disappear from this world with your bright island, as for the 

consequences, hehe."  

 

    Myers took Andrea's words, "The death of a jailer , Will not be taken by heart, remember, identity is 

always a gap you can’t cross, understand? Look at the people in front of you, remember us well, each 

of us, squeezing you, is like Kill a mouse."  

 

    Henry's gaze, the control in front of him swept the body one by one. On these people's faces, Henry 

saw a sneer, a disdain, a contempt.  

 

    "Remember, the gap in identity is the most insurmountable gap between you and us." Andre left 

Henry with this sentence, disappeared in the alley with many controls.  

 

    "Identity..." Henry murmured a smile on the corner of his mouth.  

 

    When Henry returned to the ghost market, he discovered that Tang Hao was no longer there. Henry 

glanced around, and found that many people saw himself, and their eyes did not consciously dodge. This 

discovery made Henry secretly cry. Loudly.  

 

    Henry thought about it and locked his eyes on a private club, then walked over.  

 



    At this time in the Holy City, it was still brightly lit.  

 

    However, even where the sun is shining, there will be shadows. In a dark corner of the holy city, Tang 

Hao got up from the ground covered with blood and looked at the man and the woman in front of him, 

"Cokin, Eugenia, If the two of you killed me today, wouldn’t you fear that you can’t get out of this 

holy city!" 

 

    Tang Hao wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and looked at the two in front of him.  

 

    Kojin's haze, what happened today, made him lose his face. If it wasn't for the person in front of him, 

how could so many things happen today.  

 

    Eugenia, with her fiery red hair, covered her mouth with a smirk, "Master Del, you are dead, how can 

we not go out? After tomorrow, Master Del will not be the bishop of this area . "  

 

    Tang Hao gazed at Eugenia," It appears that Andre is a really good job of preparing a betrayal of my 

father. " "  

 

    No, no. "Eugenia shaking fingers," Del Master, How can this be called betrayal? Yan Xia has a saying, 

that good birds choose wood and live.  

 

    Lord Andre, but has made the best choice." "Is Milo the best choice you think?" Tang Hao talked, she 

secretly observe their surroundings, looking for the possibility of escape, "shows you why Milo will guard 

Antarctica? he sits really have strength in Europe, already sit in this position will come up!"  

 

    "Milo I don’t know if the adult has this strength.” Ke Jin said, “But, Master Jason will definitely 

have this ability. Del, in the future, you don’t need to worry about it. I will give you a choice now. What 

do you want? Dead? Hmm!"  

 

    Kogin said, waving his hand violently, and a cobra shadow directly struck Tang Hao.  

 

    Tang Hao’s strength at the early stage of Yuqi’s imperialism will be spiked in the later stage of his 

imperial dominance, not to mention the power of the two metamorphic realities in front of him, 

especially Eugenia, not as simple as metamorphosis. Tang Hao could not even evade the Cobra 

phantom. He was entangled by Cobra phantom and strangled his whole body.  

 

    "Tumbling." Eugenia looked at Tang Hao, who was entangled with cobras, and said, "Kojin, are you too 

cruel, you want to break his bones inch by inch? This kind of death, But it's a little scary."  

 

    Tang Hao was entangled by this cobra phantom. No matter how hard he tried, he couldn't get rid of it. 

Instead, he got tighter and tighter, his limbs couldn't move at all, and a huge force pressed from all 



directions of his body , Giving him an indescribable suffocation, as if all his bones were squeezed.  

 

    Tang Hao opened his mouth unconsciously, trying to breathe hard.  

 

    "Del, I want to grind your bones bit by bit!" Kogin gritted his teeth, and things in the morning 

appeared to him in front of him. If it weren't for Del, how could he be like that!  

 

    Eugenia stood aside and looked at her with a smile. "Kojin, move quickly. It will take a lot of trouble to 

get that surname Zhang in a while."  

 

    "Reassure, he can't find it. "Cocking sneered," and now, he is probably still in the control of several 

major prestige pressure shivering it. "  

 

    Cocking voice just off, but it is her face changed," how could! "  

 

    the piece caught up Tang Howe's cobra phantom suddenly dissipated out of thin air.  

 

    The figure of Henry, I don't know when, has appeared behind Tang Hao.  

 

    "It's you!" Eugenia's eyes narrowed, staring at Henry.  

 

    "Impossible! How could you find it!" Ke Jin saw Henry, his pupil shrunk sharply. At the beginning of the 

town, he was still remembered by Henry's continuous slaps. In front of this person, Ke Jin felt himself. 

There is no ability to resist at all.  

 

    "Nothing is impossible." Henry waved casually, and a round thing rolled down to Kejin's feet.  

 

    "This is..." Ke Jin stared at the rolling things, and then his whole body burst, "Lilla! You..."  

 

    "Kill them all, they will say everything naturally." Henry looked relaxed.  

 

    Eugenia stepped forward, "It seems that you are very confident in yourself and feel that you can save 

Del? You can come here, so that I can go to see you after this matter is over, it would be better to cut 

you off today. My limbs, what  

 

    Master Andre wants to know, I slowly ask again."Henry shrugged. "If I usually, I really want to play 

with you more, after all, the master of the late metamorphosis, I am really I haven’t encountered 

much, and I’m curious about the means of attacking you, but today, I’m sorry, I really don’t have 

this Yaxing, so I invite you..."  

 

    Henry mouth, these words fell, he turned into a phantom, and then When it appeared, it was already 



in front of Eugenia, and the distance between them was only ten centimeters.  

 

    Eugenia's pupils shrank suddenly, and she didn't even see clearly when the person in front of him had 

reached her.  

 

    "Go to death first." Henry said lightly, his mouth wide open, showing a white tooth to Eugenia. While 

Henry was talking, a phantom tiger looted from behind Henry, opened his mouth wide, biting at You 

Ginia's head.  

 

    "You've already passed the beginning of Qi Qi..." Eugenia didn't finish, and the whole person planted 

forward, making a bang. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 1062: Before Selection 

 

 

    Ke Jin saw this scene, his legs tremble, if there is nothing extra, he turned and ran.  

 

    "Oh, you don't have to run when you come." Henry stood and snapped his fingers, and Kojin, who was 

running fast, stood directly on the spot, and his posture didn't change even if he continued to slide 

down with cold sweat on his forehead. If Feiken's eyes were still moving, he was as if he had been 

frozen.  

 

    Cokin tried hard to move, but he found that no matter how hard he tried, his hands and feet could not 

move.  

 

    "Don't work hard, the qi around you has been completely solidified. For you, these qi are the steel 

plates that you can't shake unless your strength can beat me, but I think you have no such opportunity." 

Henryzhan At the same place, looking at Cochin, he smiled, "Yes, this cannot only be turned into a steel 

plate, but also become as sharp as a blade, just like this..."  

 

    "Slap!"  

 

    Henry made another one. Snap finger.  

 

    When this finger lags behind, Kogin’s pupils begin to spread, and his entire body, at this moment, 

seems to be chopped by the guillotine waist, split into several pieces, and falls in different directions. 

The most terrible thing is that there is no drop Blood flows out.  

 

    Henry pondered in his eyes and muttered in his mouth: "The way of using Qi can indeed be so diverse. 

It is not necessary to let Qi run from your body for a week. You can directly control the external Qi to 

achieve the offensive effect. Once, as long as the control is strong enough, in theory, even if it is 

separated by thousands of miles, you can kill people with qi..."  

 

    If at this time, if Henry’s mouth is heard by others, he will definitely think that Henry is talking 

nonsense, this How can you control the Qi without running around the body? In other words, the so-

called running Qi around the body is just to include a part of the Qi in the body, and then release the gas 

contained in the body, and the part of the Qi into the body will gradually become refined. Pure, 



transformed into one controlled by oneself, directly controlling the qi of the outside world, isn't this a 

fool's dream!  

 

    But for others, this kind of idiot's dream is actually there in Henry.  

 

    The two bodies fell to the ground. 

 

    Tang Hao, who was covered in blood, gasped heavily, "Brother, thanks to your timely arrival, 

otherwise..."  

 

    Henry raised his hand and stopped Tang Hao's voice, "Okay, someone has come here. , Do you have 

that kind of corpse powder? Use it."  

 

    " Yes ." Tang Hao fumbled in his clothes, took out a small porcelain bottle, and poured some powder 

on the bodies of Eugenia and Cokin. In the past, the bodies of the two people gradually melted away.  

 

    Eugenia's head is separated from her body. From Eugenia's pupils, you can see a kind of unwillingness, 

but more of a kind of self-deprecation.  

 

    All along, Eugenia has always viewed Henry in the nature of play, and her evaluation of Henry is also 

an interesting opponent. But today, for the first time, she let Eugenia discover that she was wrong. This 

opponent, who is not put in his own eyes, has the ability to kill himself at will.  

 

    The most ridiculous thing in this world is nothing more than that. A person who is not taken into 

account by himself is actually already a thousand times stronger than himself.  

 

    "Let's go, someone is coming." Henry grabbed Tang Hao's shoulder, leapt forward, and disappeared 

into the darkness.  

 

    Soon after Henry and his two talents left, someone rushed here.  

 

    "There are fighting sounds, there are fighting marks, there are corpses in the beach, dead people!"  

 

    "Go, report to Bishop Master!"  

 

    The two people who left here did not look back and went straight to where they lived.  

 

    In each selection, it was a grand event of the God's Hidden Society. A large number of people came 

from different forces from the seven parties, all concentrated here.  

 

    When Henry and Tang Hao returned, they were seen, and someone immediately reported the news to 

Milo.  



 

    "Waste! Waste!" Milo sat in a room and yelled.  

 

    Jason knelt in front of Milo and said nothing.  

 

    Milo swept away the cup on the table, "Let Kojin secretly kill Del, you tell me, what do you think? 

Everyone knows that Kejin is yours, and now that Del has returned, you pray Candidates for this Eastern 

Continent are not strong enough to give you a chance to get a high score, otherwise let Del be re-

elected as a bishop in Europe, you can’t escape this matter! Once Del makes an essay on this matter, it

’s not the only time It’s you, even me, who has to be sanctioned by the meeting. If you want to kill 

him, how can you start when you choose tomorrow!”  

 

    “Teacher, I know.”  

 

    “Get down and reflect on it.” Milo doesn’t Waving his hand patiently.  

 

    Jason got up slowly and exited the room.  

 

    Overnight, just passed.  

 

    When the bell sounded at 9 o'clock the next morning, countless people gathered on the square of the 

Holy City. 

 

    With the exception of the disciple Guy, all the other bishop candidates have already been present, but 

unlike yesterday, these candidates did not follow suit.  

 

    At 9:30, the major bishops had arrived. The ground in the center of the square cracked towards the 

surroundings as usual. A huge ring was gradually raised. The surface of the ring was still potholes and 

was not repaired overnight. 

 

    The seven bishops stood in the air. Unlike yesterday, today, there is a smell of gunpowder in the air. 

Del’s eyes have always been locked on Milo. During the attack on Del last night, Del has been fully 

aware of it.  

 

    "The third selection starts at ten o'clock. Participate in the selection and go on stage." Del stood in the 

air with a big wave of his hands, and all five bishop candidates fell on the ring.  

 

    "Nothing left last night." Andre walked to Henry, whispered.  

 

    Henryqing said with a smile: "Oh, Master Andre taught well at first. If it's not you, I don't know that 

there is a corpse powder."  



 

    "Things are done well, but I don't know how the Lord Church will reward you. What about Jailer 

Zhang?" Andrey's face chuckled. "If you only want to hold the big tree Bishop Del, believe me, you can't 

live tomorrow."  

 

    "I don't believe it." Henry shook his head. , "You know, many people have said the same thing to me, 

but I am still alive now, Master Andrea, you should know that this world cannot stand firm by ruthless 

words?"  

 

    "You are very Self-confidence." Andrei glanced at Henry. "But I really want to know where your 

confidence comes from and what allows you to put more than ten of us under control.  

 

    " You will soon know." Henry smiled slightly, then jumped up and jumped into the ring.  

 

    Above the ring, Jason was staring at Tang Hao in his heart. In his heart, he had already thought about 

it. As soon as the melee began, he would absolutely desperately kill the person first. At this moment, a 

figure that made Jason remember deeply , Appeared behind Tang Hao, smiling at Jason. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 1063: I ask you, can you 

 

 

    Jason looked at the person who appeared behind Tang Hao. Yesterday, it was this person who made 

him lose face. It was this person who played himself like a fool. Everything was because of this people.  

 

    The rest of the candidates also saw Henry who leapt to the ring. From yesterday's incident, they all 

knew that this person was on the side of Del, and they did not understand why this follower was 

suddenly on the stage.  

 

    The people watching the battle from the stage could not help but see Henry on stage.  

 

    "This Del followers how to go up?"  

 

    "I do not know ah, Del would not rule it is not clear which one of melee, is a personal war ah."  

 

    "It's entourage in the end what happens?"  

 

    Standing above Milo shouted, "Andre! Are you a jailer, do you have any rules! Can this ring be used by 

him! Let him get down!"  

 

    Milo sounded like Hong Lei, everyone listened Be clear.  

 

    "Oh, it turns out this man is a jailer."  

 

    "I thought it was a big role."  

 

    "A jailer, who doesn't know how high and thick he is, doesn't understand his identity, boarded the 

candidate ring, what did he think he was?"  

 

    Mai Ruth shouted: "The last name is Zhang, get off. Is there a place you can go?"  

 

    Andre also frowned pretendingly: "Henry, you first entered the God Hidden Society, you may not 

understand the rules, you as The jailer, who can stand on the ring, has a huge difference from you. This 

is not where you can stay now. Come down."  

 

    "Go down? Why should I go down?" Henry stood on the stage and looked at Ande from the top 

strong.  



 

    Andre said: "You are not qualified to stand there, do you want me to say it again?" 

 

    "Qualification? From yesterday to now, you told me a lot about qualification, but...I am qualified to 

stand here, it's not what you said, linen!" Henry turned his head to look at the sky and sat in the Taishi 

chair The person on board, "You tell him, am I qualified to stand here."  

 

    Mai?  

 

    In Andrea's heart, a bad hunch suddenly appeared.  

 

    Maige laughed loudly, "Hahaha! Henrynai's hand-in-hand heir to the Eastern Continent, he is not 

qualified to stand there, and who is qualified!"  

 

    The sound of Maige made not only those on the ring, but also those under the ring, All were stunned, 

including Tang Hao.  

 

    Even Del and Milo didn't expect that the heir to the eastern continent turned out to be Henry!  

 

    Del looked at Henry who was standing on the stage and couldn't help laughing: "Zhang*, amazing, 

amazing, although you are about the same age as me, this method, even I admire, is determined to be 

the heir of the Eastern Continent Happened, you pulled me into the water and participated in these 

things. From the beginning, you were ready to spoil. Originally, the East Continent was beyond the other 

six continents. You have made so many now. Things, this is to completely mess up the water, it seems, I 

really underestimate you!"  

 

    Andre and Myers under the stage are dull expressions, candidates for the Eastern Continent!  

 

    The existence of the Eastern Continent has always been on the other continents, and it has become a 

candidate for the Eastern Continent. Its status, in the entire Divine Society, is rare!  

 

    Last night, they still threatened Henry and oppressed Henry as the controlling envoy, but this night, 

the situation completely changed. A controlling envoy, in front of the candidates on the Eastern 

Continent, what is it!  

 

    All the continents of the East have always been concerned. When the words of Ma Yi fell down, not 

only the people of the other continents focused their attention on Henry, but also the people from the 

Eastern Divine Society all looked towards Henry.  

 

    Members of the Eastern Continent Shenyin Society pay more attention to Chu Zheng’s descendants. 

After all, this will be the person who will lead the Eastern Continent in the future. 

 



    When Chu Zheng was alone, he swept the Liuhe and dominated the eastern continent for hundreds of 

years. There was no rival. Everyone was sincere, but how can his successors do it? Can this person really 

be a candidate for the Eastern Continent? There was no trace of anger on his body!  

 

    Standing on the ring,  

 

    Henry looked down on Andre and shouted: "Andre is in control, am I qualified to stand on this ring 

now!" Andre looked at Henry above, and his heart was mixed, The first time I saw this person, he was 

invaded by his own spirit, how weak, but how long after that, he could stand on the high platform and 

question himself, even if last night, he would call himself an adult !This person is hidden too deep!  

 

    Seeing that Andrea did not speak, Henry once again asked: "Andrea, I ask you, am I qualified to stand 

above this ring!"  

 

    Andre still did not say anything, because he knew that Henry was In front of everyone, hit your own 

face.  

 

    "I ask you, yes! Still not!" Henry's voice, like the sky thundering, exploded in everyone's ears, those 

who had held contempt for Henry before, they were startled, they instantly understood that this person 

It's not that you haven't mastered the qi, but that you have hidden all the qi machines. You didn't even 

notice it! Not that others are too weak, but that they are too weak.  

 

    Henry's voice, full of momentum, let everyone subconsciously focus on Andre.  

 

    A person belonging to the forces of the Eastern Continent opened his mouth, wearing a green shirt, 

carrying a bamboo sword behind him, and the voice of Yun Danfeng was light, but the voice was very 

clear, "Andrea, my candidate for Eastern Continent asks you Why don’t you answer, you look down on 

my Eastern Continent?"  

 

    When this blue-sworded swordsman spoke, the fine marks one after another appeared on the cloak 

that Andrey wore out of thin air.  

 

    Andrea swallowed hard and spit out saliva, with a difficult voice: "  

 

    Yes ." Henry showed a smile on his face, "I didn't hear it, and answered me aloud!"  

 

    Andrea's eyes were full of hate and loud voice. "Yes!"  

 

    Henry nodded. "Good."  

 

    This good sound caused a lot of laughter.  

 



    After Andrei finished speaking, his head was lowered, and he quickly squeezed into the crowd, no 

longer speaking.  

 

    The dozen or so masters who appeared last night looked so ugly at the moment, they thought they 

were only dealing with a jailer holding Del’s thighs, but they did not expect that the other party would 

be transformed and become the heir of the Eastern Continent!  

 

    On the ring, Jason's complexion became more difficult to look at.  

 

    At this point, the bell of the holy city rang again, ten o'clock had arrived, and the third selection was 

about to begin.  

 

    Del screamed, "The third selection is a personal scuffle. During a scuffle, you must not take the 

initiative to hurt people's lives! Leaving the ring or losing combat effectiveness is a failure. Now, the 

selection...Start!"  

 

    When the words of Del began to fall In an instant, the candidates on the ring had just made 

preparations for battle, but they heard a sound.  

 

    "Don't move first." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 1064: 

 

 

    Don't move!  

 

    As soon as this sound came out, no one on the ring really moved. They were not immobile, but 

immobile.  

 

    Above, seven people, including linen, were all startled, their eyes staring at Henry on the ring, all in 

horror.  

 

    "He has stepped into the divine realm!" Del's eyes were full of dignity, "Yinian control the whole body 

aura, this is the symbol of the divine realm!"  

 

    "Impossible!" Leo shook his head, "How could there be such a young divine rebirth?" How long has he 

been exposed to qi? Even if I wait, I can’t spy on the gate of Fushen."  

 

    "How can he do it without entering the Fuss!" Conan looked at Mai, while several other bishops, They 

all looked at the linen.  

 

    Hemp squeezed the hat on his head and smiled, "Don't look at me, this kid reveals a weirdness all 

over his body."  

 

    Under the ring, the man in the green shirt and bamboo sword murmured with a look. : "In one 

thought, Jian Qi is vertical and horizontal! Divine Realm! No. This is different from Jian Qi. It is not as 

sharp as Jian Qi, but it is more solid than Jian Qi. No! It is not like this. Environment, how did he do it, 

and what exactly did he use to control his anger all over the body!"  

 

    The young woman in white clothes was curious in the eyes of the young swordsman, "Daddy, what 

are you talking about?"  

 

    "Wizard! The man is definitely a wizard! The person chosen by Master Chu Zheng is really not an 

ordinary person!" The blue shirt swordsman stared at the top, "Daughter, let the family prepare letters, 

spread it to the Kunlun Mountain, and say that my east rises, there is something important Meet Master 

Chu Zheng!" The  

 

    young woman shuddered, "Dad, you are going to Kunlun!"  

 

    "Yes." Dongfang Yunqi's face was full of excitement, "I'm going to find Master Chu Zheng to ask 

clearly, this person, Who the hell is!"  



 

    Many of the bishops standing above the ring, and countless masters standing below the ring, were all 

Henry, shocked. 

 

    The people standing in the ring felt great pressure. Except Tang Hao, no one felt that they were all 

bound up and down, and there was nothing in front of them, but they did it even with their fingers. No, 

cold sweat had already wet their backs, they never encountered such a situation.  

 

    Henry’s voice sounded again, "Seniors, before the start of this melee, I have something to say. The 

juniors are not good at learning arts. Although they have learned some tricks, they can’t fully grasp it. 

If they fight, they will inevitably have some mistakes. So, if you think someone stronger than me, you 

can continue to stand on the ring. If you don’t have confidence, I would advise you to take the 

initiative to quit, so as not to hurt your life!"  

 

    Henry said, a blood mark suddenly appeared on Jason’s face. Appeared on, it was a fierce, easily cut 

Jason's skin.  

 

    It's weird that although the blood stains appeared, and the blood beads lingered on Jason's face.  

 

    Myers looked at the movement above and frowned, "This kid, is to stand up to the power, and to 

stand up to his power when so many people face today!"  

 

    "Ha ha ha, good means." Dongfang Yun laughed. "He has the style of Master Chu Zheng at that time, 

no! He is more domineering than Master Chu Zheng. Master Chu Zheng just swept across everyone and 

established an invincible asset, but he wanted the rest to take the initiative to submit, ha ha ha! "  

 

    Bishop Milo and others above the ring are all ugly.  

 

    In this selection, everyone was waiting for it, to put it bluntly, all the disciples who could participate in 

the selection were their proud disciples, but now, in the melee of this person’s strength, they are so 

threatened, if you ignore them, your disciples It would be very ugly to be killed by someone, but if you 

really admit defeat as this person said, you will never be able to raise your head since then.  

 

    Milo waved his hand and grumbled: "If you can't control it, then you will get off the stage."  

 

    Henry replied: "Bishop Milo, if you don't worry about your disciples, I have other proposals."  

 

    " Proposal?"  

 

    "Yes." Henry nodded. "If Bishop Milo knows that your disciples can't beat me, then you, go to the ring, 

come and fight me!"  



 

    A gust of wind swept by, and the whole ring was silent.  

 

    Let the bishop come on stage to fight!  

 

    The bishop of a continent is the strongest fighting force of Shenyin Society on that continent! No one 

knows the strength of the bishop, but one thing that can be known is that Bishop Del, who was guarded 

in Europe, was twenty years ago and he was thirty years old. For more than ten years, some people 

speculated that Del’s strength had long been infinitely close to the god, even if one foot stepped into 

the god, the other bishops, even weaker than Del, would not be weak.  

 

    But now, the candidate of this eastern continent, dare to make bold words and make Bishop Milo beat 

him!Where is his confidence! Or ask, how strong is his strength!  

 

    Dongfang Yun heard this and smiled even more on his face, "This kid is more arrogant than I thought. I 

like it, I like it, haha! If there is no marriage, my Oriental family would rather be married to him! "The  

 

    young woman next to  

 

    Dongfang Yun raised her face brightly, "Daddy, what are you talking about." "Hehe." Dongfang Yun 

laughed, "Daughter, these young heroes are rare,"  

 

    Milo stands tall. In the air, how ugly his face is, how ugly he is. He is probably the first bishop who will 

be provoked by a bishop candidate in the past few hundred years.  

 

    Milo was silent for a long time before speaking: "You said, you want to fight me?"  

 

    "Good." Henry responded.  

 

    Milo lived in the air. Whatever he thought, he did not expect that the person in front of him would 

make such a request, and could he really fight him? If you fight, then admit that your disciples are not as 

good as him. If you fight, you won, and you won’t have any praise. You will only kill him directly in the 

name of bullying.  

 

    Milo looked east, and there were a few people there who would never sit on his own and kill him.  

 

    "Between you juniors, I play and play on my own, I will not participate." Milo waved his hand and 

directly defined Henry's behavior as junior play.  

 

    "Since Bishop Milo is not involved, then the next thing I want to do, Bishop Milo must not be angry." 

Henry shrugged, then looked at Jason, "I just said, you must have understood I feel that I can beat me, 



stay, don’t want to die, consciously step down, and give you ten seconds to consider."  

 

    Henry's words just fell, Jason felt that his skin was stinging everywhere. Drops of blood came out of 

his skin, his eyes moved, he could see, his arms were slowly shrinking at a speed that was visible to the 

naked eye.  

 

    "Your thinking time, there are five seconds left." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1065: World Demon Sword! 

 

 



    Henry's voice is very light, without any oppression, but listening to Jason's ear is like a devil's singing.  

 

    Jason's teeth were trembling, and an indescribable soreness came from Jason's limbs.  

 

    "There are still three seconds."  

 

    "I admit defeat! Admit defeat!" Conan's disciples couldn't bear the pressure and shouted. When he 

uttered admit defeat, all his pressure disappeared.  

 

    "I also confessed!"  

 

    "Confess!" After  

 

    the disciple of Conan, the disciples of Justus, as well as Bonita, also confessed in succession. The kind 

of pressure they could not bear, as if they could be cut at any time. general.  

 

    Only Jason, in front of so many people, Jason really did not want to bow his head to this person.  

 

    "Ten seconds have come." Henry took a step forward. "Finally, give you a chance to choose, fight, or 

admit defeat."  

 

    Jason gritted his teeth, unable to speak.  

 

    "Okay, I appreciate your courage to die." Henry snapped his fingers.  

 

    Under the finger of Henry, a huge crack suddenly appeared on the ground under Jason! The crack was 

about two centimeters thick and nearly three meters long. The center of the crack was dark and its 

depth was visible.  

 

    Jason looked at the crack on the ground, his back was already wet with cold sweat, just now, he felt a 

kind of palpitations, this kind of palpitations made his legs soft, as if at that moment, he would be far 

away from this world In general, Jason is sure that if he can still move now, he must have fallen to the 

ground.  

 

    "Oh, I'm sorry, I'm sorry." Henry stretched his hand and scratched his head. "I just said that the art is 

not good. I accidentally missed it. Rest assured, I will definitely cut your head next time!"  

 

    Henry's words fell off. , Hit the snap finger several times.  

 

    "Pap!"  

 

    "Pap!" 



 

    "Pap!"  

 

    "Pap!"  

 

    Under the simple snap of Henry's fingers, the power created by it caused the entire ring to vibrate.  

 

    Around Jason, in almost a second, there are countless cracks, criss-crossing, all over the ground 

around Jason, the feeling is like someone is scribbling on a white paper with a pen However, only the 

middle point was vacated, and that point was Jason.  

 

    Jason's eyes were raised. He had just seen with his own eyes that the ground in front of him was like a 

piece of soft tofu, cut by an invisible force, and he was standing here, unable to move, only I can watch 

all this, and I don't know when this invisible force will cut myself. 

 

    "Oops." Henry said again, "I'm sorry, I didn't aim. Next time, I will definitely kill you next time, don't be 

afraid." As  

 

    you can see, there are countless bean-sized sweat beads gathered above Jason's head. But it can't 

flow down.  

 

    Although Henry said sorry, no one on the stage or under the stage, who cannot see, Henry 

deliberately humiliated Jason?  

 

    Milo was so angry that he was violent, and humiliating Jason was like humiliating him!  

 

    Henry raised his hand this time, an air blade visible to the naked eye, slowly condensed into his hands, 

and each time the air blade condensed, Jason would feel a more fear when the entire air blade was 

completely condensed. It is already ten meters long, and the sharp edges radiated on it can be clearly 

felt even by those standing under the ring.  

 

    The disciples of Conan looked at Henry on the ring and muttered: "Is this really the same age as ours? 

Compared with him, we are as good as the mole in the field."  

 

    "The Eastern Continent is indeed the Eastern Continent!"  

 

    "Brother Zhang, he has been hiding his strength." Tang Hao looked at Henry in front of him. At this 

moment, Henry gave him the feeling that he was as tall as a mountain.  

 

    Andrea hides in the crowd and looks at the stage with a hazy look. At this moment, he finally 

understands that the Henry he has always seen is what the other party wants him to see. What is the 

strength of the later stage of transformation? The deliberate performance of the Weimang from the 



colorless giant blade on the ring, even Andrea, felt palpitation.  

 

    The moment the giant blade was formed in Henry's hands, Jason's heart was completely defeated.  

 

    "Confess! I admit defeat!" Jason growled, what dignity, what face, at this moment, nothing.  

 

    "Confess defeat? Sorry." Henry smiled, "I have said before, I have low strength, some tricks, it can't 

stop when you show it, so your defeat is late!"  

 

    Henry finished, waving his arm, The ten-meter giant blade was cut vertically towards Jason.  

 

    Anyone with a discerning eye can see, Henry, how could it be that the strength is low, and it is clear 

that Jason must be killed!  

 

    "Junior, you're so arrogant!" Milo screamed in the air, and the whole person rushed towards the ring, 

and in a blink of an eye stood in front of Jason, facing Henry's sword.  

 

    Henry see Milo appeared, his eyes did not see the accident, but also showing a touch of a smile, his 

lips moved four words out of his mouth: "mieshi ...... Maken!" 

 

    Mieshi Maken!  

 

    When Henry left the cage of the hell, Xuan Tian finally passed on Henry's move. This move is also the 

most powerful manifestation of Henry's ability to exhibit today. How much destructive force this sword 

can produce, even Henry said Not allowed.  

 

    When the word "Magic Sword" came out of Henry's mouth, this colorless giant blade instantly filled 

with dark purple light, and a destructive power that could not be described by words filled it. Even Milo 

changed his face.  

 

    Before the Milo responded, this giant sword had been completely cut off.  

 

    "Boom!"  

 

    At this moment, the entire holy city was shaking, and the ring, which was the size of a football field 

and up to ten meters high, also collapsed at this instant.  

 

    All the bishops in mid-air left their place and protected the people of their continent.  

 

    The sky was filled with smoke, and no one could see exactly what happened.  

 

    When another gust of wind blew through, the smoke dispersed, and the gust of wind seemed to blow 



away the sound, leaving the whole square silent.  

 

    There is a ruin, showing in front of everyone.  

 

    Among the ruins, Henry stood there. Tang Hao was behind Henry. The wind blew, blowing their 

clothes and hunting.  

 

    At the other end of the ruin, Bishop Milo was completely destroyed in a white robe, showing strong 

muscles. At this moment, Milo's upper body was filled with dense scars, and blood kept flowing out of 

the wound. In just one second, Milo was completely Become a blood man.  

 

    Behind Milo, Jason was lying on the ground, the entire body was completely twisted, and the raised 

eyes were full of fear, and there were no signs of life.  

 

    Milo gasped and suddenly spit out blood, as if he was seriously injured.  

 

    Henry's brow furrowed. The strength of this bishop was indeed very powerful. He was the strongest 

one and was taken by the other side. Sure enough, with his current strength, he could not yet confront 

these strong men. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1066: Henry's Purpose 

 

 

    Just when Henry frowned, the hearts of the rest of the people were only horrified, one stroke 

seriously wounded a bishop!  

 

    Although Bishop Myro guards Antarctica, it may be the weakest among many bishops, but that is also 



the bishop!How weak can it be? No matter how weak they are, they still have to look up, but now, they 

are seriously injured by the candidates of the Eastern Continent! This young man is so scary! He is the 

first person of the young generation!  

 

    Milo turned his head to look at Jason, who was no longer alive, and then turned around. He was 

covered in blood, staring at Henry like a hell evil spirit, and his voice was hoarse: "The criminal Henry, 

ignoring the rules of the society, Deserves to be punished!"  

 

    "Meet the rules!" Henry laughed, "Bishop Myro, if you say that you can do the rules, I should say that 

you are. Last night, you ordered someone to kill the son of Bishop Del. Liquidation!"  

 

    Henry was so loud that everyone could hear clearly. When he heard the news, everyone's heart 

jumped and Milo sent someone to kill Del!  

 

    Del frowned. He knew everything about last night, but he knew it. He could only fight with Milo in 

secret. He couldn’t get it on the table, let alone say it in front of so many people. Otherwise, how 

should this be done? Are you and Milo endless? Still swallowing?  

 

    If you swallow your breath, after that, Milo will ride on his head at any time. His bishop is majestic and 

should be gone, but if he does not die, this matter is placed between the two bishops, and the 

involvement will be great. Either directly cut Milo, even if the inner core will intervene, it won’t be 

because of a dead man how to treat himself. If it can’t be cut, the future will really be unclear.  

 

    Henry deliberately observed Del's expression, and a smile appeared on the corner of his mouth. From 

the stage until now, all he did was to force Del!  

 

    Henryxian deliberately humiliated Andre who was on the same line with Milo. The purpose was to 

prevent Jason from yielding so easily. 

 

    Later in the ring, Henry made a threat to all the candidates, not like Li Yun, as Dongfang Yunqi 

thought, but was also accumulating force, forcing everyone else to quit, leaving Jason alone, and then 

giving himself time to gather that The strongest sword that can be used today.  

 

    That sword, Henry itself was not prepared for Jason. The moment he took the stage, he locked his 

opponent into Milo.  

 

    This sword that others seem to draw out of hand is carefully prepared by Henry for the purpose of 

creating an illusion that one can already compete with the bishop, and the purpose of Henry’s illusion 

is to force Del to follow !  

 

    The seven bishops of the Shenyin Society have always been divorced and fighting each other. If Del 



turned directly against Milo, the rest of them would only sit and watch the play, but if an ally who is also 

a bishop level also wants to kill Milo , Can Del really sit down?Moreover, Henry also told the attack of 

Tang Hao last night in front of everyone, but replaced Jason's instructions with Milo's instructions.  

 

    This is also the reason why Henry must kill Jason. As soon as Jason dies, it is impossible for Milo to find 

someone to come back and resolve this matter. Now, apart from tearing his face, there is no other way.  

 

    Milo was a bishop and experienced too many things. Although he seemed to be in the top five, he was 

so meticulous. How could he not see Henry’s desire to unite Del with his own life, “The last name is 

Zhang, don’t talk nonsense, I When did you send someone to kill Del?"  

 

    " Whether the person sent you, we all know very well. Last night, Tang Hao was taken away from the 

ghost market. I believe that the people I saw were not in the minority, as the East. The future bishop of 

Dazhou, I think that it is necessary for me to maintain the rules and cut you!" Henry's right arm sagged, 

and at the same time, a dark purple gas sword condensed in Henry's hands. The scaled-down version of 

it, but the power is very different, but Henry deliberately made trouble.  

 

    Henry said, not only his scenes, but the most important thing is to pass an important message to 

Bishop Del. He is the future bishop of the Eastern Continent!  

 

    Milo said, "Junior, you have no evidence..." 

 

    "Milo, no need to explain." Del's figure suddenly appeared next to Henry, standing side by side with 

Henry, looking at Myro, "Last night, you sent someone to attack Del. I have confirmed that as a 

colleague , For your selection, you slay the killer to my son, Yu Gong, I am the bishop of the church, you 

are right to kill you, selfish, you kill my son, I del, naturally and you never die!"  

 

    Del this In your words, directly determine your position.  

 

    "Hahaha! As a bishop of Antarctica, this Milo was ruthless, and he started to deal with the juniors in 

the meeting, but it was really shameful. I rise in the east, and with the future bishop, except this villain!"  

 

    Henry looked at someone on the eastern continent. He nodded secretly. This time, for the purpose of 

creating momentum and seeing the situation clearly, he entered the Shenyinhui too short, and did not 

have any knowledge of the Eastern Continent. From some small things, Henry could see the Eastern 

Continent’s The members of the Shenyin Society, their attitude towards themselves, at least now we 

can see that this powerful Dongfang Yunqi has a friendly attitude.  

 

    Today's event was not a temporary rise of Henry, but it was already being prepared when he learned 

that God Hidden would have this selection event.  

 



    Henry still remembers what Xuan Tian said to him. If you want to sit back and relax, you must step on 

all the forces under your feet, so as to sit back and relax, and step on these under your feet.  

 

    Li Wei, Henryxuan, is not invincible among the younger generation. He chose the way of Li Wei in the 

Shenyin Society, that is... kill a bishop first!  

 

    Milo is the target chosen by Henry!  

 

    "Good! Good!" Myro looked at Henry, Del, and Dongfang Yunqi and suddenly burst out laughing, 

"Hahaha! Hahaha! It seems that you think my Milo is injured, and today I have the confidence to take 

me Life is dead! Now, let me see, who died today! Who wants to kill My Milo, it's not that simple."  

 

    Around Milo's body, a milky white brilliance appeared, this is another form of Qi It was shown that 

Milo's knees were bent, then suddenly rushed forward, and at the same time shouted: "Slave them for 

me!"  

 

    In the voice of Milo, numerous figures appeared in the crowd, and they killed Henry, These suddenly 

killed people were all diehards of Milo.  

 

    Del grabbed Tang Hao behind him and shoved behind him, also shouting: "Do it!"  

 

    Shenyinhui European forces belonged and jumped out of countless figures. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1067: Kill Today 

 

 

    This was originally a five-year event of the Shenyin Society. No one thought that it would suddenly 

become a war.  

 

    The people who belonged to Milo jumped out completely, and the people who belonged to Del also 

jumped out. An Antarctic bishop and a European bishop. It stands to reason that Del has better 

resources and more masters, but in the past two years, Milo has always been in business. Andre, who 

has betrayed Del for a long time, is a good example. This leads to the fact that Del's masters are not as 



many as Milo.  

 

    "Del, you want to kill our bishop, you don't have to make such a lame excuse!" one of Antarctica 

shouted.  

 

    Originally, the reason why Del shot against Milo was that Milo violated the internal rules, but when 

this person shouted, he turned into a private struggle from a large angle. If they did not involve internal 

rules, these parties who joined Milo No matter who wins or loses, those who participate in the battle 

will not be punished by God.  

 

    The war is on the verge!  

 

    The whole scene was suddenly in a mess, and several bishops of Leo would naturally not shoot 

casually. Now this circle is a circle of muddy water, and it is not easy for anyone to get in.  

 

    Mai looked at Henry, who was in the war circle, nodded, and shook his head again, "Unexpectedly, the 

God Hidden Society that has been quiet for many years, because your boy has appeared turbulent again, 

I don't know whether it is good or bad, your boy , living in the vortex of forces among several parties, 

not thinking about how to get out, but thinking about how to expand this whirlpool, various spoiler, 

evidently, I was slightly older, thinking completely keep up with the young man. "  

 

    Henry live on In the World War I, as the provocative person of this incident, Henry was regarded as 

the first target of attack by Milo.  

 

    In terms of strength, Henry is far less powerful than Milo, but the momentum he just created has 

made Milo somewhat afraid of the sword in Henry’s hands, plus Henry’s super high fighting 

consciousness trained by Xuan Tian and others in the hell cage , Let him fight with Milo, in a short time, 

regardless of superiority, this time, in the eyes of others, Henry has completely become a down-to-earth 

bishop. 

 

    Del slammed a control envoy from Antarctica, then killed Milo, joined the battle circle when Henry 

was about to hold it, and shared the pressure for Henry. 

 

    Being attacked by two people, Milo felt the pressure doubled. "Dell, if I said, what happened last night 

was not my intention, would you fight me for life and death?"  

 

    "Milo, needless to say more than that, you want to The matter of killing my son has been taken 

seriously, no matter what you say, there will be a death between you and me!" Del's attacking method is 

very unique, his body is erratic, and sometimes a flick of the palm can play a great role Power.  

 

    "Well, since you have decided, don't blame me for not telling the truth!" Myro waved his hand, and a 

knight's spear was formed by the milky white gas, which was held by Myro in his hand.  



 

    The war on the square immediately became chaotic. Some people did not participate in it, but 

because of being accidentally injured, they also joined the battlefield in anger. Of course, more people 

are quickly away from this right and wrong. Ground.  

 

    Milo has been a bishop for decades. Over the past few decades, his accumulated contacts and energy 

have been a scary number.  

 

    "Dongfang Yunqi! My brother and my brother have been killing him for twenty years. Have you ever 

asked me what I mean?"  

 

    A person stopped in front of Dongfang Yun.  

 

    Dongfang Yunqi looked at the person in front of him and sneered: "Yumura Uemura, you belong to 

the power of the Eastern Continent, but you want to stand on the side of Milo against the meaning of 

the future bishop of the Eastern Continent?"  

 

    Uemura held a samurai sword, Contemptuously said: "Whether it is the future bishop of the Eastern 

Continent, it is still unknown, the East is rising, do you forget the rules of my Eastern Continent? The 

bishop has always been selected internally, and has not passed the vast majority of people on my 

Eastern Continent The approval, even if it is the biography of Master Chu Zheng, can't directly sit on the 

position of the bishop of the Eastern Continent!"  

 

    Oumura Uemura said this to Del.  

 

    Dongfang Yunqi snorted: "A group of nonsense, Master Henrynai Chu Zheng's designated successor, is 

my future bishop of the Eastern Continent. It seems that you also have the opposite intention." 

 

    "If you want to add to the crime, why don't you bother, Dongfang is up, let's talk nonsense, let's get a 

sword!"  

 

    "Kill!" If  

 

    a group of imperial masters are seen by ordinary people, they will definitely think it is a fairy fight. 

There will be a great event for God's Hidden. In the Holy City, there are no ordinary people, and 

everyone has no scruples.  

 

    More and more people joined the battlefield.  

 

    When Milo faced Del's offensive, Henry once again gathered his energy and used the World 

Extermination Sword. This time, although not as terrible as the previous power, it should not be 

underestimated. Milo was dragged by Del and unable to take care of himself. The spear in the hand was 



cut from the middle waist, and a huge gap was cut in the chest.  

 

    There was already a wounded Milo, and the injury worsened again, and a spit of blood spurted out.  

 

    Henry looked up at the situation and shouted, "Milo, I will kill you today!"  

 

    Myro looked at Henry with a hazy look. "What a superb junior, let you take advantage today, but want 

to kill me, It's too much for you!"  

 

    Milo's arms shuddered, spitting out blood again, and a fierce cyclone condensed on Milo's chest.  

 

    When Del saw this scene, his expression changed, and he quickly shouted at Henry: "Rewind, this is 

Milo's killing trick."  

 

    Henrywen said, without any hesitation, his body quickly retreated.  

 

    "Want to run? Late!" Milo screamed and patted the ground with a palm.  

 

    "Boom!"  

 

    Suddenly a blast occurred on the ground between Henry and Milo. Fragments of floor tiles rose up, 

and smoke was billowing.  

 

    "No!" Del felt the power of Milo's just blow. "It's a  

 

    blinding eye, Milo is going to run! Come on!" Del shouted, and rushed into the thick smoke.  

 

    Henry kept up with Del's figure. When he rushed into the thick smoke, Henry saw that on the ground, 

there were obviously two smoke bombs that had just been used, and Milo's figure was disappearing at 

the end of the smoke.  

 

    "Can't let Milo run away, chase!" Del felt anxious. Today, he completely tore his face and struggled 

with life and death. Once Milo was run away, the trouble would be greater in the future. I am not afraid 

of the bishop on the surface. This kind of bishop master hidden in the dark, like a viper, strikes from time 

to time, which will make people sleep and eat.  

 

    Henry naturally understood the danger of letting Milo escape, and he didn't hesitate, chasing Milo 

with Del.  

 

    "Oh, Dongfang Yunqi, today's fight is not happy, we will fight another day." Uemura Yinye saw Milo 

has fled, and simply withdrew from the war.  

 



    Dongfang Yunqi glanced at Shangyin Yinye, made a decision, and ran in the direction pursued by 

Henry and Del. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1068: Escape 

 

 

    Among the holy cities, all are members of the God Hidden Society, and outside the holy city, most of 

them are ordinary people.  

 

    As a member of the Shenyin Society, Del and others knew that they could not show their rituals in 

front of ordinary people. They could only chase on the streets in the way of ordinary people.  

 

    In this regard, Henry is undoubtedly the most experienced.  

 

    "Bishop Del, here is your site. Now that people are staring at the surveillance, Milo must not be alive!" 

Henry shouted at Del while running.  



 

    "Understood, but Milo also knows this, and he certainly wouldn't dare to stay longer in Europe, he will 

find a way to leave here."  

 

    "No matter where, you have to kill him!" Henry's eyes are full of killing intentions, he wants to 

successfully build momentum This Milo must die!  

 

    Although Henry and others have chased out of the Holy City, the battles in the city did not stop 

because of the departure of several people. Instead, they fought harder and harder. Masters of all levels 

joined the battle, and there was a tendency to endlessly.  

 

    Leo and others want to stabilize the situation, but they do not know in which direction to start.  

 

    "It seems that there were a lot of surprises in this selection."  

 

    Leo's bishops suddenly heard a voice behind him.  

 

    At the moment of hearing this voice, Leo and several bishops were shocked, and then they all saluted, 

"I have seen Lord Lanny." They were dressed in  

 

    red robes, and the golden moon symbol was printed on the robe. Appeared in front of Leo and others 

like this, this man with white hair, holding a book, exuded an indescribable breath on his body, people 

will feel calm when they see him.  

 

    Archbishop Red, whose status within the Shenyinhui, is above the bishops of all continents.  

 

    There are three cardinals in the Shenyin Society, which is the absolute core of the Shenyin Society. No 

one knows the strength of these three cardinals because no one has seen these three cardinals. Or, see 

Those who have shot through the Cardinals are already dead. 

 

    Cardinal Lanny looked at the chaotic situation in front of him and smiled: "This heir to Chu Zheng is a 

bit interesting. One person will mess up the whole situation. You people are not as good as a younger 

generation."  

 

    Leo and others lowered their heads and dared not say a word.  

 

    Cardinal Lanny loosened the scripture in his hand, and the scripture floated on his chest, emitting a 

holy light.  

 

    Lanny chanted the verse softly in his mouth, and then folded his hands together, making a sound, 

"Stop it."  

 



    Lanny's voice, like the Sanskrit Brahma, sounded extremely clear in everyone's ears, which had 

already killed red eyes. Everyone, because of these simple three words, slowly stopped the movement in 

his hand, the anger on his face gradually disappeared, and his eyes became clear.  

 

    Leo and others saw the situation and immediately rushed forward to separate the two waves of 

fighting.  

 

    Lanny re-held the scripture book and left here as if it had never appeared.  

 

    The next second, at the top of the Holy City Church, Lanny holding the book was already standing 

here, looking far away, his eyes full of complexity.  

 

    The three Henry chased out of the Holy City. After several chases, they completely lost the figure of 

Milo in the crowd. This is also a matter of no way. Milo is a strong bishop. He really wants to flee among 

ordinary people. It's too difficult to catch him, unless you really don't care about anything and show your 

presence directly in front of ordinary people, and even so, it's not that you can catch up with Milo in a 

little while.  

 

    The three of Henry searched in three directions. After searching for a circle, they got together again.  

 

    Del took out his mobile phone, and said to Henry and Dongfang Yun: "I just received the news that 

Milo has taken a plane to the western continent. He is afraid that we will start from the air and take the 

civil aviation. The purpose may be Sossusvlei "  

 

    " Chasing!" The three of them ran directly to the airport, where Del's private plane was.  

 

    From where they are, to the western continent, it only takes four hours of voyage. At this time, 

everyone is on the plane.  

 

    As soon as he got off the plane from the western continent, Del received an anonymous message with 

the whereabouts of Milo.  

 

    "It seems that Conan is also here with us."  

 

    Conan, the bishop of the Shenyin Society in charge of the western continents, can only find out the 

whereabouts of Milo and send it to Del, it can only be him.  

 

    Henry quickly asked: "Where is Milo? He is seriously injured and he can't give him too much time to 

recuperate." In the  

 

    face of the bishop-level master, Henry can't take it lightly. This kind of thing is slightly worse, but it will 

be Many people who died, once let Milo run away, then in the future, Henry’s Bright Island, and Sylvia, 



who is still in the hot summer, will be retaliated by Milo at any time. Now that his face is so torn, Milo 

wants Sneaking into Yan Xia and shooting ordinary people like Sylvia is not a difficult thing at all.  

 

    "He didn't go to Sossusvlei, follow me!" Del put away his phone and locked his direction.  

 

    As night fell, a round of meniscus hung high in the air, and a piece of land was above the desert on the 

western continent. The clouds gradually blocked the moonlight.  

 

    Milo spit blood and fled in a panic.  

 

    The three of Henry, behind them, are hotly pursued. There are no people here, and they can attack at 

will.  

 

    "My Milo swears that if he doesn't die, I want the three of you to pay for your blood and blood!"  

 

    "You must die!" Henry cut out a sword, but did not touch Milo.  

 

    Although the strength of the bishops is strong and weak, they can be distinguished in the fight, but if 

one wants to run sincerely, it is not that simple to chase.  

 

    Milo took the opportunity to escape from the desert and was once again mixed with ordinary people. 

Originally placed in a slaying game that day, under the mad escape of Milo, it became a tug of war.  

 

    For half a month, Henry and his three people, from the western continent to South America and then 

to North America, Milo wanted to live. Henry and others did not want to leave him a chance to breathe.  

 

    "Yesterday I cut off Milo's left arm. Milo has run out of lights and dried up. When he meets him again, 

he will die!" Dongfang Yunqi confidently said.  

 

    North American continent.  

 

    The territory of the Free State is known as the world's top technological power.  

 

    Gotham City, also known as the city that never sleeps, there is no night here, but when the sun goes 

down, it is the day of carnival.  

 

    In a private club, the blond Bonita was sitting at a table, her head in her hand, and she looked at a 

glass of whiskey in front of her without saying anything.  

 

    Not far in front of Bonita, a ring stands there. This is an underground boxing court above the master of 

imperial domination. At this time, a handsome blond man in his twenties walks down in cheers. In the 

ring, he just KO a mid-term master of metamorphic environment similar to his age. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1069 

 

 

    "Hey, Bonita, you don't seem to have any nature today." The little blonde brother came to Bonita.  

 

    In the past, this activity was Bonita's favorite, but today, she seems to be disappointed.  

 

    Bonita shook her head and waved her hand: "The people here are too weak to be of any interest."  

 

    "Weak?" The little blonde said with a smile. "Bonita, don't joke, can be here. The people are the most 

outstanding young people of our North American Divine Society. If we are still weak, who can be called 

strong?" The  

 

    blonde brother's voice just fell, and the door of this private club issued " The sound of "Bang", the 

whole door was directly blasted from outside.  

 

    This kind of change caused everyone in the clubhouse to look towards the gate.  

 

    Three figures walked outside the door.  



 

    "Are you sure?" Henry glanced around. He looked a little embarrassed. This half-month chase left him 

no rest at all.  

 

    "The news I received is here." Del nodded.  

 

    "Then search!" Dongfang Yun said aloud.  

 

    Suddenly, Bonita, who had always been in a hurry, suddenly lighted up, "This can be called strong."  

 

    "They?" The little blonde looked at the somewhat embarrassed Henry with disdain, just to speak, he 

saw a corner of the clubhouse, A figure suddenly flew through the clubhouse and ran towards a window. 

The figure lacked an arm, but the speed was so fast that he could not see clearly.  

 

    "Kill him!" Henry sighed softly, his arms waved, and an invisible gas cut towards Milo who had fled to 

the window.  

 

    Between the wave of Henry, placed in the ring in the center of the clubhouse, it split into two on the 

spot.  

 

    If the blonde brother was about to export, he immediately swallowed.  

 

    Seeing that invisible gas was about to catch up with Milo, Milo jumped hard and jumped out of the 

window. 

 

    "Chasing!" Henry shouted loudly, and the three rushed towards the window at the same time. Their 

speed, in the eyes of the little blonde, all became phantoms.  

 

    The three of Henry came quickly and went quickly. When they disappeared completely in the 

clubhouse, the blonde brother and others did not react. If they had completely broken the ring in half, if 

they had been neatly cut On the ceiling, they even doubted whether what they had just seen was real.  

 

    The night in Gotham City is not quiet. Although there are not many people on the street, the lights on 

show that most people are still immersed in the joy of this never-ending city.  

 

    After Henry chased down the street, he chased the target again.  

 

    "Damn it! Let him run again!" Del screamed. "The entire North America, he has escaped. There is 

someone in Antarctica who has taken charge of it. He dare not go back. The bishops on the other 

continents also all I expressed my position in secret. I was afraid that Milo would take some extreme 

methods to save his life. Del was in the God Hidden Society. It didn’t matter. In his current state, Milo 

could not cause any harm to the Oriental family. Henry , You have a wife, right in the summer, right, 



Milo goes around in circles, although he is hiding every time, but he seems to have no meaning to hide 

at all, he is in circles, and the ultimate purpose is likely to be "Yan Xia!"  

 

    Henry shook his heart and said to Dongfang Yun: "Is there anyone in Yan Xia."  

 

    With the hatred of Milo towards Henry now, if Mai Luo is really close to Sylvia, then Sylvia can't live!  

 

    Dongfang Yunqi expressed his understanding, "I will arrange it now."  

 

    "Let's go, take a break first . I haven't even washed it in the bath for half a month. Leo just sent a 

message that he has continued to ask Milo to visit. The whereabouts, once there is news, will tell us the 

first time, Milo now cut off his arm, it is difficult to quietly. "Dell walked to the nearest hotel to them.  

 

    As soon as he entered the hotel, the three didn't have time to sit on the sofa, and Del suddenly ran 

out of the hotel, "Quick! Just got the news, Milo really had arrangements here, he had already flew to 

Chinese in a private plane overnight! These days, he has been doing it, but he is just waiting for the 

authorization of this private jet to enter Chinese."  

 

    "Quick, go to Chinese!"  

 

    At the same time, Chinese Xidu, the time is ten o'clock in the morning.  

 

    Xiao, the main hall.  

 

    Uncle Xiao Chen and Mu Ziyuan sat at a table.  

 

    Uncle Xiao Chen picked up a teacup and gently blew, "I got the news that the surname Zhang had 

appeared after the trial of the devil of Bright Island twenty days ago, and then disappeared. The twenty 

days are enough for him. Have you heard about the news of your lovely wife, haven't you come, would 

you know that we are waiting for him here?"  

 

    "Haha." Muziyuan smiled slightly and didn't care. "Even if he knows what, as long as the surname is 

Lin's The baby girl is here, and he will definitely come. We have left enough time for the surname Zhang 

to investigate. I think that the next thing should continue. I don’t believe it. His surname is Zhang. It’s 

not in a hurry."  

 

    "Good." Uncle Xiao Chen nodded. "Now, the matter of getting married has been spreading for so long. 

My family has lost his parents since childhood. I, the third uncle, should take care of his marriage. Well, 

it's set to be three days later. After three days, Chen'er married Xiao Milano. As for the girl named Lin, 

she was treated as Xiao Milan's bridesmaid, and she married me into Xiao together."  

 

    " That's fine, hahaha "Muzi Yuan laughed," Then the news, let it out!"  



 

    in a hotel in Xidu.  

 

    Sylvia and Milan sat on a sofa, opposite Sylvia, and sat a person named Su Ze, the current Su's 

patriarch, loyal to Sylvia.  

 

    "Miss Lin, now Xiao and Mu are doing the game together, using you and the girl from Milan as bait to 

lead Mr. Zhang into the game. Although we are one of the clan, the Su clan has suffered too much loss 

and can’t compete with the Mu clan. According to the news, this time, Mu Shi prepared at least three 

strong players in the early stage of condensing gas. This is equivalent to the peak strength of our Su Shi. 

This time, it is very difficult." Su Ze was embarrassed.  

 

    Sylvia also wrinkled Liu Mei, she has been imprisoned here for too long, and she has not been in 

contact with Henry for nearly half a year. She knows that Henry must not be able to get away with 

something important, otherwise he will not be able to contact him, and he will be able to investigate. To 

where I am.  

 

    "What is the attitude of Zhu's now?" Sylvia asked.  

 

    Su Ze replied: "Zhu Patriarch Zhu Yuanben is a book boy. After he took over Zhu Zhu's head, I couldn't 

avoid the world. I asked him. He said that he would obey Mr. Zhang, but now, Zhang can't be contacted 

at all. "Sir!"  

 

    "No matter." Sylvia showed a fierce look in his eyes, "Xiao and Mu want to use me to force my 

husband to follow. This time, at any cost, they must not be allowed to succeed, you go out and prepare 

However, whenever my husband showed up, he would come with him. As for the Zhu family, for the 

time being, the person in Zhu Yuan, the city, is extremely deep, and he will not make a choice unless it is 

a last resort!"  

 

    "Understood." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1070: Chase Ten Thousands Of Miles 

 

 

    at seven in the evening.  

 

    In the city of Suxia, Chinese, a drizzle of rain fell from the sky. In a small town full of Jiangnan water, 

Henry sat on a wooden boat, wearing an oil-paper umbrella.  

 

    Dongfang Yunfei and Del sat next to Henry, and there was one person standing opposite the three.  

 

    "Brother Yunfei, it has been determined that Milo has indeed fled to the generation of Gusu City. Now 

he has sent  

 

    everyone to search. Once found, Milo can't escape.""Thank you Brother Qin." Dongfang Yunfei 

punched his predecessor and clenched his fist. .  

 

    "Where did Yun Fei speak? Qin Ming, as a member of the Eastern Continent of the Shenyin Society, 

my Qin family inherited the grace of Chu Zheng's predecessors, and now lives for his predecessors. Ming 

shook his head.  

 

    Henry said with a smile: "Senior Qin Ming, this time, it's up to you. We chase Milo for tens of 

thousands of miles. Wherever we can go, Milo has already gone. Only Chinese is the only chance he can 

find now. place. " " Do  

 



    not worry. "Qin nodded," Milo in this, not run, just outside summer than in special circumstances, and 

specifically ordered before nine innings, before sunset, we cannot large-scale operations, for two days, 

For at most two days, he can definitely find his trail."  

 

    Henry nodded and asked: "Be careful, although Milo is the end of the crossbow, but after all, he has 

the strength of the bishop level. Even if the injury is serious, I am afraid of ordinary condensation. 

Masters can’t hurt him, let everyone pay attention, don’t be counterattacked by him before he dies.

”  

 

    Qin Ming made a look that made Henry feel at ease, “This time, Brother Yunfei passed the news back 

early, most of it was hot summer Members have received news that a total of 68 people have sent out 

in Qiqi, and Milo wants to fight back, I am afraid it is a bit difficult."  

 

    Sixty-eight Ningqijing! This battle made Henry look happy, "Well, so I can rest assured, then I will wait 

for your good news from Senior Qin Ming!"  

 

    Two days passed by.  

 

    In Gusu City, two days of light rain made the air full of moisture. 

 

    The minor tune that belongs to Jiangnan also rang in Henry's ear for two days.  

 

    The Xidu not far from here, the Xiao family’s mansion, is decorated with festive decorations, and 

huge stickers are everywhere. Xiao’s invitations are widely distributed, not only the business partners 

of the Xiao’s group, but also the clan. In the name of it, I invited a lot of forces in the underground 

world.  

 

    On this invitation, Xiao Shi not only wrote the names of Xiao Chen and Xiao Milan, but also wrote the 

words of Yinzhou Sylvia on the "marrying" side!  

 

    Now, in the underground world, who doesn't know who is Sylvia in Yinzhou, the name of Mrs. King 

has long spread throughout the underground world, but now, Xiao's name has even added the name of 

Mrs. King to the marriage list! This made many underground forces unable to figure out what was going 

on, and some underground forces that had long since surrendered under Bright Island felt angry 

because of this.  

 

    It took two days of rain in the city of Gusu. The drizzle of rain contained killing intent.  

 

    The Xiaos of the Western Capital beat the gong for two days and played the drums for two days. The 

sound of the gong and drumming also contained killing intent.  

 



    Gusu City is looking for someone.  

 

    On the Xiaodu side of the western capital, people are waiting.  

 

    In a five-star hotel in Xidu, the people of Xiao sent two Chinese-style red robes to the room.  

 

    "Milan girl, Lin girl, tomorrow is the wedding date, this is your wedding dress." Xiao's people said so.  

 

    "Wedding dress? Our two?" Sylvia wondered if he had heard it wrong.  

 

    "Yes." The Xiao people nodded. "The old man told me that tomorrow, Milan girl will be married to 

Master Chen, and Lin will serve as the bridegroom maid and marry Master Chen at the same time!"  

 

    Sylvia ripped off the wedding clothes sent by Xiao people , Directly hit the ground, "ridiculous! 

Nonsense! You Xiao is really awesome, in the matter of marriage, you can still be the master of my 

Sylvia!"  

 

    Xiao's portrait has long thought of this scene, nor Angrily, stooped to pick up the wedding dress on the 

ground, "Miss Lin, my lord said, whether you marry or not, you can't decide, from tomorrow on, you 

have nothing to do with Henry, is Master Chen's bed-warming girl "" The  

 

    Xiao people finished, put the wedding dress up and put it away, then turned around and left.  

 

    "Slap!"  

 

    The vase in the room was smashed by Sylvia.  

 

    "Xiao's! It's too deceiving!" In the  

 

    city of Gusu, when the night fell, light rain fell from the sky, hitting the water and splashing countless 

splashes of water.  

 

    Dozens of figures jumped on the wooden boat, jumping back and forth and tossing around.  

 

    "Unexpectedly, my Milo actually has today, no one on the seven continents can go, you chase me tens 

of thousands of miles, do you really have such a big hatred for me!" Leaping ahead of one, the sky 

roared in the rain. 

 

    "I don't kill you, sleep and sleep!" Henry replied in this way, holding a long knife and chasing after 

him.  

 

    "We didn't have to be so endless!" Milo shouted again. Now, he has broken his arm. There is no room 



for resistance other than fleeing. The fleeing of tens of thousands of miles has made him exhausted. no 

way no money.  

 

    "It's not that we don't die," Henry corrected, "I'm you who don't die, I don't stop."  

 

    "Do you really think that if you kill me, will you be able to stand up?" Milo's voice came again.  

 

    "At least killing you, let me sleep peacefully." During the  

 

    rainy night, killing four times, the results of the night, for Milo broke another arm, and then escaped.  

 

    Waiting for dawn, Henry's face was tired and blood hung on the corners of his mouth. Last night, he 

cut Milo and was counterattacked by Milo. Finally, Milo broke his arm again, and he suffered some 

injuries.  

 

    After the rain stopped, Henry disappeared, and the news came from Dongfang Yunfei, "My Luo 

escapes to the west capital, Henry chases and kills, all the clans in the west marry, the underground 

forces gather, and My Luo may be hidden in the underground forces."  

 

    " Then go to Xidu!" Del said, "This time, he must not be allowed to run again, it will definitely kill 

him!"  

 

    Together with Qin Ming, 69 strong condensers, and Del and Dongfang Yunfei, A total of seventy-one 

condensed gas powerhouses and hundreds of strong metamorphic powerhouses headed to Xidu 

together. This is a force that makes people feel frightened.  

 

    The western capital Xiaoshi, in a burst of gongs and drums, lifted up the big sedan and went from a 

five-star hotel.  

 

    In the big sedan, Sylvia and Milan were both tied up by big flowers and put on a red wedding dress.  

 

    Xiao Chen rode on a black high-horse horse, wearing safflowers, and many companies that 

cooperated with Xiao sent blessings.  

 

    Uncle Xiao Chen and Mu Ziyuan sat in the Xiao's mansion.  

 

    "Report Sanye! I found the trace of the surname Zhang!" A member of the Xiao family hurried into the 

main hall of the Xiao family, showing a happy face. They had waited too long for this person to show up.  

 

    Uncle Xiao Chen and Mu Ziyuan were both happy, "Well, he really couldn't hold his breath!" 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1071: Run Fast 

 

 

    At ten in the morning, on the streets of Xidu, the crowd is crowded.  

 

    Henry looked extremely embarrassed. During this time, tens of thousands of miles chased him, which 

made him already exhausted. He was not a true bishop level strongman. He was still a few grades away 

from the bishop. Last night, he was repelled by Milo at a critical moment. A bite, suffered an internal 

injury.  

 

    Now a breath full of ice and cold was still on Henry's chest, and he couldn't let it out for a while.  

 

    In front of him, a mansion was displayed in Henry's eyes, and the mansion was covered with words of 

joy, and it was full of joy.  

 

    "Xiao's." Henry looked at the mansion in front of him. "Xiao's people are married. I haven't heard of 

this news. It seems that during this time, it was really too closed."  

 

    Henry shook his head. These days, he was drunk. What happened in the God Hidden Society did not 

fully understand what happened to the outside world. It can be said that it was completely isolated from 

the outside world, but when this matter was over, everything would be settled. Keep the European 

Bishop of Del When Del joined the alliance, Andrea could no longer pose a threat, and the people 

returning to the ancestral alliance were still slowly infiltrating Bright Island, proving that they could not 

turn over the storm in a short period of time. During this time, you can leave yourself to take some 

breathing , And wait for yourself to complete any task of the Eastern Bishop, you have the ability to 

protect yourself in this chaos!  

 



    Henry glanced at the door of Xiao Family, then stepped in and walked in. He knew that Milo was 

mixed in. In the case of Milo, Henry also left a breath. With Milo's current situation, he couldn't change 

that. Dao Qi dispelled.  

 

    Henry can sense the existence of that qi, which seems to be something similar to the sixth sense. 

Henry can't explain it, but he has that kind of intuition.  

 

    Among the Xiaos, Uncle Xiaochen and Muziyuan had dispelled ordinary merchants and guests since 

they learned the news from Henry. As for the major underground forces, they were left by the Xiaos. 

They were meant to be in front of all underground forces. Face, humiliating Henry!  

 

    In the Xiao's mansion, a fiery red platform was built long ago. On the platform, there were huge words 

of joy written on it, and Xiao Chen stood on the platform with a smile on his face. 

 

    Behind the Xiao's house, Sylvia and Milan were trapped by two Xiao's women and waited for 

opportunities.  

 

    In front of the Xiao Family's Xitai, a total of 88 tables of eight immortals were placed. All the guests 

who had come were already seated. Among these guests, there were people from the Su family and 

people from the Zhu family.  

 

    Su's people, receiving the orders of the patriarch, are ready to rob their relatives at any time. In any 

case, they will not let Xiao succeed.  

 

    The people of Zhu Family are watching. If it is done today, there is no need for them to continue to 

bow to Bright Island.  

 

    This time, Mu's specially arranged three early stages of Ningqi Realm in order to form a killing trend. If 

Henry dare to come, he must definitely stay, and there are more than ten masters of Metamorphic 

Realm!  

 

    In the eyes of the clan, Henry is just a late metamorphosis. These people are enough to kill him 

countless times.  

 

    The major underground forces present also have different ideas.  

 

    "Brother, this time, the surname Zhang must be paid!" Uncle Xiao Chen said confidently.  

 

    "Good." Mu Ziyuan nodded. "This son treats my clan as dignified as nothing, and gives him some 

lessons. No one has anything to say."  

 

    Mu Ziyuan and Xiao Chen Sanshu said, but it was just an excuse for themselves. They really wanted to 



What is needed is the secret hidden in Henry's body, the tomb of Lu Yan!  

 

    Where is Lu Yan's tomb? Only Henry knows the world.  

 

    In Lu Yan's tomb, there is a secret that will make all clans crazy.  

 

    "It's auspicious time!" A loud cry rang from the Xiao's house.  

 

    Immediately afterwards, in a burst of gongs and drums, two beautiful figures dressed in red wedding 

robes and covered with red hijabs, gradually supported by two Xiao family members, walked to the 

stage.  

 

    Said to be supportive, in fact, Sylvia and Milan were controlled from beginning to end.  

 

    "Don't expect the surname of Zhang to come here, here is the world of nets." Xiao's women sneered 

in Sylvia's ear, "Although the surname of Zhang is powerful, but it is only in the later stage of 

metamorphosis. He is like a ant, and can be pinched to death at any time."  

 

    Henry stepped into the Xiao's house, and at a glance, he saw the guests in the courtyard, which had 

many familiar faces.  

 

    At the same time, many people also saw him.  

 

    The appearance of Henry looked extraordinarily embarrassed, which surprised many underground 

forces. They guessed that Henry might have been ambushed by Xiao when he came.  

 

    None of the people present were fools. Xiao so blatantly told everyone that their family wanted to 

accept Mrs. King as a concubine, which is to be against them.  

 

    Henry's brow furrowed slightly, he felt the strange eyes of the members of the underground forces, 

and also felt the anger he left on Milo, right here.  

 

    After looking at the red silk hanging on the hi-tai, Henry couldn't take care of that much at this time. 

The sudden wedding ceremony, I will say it later, the most important thing now is to find out Milo.  

 

    Henry's toes lighted a few times in a row, and then jumped forward, and the whole person flew away 

on the stage.  

 

    "He's really here, he really doesn't know life or death!" The girl holding Sylvia sneered.  

 

    Sylvia was shocked when he heard this, and pulled off the hijab covering the pretty face, and saw the 

man in embarrassment, standing on the hi stage.  



 

    The last time I saw him, it was not seen in April. For a whole quarter, he looked tired. What caused 

him to be so embarrassed?  

 

    Milan also removed the red silk from his head and saw Henry.  

 

    At the moment when the two women lifted the red silk, Henry also saw them. With this look, Henry's 

head was blank. What's the matter! What happened in the past four months!  

 

    "Hahaha! The last name is Zhang, you really can't hold your breath." A big laugh sounded, and Uncle 

Xiao Chen jumped onto the stage and stared at Henry. "I thought you could watch your wife with your 

own eyes." Marry my nephew!"  

 

    "It's you." Henry frowned, looking at Uncle Xiao Chen, he remembered this man.  

 

    "Peer, you came alone, and it seems that you are confident and can retreat from my Mu and Xiao's 

hands?" Mu Ziyuan also jumped on the stage.  

 

    "Mu..." Henry murmured, "Is another clan popping out? It seems that the world is really changing, and 

the clan that can't be hidden is born one after another."  

 

    Henry just glanced at these two people and turned around. Putting her eyes back on Sylvia, the 

woman's pretty face was pale and bloodless, shook her head slightly at Henry, and her mouth moved 

slightly. Although she did not make a sound, Henry was able to clearly read what the woman said to 

herself and let herself go!  

 

    "Henry, run quickly!" Milan made a sharp voice, "They set a special case this time to lead you over!"  

 

    "Run? I see what he runs!" Muziyuan sneered and raised his right hand, "Mu belongs to Listen to the 

order and take this one!" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1072 

 

 

    Muziyuan gave an order, and in the crowd, more than a dozen figures stood up instantly, all over the 

body, exuding a powerful power.  

 

    The monstrous breath spread. Under the prestige of these more than ten people, hundreds of 

underground power masters present all felt a breathless feeling.  

 

    "The killing game! This is the killing game!"  

 

    "So many masters, specializing in waiting for the old king to throw himself in the net!"  

 

    "The clans are so strong that they can't imagine!"  

 

    In an era when most underground power masters haven't sensed gas, Among the clan, there are so 

many strong people at once, which really have the crushing power.  

 

    "The thief is mad, when I don't exist Su Clan!" Su Clan's people also got up at this time, but they, but 

only a few Royal Qi Realm, although the words are imposing clan, but in front of the powerful power of 

the Mu Clan Is really not worth mentioning.  

 

    "Oh, when the old man was closed, I heard someone bullying me, and Xiao was really deceived." A 

slightly old voice sounded, a crane-haired child, the old man in a white gown came from the sky, his eyes 

wide open. , Flashing light.  

 

    Muziyuan saw the old man in the air, his body shivered, "This is Senior Xiao Huan! Senior Xiao Huan is 

rumored to have gone to Hexi 20 years ago!"  

 



    "Brother Misunderstanding." Xiao Chen San shook his head with a smile, "Grandfather Xiao Huan has 

only been in retreat all the time, so he was misunderstood and has gone west. Now my grandfather Xiao 

Huan, who has taken a step further, has stepped into the middle of the condensed gas environment."  

 

    "Mid- condensed gas !" Mu Ziyuan Eyes wide, Qi practitioners, the higher the state, the more difficult 

to survive. Some clans may have several early masters of condensed gas, but there is no one in the 

middle of condensed gas. Why? Reaching the condensed gas realm, every small realm needs time to 

explore and verify!  

 

    The same is true for the Shenyinhui. There are many masters in the early stage of condensed gas, and 

many of them can be in the middle of condensed gas. That is too little. Only a few controls enable it to 

reach the middle of condensed gas. No one has seen the combat power, the gods in the later stage of 

condensing gas. What kind of state is this? 

 

    Xiao's Xiao Huan, the mid-term strong condensate gas, is enough for people to give enough respect.  

 

    Xiao Huan was in the middle of the sky, looking down on Henry, "Junior, don't know how to converge, 

it is a big loss."  

 

    Henry turned around and saw the names of married women Sylvia and Xiao Milano on the Xiao's Xitai 

It seems that some people do not like tranquility during their absence.  

 

    Henry took a deep breath and pressed down the anger in his heart. These cats and dogs, after solving 

Milo, were not too late to cut.  

 

    Henry station to station on hi, eyes swept the audience off the table, provided that the actions of the 

people Henry eyes, felt hearts Yi Chan, it was immediately out loud, direct statement, "I am the king and 

you perish!"  

 

    It was also Even more convinced of the strength of the clan, standing out, "The old king of hell, this is 

no longer your time, bowing to the clan is the most correct choice for you!"  

 

    What is the strong, is a look, can make people feel Panic, extending fantasy.  

 

    Nowadays, Henry is only looking for someone, but let the members of the forces under the field feel 

an irresistible pressure and have to choose a team.  

 

    "The surnamed Zhang, you will stay here today and pay for what you have done before!" A master of 

metamorphosis shouted, violently, with a shadow of a giant ape behind him, rushing towards Henry .  

 

    Henry found that his breath on Milo was slowly fading. This change made him upset and faced the 

powerful morphing power rushed directly.  



 

    "Go!"  

 

    Henry's fist, which seemed ordinary, but made this powerful person in the shape of the realm, before 

rushing to Henry, flew out in mid-air and spewed blood.  

 

    In this scene, the masters of the underground world who watched were shocked. Satan is always 

Satan. Even in the face of the strong clan, he still shows such a strong performance.  

 

    "Some strength, but it's still not enough to see." The three Mu Shiqi strong players shot, the power of 

the condensed gas environment completely crushed the imperial qi, when they showed all the power, 

those with weaker strength, There is a feeling of difficulty breathing. 

 

    In the face of these three early stages of condensed gas, Henry didn't care about it. The only thing he 

could care about was the existence of mid-condensed gas. 

 

    If it is placed in the ordinary period, in the middle period of condensation, Henry wants to fight. 

According to the battle during this period, Henry also has a vague concept of his current strength, 

probably around the middle period of condensation, but from the prison of hell. The training 

consciousness he trained made him confident that it was definitely stronger than the average mid-stage 

condensate gas, but much worse than the bishop-level combat power of the late condensate gas. 

 

    For Henry, the middle period of condensing gas is definitely a good hand training object, you can let 

yourself fully test your current strength, but today, it is obviously not the time, if you let Milo run again 

and want to catch him again, it is too difficult, too difficult On the way, Milo broke out a lot of hole 

cards. In the process of chasing and killing Milo, many of the dead people trained by Milo were blocked. 

Among them, only the masters of the condensing period met no fewer than ten. No one dares to say 

what kind of means is hidden in Milo.  

 

    As the bishop of the Divine Hidden Society, Milo has counted for decades, and the cards accumulated 

over these decades are beyond Henry's imagination.  

 

    Outside the Xiao's mansion, more than 70 figures approached the Xiao's mansion.  

 

    "Oriental master, just son Zhang, entered this mansion, which is the place of the Xiao clan." A disciple 

of Yuqijing appeared in front of Dongfang Yunfei and others. 

 

    These disciples of the imperial Qi Realm are so weak that they cannot be counted as the killing force 

of this time, so they are all sent out to act as eyeliners.  

 

    "Xiao's." Dongfang Yunfei's eyes narrowed. "The fifteen clans. This lower-ranked clan is nothing more 

than some ants on the bright surface. It can really be called the clan, only the five big clans. The surname 



Wang, Brother Zhang entered Xiao, could it be that there was some kind of agreement between Milo 

and Xiao?"  

 

    Dongfang Yunfei made such a guess, his voice just fell, and broke out in the Xiao's mansion Four out of 

the momentum belongs to the condensed gas environment.  

 

    Dongfang Yunfei's expression changed and shouted, "There's  

 

    something wrong inside, go in!" Dongfang Yunfei's voice fell, and a total of seventy-one condensed-

energy strongmen rushed to the Xiao's mansion, three of them bishop-level Strength, this lineup is said 

to be rampant, it is not an exaggeration.  

 

    Among the Xiao's mansion, Henry was standing on the Xitai. He was surrounded by masters of the Mu 

family. There were three early masters of condensed gas and more than ten metamorphic masters. 

Above, Xiao Huan stood there and exuded endless power.  

 

    "The surnamed Zhang, today I belong to two families, Xiaomu and Mu, with a total of 17 metamorphic 

masters, three in the early stage of Qi Condensation, and one in the middle period of Condensation Qi. 

Very confident to speak. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1073: Amazing Record 

 

 

    The number of masters mentioned by Uncle Xiao Chen makes the underground forces, even listening, 

feel horrified.  

 

    The people of Su's family only felt that they were such masters on their side, how small they seemed.  

 

    Sylvia and Milan are on the stage, looking at the masters from all around, pinching a cold sweat for 

Henry.  

 

    "Hub, hold Xiao Chen! Hold him and you can go!" Sylvia shouted.  

 

    Xiao Chen's face changed on Xitai, and with a slap, he pulled it away from Sylvia's face and scolded in 

his mouth: "Bitch!"  

 

    "Go!" Henryqing spit out the word, but it was like a heavy hammer, Knocked directly on Xiao Chen's 

chest.  

 

    Xiao Chen spit out blood, and the whole person flew out.  

 

    Xiao Chen fell off the stage, his face was pale, and his eyes were unbelievable. Not long ago, he had 

played against this man. His strength was even weaker than himself, but how long has it passed, he just 

Spit out a word, you can hit yourself!  

 

    Henry didn't even look at Xiao Chen, and looked at Xiao Chen Sanshu and Mu Ziyuan. "You two really 

think that these people can leave me?"  

 

    "Junior don't run wild!" Standing in mid-air Xiao Huan shouted, "The dignity of the clan is not 

something you can touch. Give me a dharma!"  

 

    Xiao Huan's arms were raised, and the airflow visible to the naked eye was gathering towards Xiao 



Huan's palm.  

 

    In the Xiao's mansion, there was a tall banyan tree. A banyan leaf suddenly fell, and in the air, it 

suddenly split into two pieces, as if it was cut by some kind of sharp weapon.  

 

    The corner of the Xitai built in the mansion suddenly fell off, the cut is neat and the surface is 

glorious.  

 

    An Eight Immortals table suddenly cracked from the middle, and the dishes and delicacies on the table 

also had a cut that was flush with the table, very neat.  

 

    The airflow that was gathering in Xiao Huan's hand was suddenly blocked as if it had been cut off by 

some kind of sharp weapon. 

 

    "Hehe." A light laughter sounded beside everyone's ears. The source of the sound was like wind, 

unpredictable, "Xiao's, a family of portals, dare to speak loudly at any time, let me wait for the young 

master Fu Fa?"  

 

    Xiao Huan's face changed in mid-air. "Who?"  

 

    A green bamboo sword came from the sky and crossed from Xiao Huan's body, straight into the 

ground, and a green shirt figure fell from the air, standing on one foot Above the bamboo sword, behind 

him, a huge banyan tree was cut from the middle and smashed to the ground.  

 

    Xiao Huan saw the coming person clearly, his pupils shrunk, "Qing shirt bamboo sword, you are... 

Dongfang's family, Dongfang Yunqi!"  

 

    "It seems that this family of portals still has some eyesight, I think these people He already has his 

eyes above his head and does not know me and waited." It was Qin Ming who walked in front of the 

Xiao's house.  

 

    "Qin family, immobile king, Qin Ming!" Xiao Huan saw Qin Ming, his body shocked.  

 

    Dongfang Yunqi and Qin Ming, both masters of the older generation, became famous in the world 

twenty years ago. At that time, Xiao Huan was not closed, he recognized himself, and Xiao Huan knew 

clearly, between himself and these two people The gap between Dongfang Yunqi and Qin Ming was a 

rare genius at that time, and his Xiao Huan can only be regarded as mediocre.  

 

    "I thought that it was Milo who retaliated. It turned out to be some rat generation, and he bullied me 

Zhang brothers exhausted!" Del in a white robe suddenly appeared behind Xiao Huan.  

 

    Xiao Huan's heart was cold. From beginning to end, there was no difference in how close he was to 



this person. From this, it can be seen that this person's strength is far above himself.  

 

    Over the Xiao's house, one figure after another appeared in the eyes of everyone, and the power 

exuded by each person made the three masters of Muqi feel uncomfortable.  

 

    "Besiege my young master, Xiao Clan, you have such a big tone!" With the  

 

    sound of a thunderous thunder, the uncle Xiao Chen and the Muziyuan of the original confident clan 

felt the heart trembling, these! These are all masters of condensed air environment! Overwhelming 

master of condensed gas environment! There are dozens! It all came with Henry! And, call him Young 

Master!  

 

    Hundreds of powerful figures poured in from outside the gate. This force cannot be underestimated 

for the clan present.  

 

    Muziyuan felt cold in his heart, and he realized that he had done something wrong and that it was 

ridiculously wrong.  

 

    Henry raised his arms, and a giant air-shaped blade gradually formed at his fingertips. The fluctuations 

emitted by the air blade made the three masters' early calves tremble, and even Xiao Huan felt 

palpitations.  

 

    Henry ignored the people of Xiao and Mu, looked to the audience, and said loudly: "Milo, are you still 

thinking about escaping to this day?"  

 

    "Oh." A hoarse voice sounded in the crowd.  

 

    At the moment when the voice sounded, Henry and others were sure that this was Milo.  

 

    Milo didn't know when, it had turned into a gigantic figure, a pair of prosthetic arms connected to the 

sides of his shoulders, not so easy to recognize from the outside.  

 

    Milo walked out of the crowd, "Henry, My Milo is guarding the Antarctic continent. Fifteen years ago, 

he entered the late stage of condensing gas. He had been involved in the Divine Concealment for 

decades. For half a month, you have chased me down tens of thousands of miles, and I have slayed 100 

people under my metamorphosis master, and more than 18 people with gas master, you are, I don’t 

plan to leave me alive! You are really going to kill me today What? Ah!"  

 

    Myro's roar, for Henry and others, there is no waves, they really beheaded a lot of Milo's diehards 

along the way.  

 

    But listening to the ears of the four clans and major underground forces, it is not like that.  



 

    Just now, the uncle Xiao Chen said with a confident face, saying that Xiao Mu and the two tribes sent 

together more than ten metamorphosis, three early stage of condensed gas, and one master in the 

middle of condensed gas, forming a killing situation. Cut Henry, thinking that this is a heaven and earth 

network, Henry has nowhere to escape.  

 

    But now after listening to these words, they only found out how ridiculous they were. This mystery 

actually hunted down a master of late condensed gas for tens of thousands of miles in this half 

month! The late stage of condensation! He was chased and killed by him! And killing hundreds of 

metamorphic masters and eighteen masters in the early and middle stages of condensing gas, this 

record, this kind of combat power, easily kill the two families of Xiao Mu!  

 

    The elaborate arrangement of the Xiao and Mu tribes, the so-called Tian Luo Di Wang of the Xiao and 

Mu tribes, in front of them, is just a joke!  

 

    What's even more ridiculous is that Henry didn't come here specifically to deal with the Xiao and Mu 

clan. He was just chasing and killing one person. He was killed here and the entourage he carried could 

easily destroy the Xiao and Mu clan.  

 

    Sylvia looked at the man with his right hand held high in front of him and his sword pointed at his 

finger. This is his own man, but he really shouldn’t be restrained by himself. Growing up, what he has 

done is completely beyond what he does not know how many levels, he should not be occupied by 

himself!  

 

    Milan is standing beside Sylvia, and there is only this man in his eyes. I still remember that in the past, 

although he was strong, but he was more innocent, but today he stands in front of himself as if he can 

resist the whole world. ! Although he is an old man, he has gone too far. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 1074: Final Kill 

 

 

    Henry looked indifferently at the Milo under the stage. "The way is different, don't make any 

conspiracy. From the day you want to kill Tang Hao, you must think of such a day."  

 

    "Haha Hahaha! Hahahaha!” Myro laughed violently, "A good way is different, not a conspiracy. My 

Milo, planted in your hands, is not wrong, but, Henry, I Still want to see if you alone have the ability to 

kill me!"  

 

    Milo's body shuddered, and the two prostheses detached from his side.  

 

    Two arms organized by qi replace the position of the prosthesis.  

 

    Milo stood up and his body was full of vitality. At this last moment, he completely exploded into the 

power of his late condensing power.  

 

    The combat power of the bishops' rank is the top combat power in the world today.  

 

    At the moment when Miloway exploded, the people who were closer to Milo all flew out.  

 

    Xiao Huan, who was originally standing in the air, couldn't bear such pressure at all. A stream of blood 

came out of the corner of his mouth and slowly fell to the ground.  

 

    The three strong players in the early stage of condensing gas have stepped back and forth, unable to 

stand too close at all.  

 

    In the eyes of everyone, only horror, how strong is this man! To what extent did Henry, who chased 

and killed him to the end!  

 

    Henry held the sword at his fingertips, and the giant sword swelled to ten meters, and then slowly 

condensed.  

 

    At that time in the Holy City, Henry used the World Extermination Demon Sword, which not only 

attracted Milo but also killed Jason, and showed his strength. Therefore, the great sword, the ten-meter 



giant sword, destroyed Wushuang, but the killing intention in it, Also spread out.  

 

    Today, Henry's sword, only to kill one person, condenses the ten-meter giant sword, with the same 

power, but more concentrated.  

 

    The ten-meter long sword, condensed at a speed visible to the naked eye, becomes five meters and 

three meters. When it condenses to two meters, it already gives a feeling of complete solidification, as if 

this is not Qi at all, but a real thing.  

 

    The body of the sword showed a dark purple light. 

 

    Henry stared closely at Milo, and flicked his finger, "Destroy...world! Go!"  

 

    Two meters of Purple Sword, Volley cut off to Milo.  

 

    "Hahaha! Come on!" Miluohao shouted loudly, exhausting his last breath and picking up Henry's 

sword.  

 

    Today, it was the auspicious day chosen by the Xiaos. The sun was shining brightly, but it was suddenly 

started by a strong wind, and the dark clouds covered the sky.  

 

    The huge air wave centered around Milo and swept around.  

 

    In the air wave, even the metamorphosis masters, they are not stable.  

 

    Sylvia and Milan's two daughters were left behind by Henryhu, unaffected.  

 

    The qi wave was strong, and the surrounding wall of the Xiao's house was densely cracked under the 

qi wave.  

 

    "Let's go." Henry did not look at the result, turned to hold Sylvia's jade hand, and looked at the 

woman's beautiful face, tenderly said, "wife, not seen in April, you are still so beautiful."  

 

    Sylvia's pretty face floated bright red.  

 

    "The surname is Zhang, I said you are enough! The old lady was broken by you today. Don't say, are 

you still showing me my love?" Milan with his hands on his hips, his eyebrows raised.  

 

    Henry glanced at Xiao Chen, who shrank to the back of Xitai, and said with a smile: "Do you want to 

marry this kind of person? If yes, I will help you to host another wedding."  

 

    "Humph." Milan glared Henry vigorously. A glance, "Forget it, choose it later."  



 

    Henry nodded, "I think you can't look down on this kind of waste, let's go, haven't seen it for a long 

time, go to Yinzhou to play?"  

 

    Milan has not answered, Sylvia beautiful eyes. As soon as he lit up, "Husband, are you going back to 

Yinzhou?"  

 

    "Well." Henry nodded. "The matter is resolved, it's time to go back, should the girl come back every 

day?"  

 

    "Long back." Sylvia Covered his mouth and smiled, "I called for my father as soon as I came home. I 

haven't seen her during this time, and I don't know how it happened."  

 

    "With Dean Cui and Qin Rou taking it, she's okay, she's old enough Now, go back this time and send 

her to kindergarten." Henry couldn't help but smile when he thought of the cute looks of the children. 

"Wife, is your kindergarten completed?"  

 

    "Well." Sylvia nodded. "It will be completed in a few years." I haven’t opened a business because of 

the residual formaldehyde in the decoration. I should have removed it now. I asked someone to test it 

some time ago, but I haven’t contacted my family for a long time, and the specific situation is unclear.

”  

 

    “Okay. "Henryying said, "Wife, you and Milan go to rest first, I have one more thing, after finishing, 

let's go back together."  

 

    "Well."  

 

    Sylvia pulled Milan, now Xiao people dare to stop her Two, let the two leave.  

 

    When the qi wave calmed down, a huge deep pit appeared in the Xiao's mansion. A figure lying in the 

deep pit was no longer alive.  

 

    Del came to the deep pit, looked at Milo lying inside, and sighed. Although he pursued and killed Milo 

for more than ten days, the purpose was to cut off this person, but at the moment when Milo died, his 

heart still sighed. Thousands of them, after all, have seen Antarctica in the town of Milo and have seen it 

for decades.  

 

    Tianjiao, who was once together, now has a person who has fallen. Their era has passed, and the next 

era will be handed over to young people.  

 

    Dongfang Yunfei and Qin Ming came to Henry.  



 

    Dongfang Yunfei punched Henry  

 

    and clenched his fists , "Brother Zhang, this time, I will go back first. Soon, we will see you again at the 

Eastern Continent event." "Thank you Yunfei this time." Henry also learned to look like clenched fist. .  

 

    "Ha ha ha, this time, you have Zhang Shaozhu attending the oriental event, Bangzi and Dongying's 

gang, I am afraid they will be disappointed. They are staring at the position of Master Chu Zheng, not 

just one or two days. Master Zheng, but it seems that they have no chance." Qin Ming laughed, "I will go 

first, we will see you at the event."  

 

    "Good." Henry nodded.  

 

    The rest of the condensed gas masters also came to Henry and said goodbye.  

 

    Henry also thanked each one.  

 

    When all the people left, the people of the Xiao and Mu clan trembled and walked up, including the 

wrong team before, calling out the underground forces Henryying bowed to the clan, and also came one 

after another, surrounded by the only promise .  

 

    "Mr. Zhang, we..." Muziyuan opened his mouth, but didn't know what to say.  

 

    Xiao Huan also came over. He no longer had the previous arrogance. Henry beheaded the sword of 

Milo. He saw clearly. He asked himself, if he is under this sword, I am afraid that he will not be able to 

leave the whole body. In front of this young man, his strong self-righteousness is nothing.  

 

    Henry glanced at them and said, "From today on, I don’t want to hear the names Xiao and Mu, 

anymore. In this western capital, the Xiao family is still the Xiao family. As for your Mu family, I don’t 

want to understand, and try my best. Don’t let your descendants hinder my eyes, understand?”  

 

    “Understood, understand.” Muzi Yuan nodded again and again, not at all reluctantly, as for Henry

’s strength today, don’t talk about those following him. The strong man, he himself, is absolutely 

untouchable by his own priest.  

 

    Xiao Huan also nodded, indicating that Xiao would withdraw and could not hide. 

 

 

Chapter 1075: Accident 



 

 

    "The rain on the clothes is wet and the rain will blow on the willow wind." The  

 

    drizzle fell. The weather in Jiangnan was always weird. Maybe it would rain.  

 

    Henry stood with his hands behind his back and stood in front of an old tree. There was a soft soil bag 

on the ground in front of the trunk, which was just paved.  

 

    Del patted the dirt on his hands. "It's done."  

 

    "Are you sure you want to bury Milo here?" Henry raised an eyebrow.  

 

    Dale nodded and said, "Myrow's life has been guarding the remote and cold land of Antarctica. In the 

hot summer south and the beautiful scenery, just buried him here. Maybe many years later, there will 

be some dandelions here, which can fly to other places. ""  

 

    Henry kept staring at Del.  

 

    "What is your eyes?" Del was uncomfortable staring at Henry.  

 

    Henry rolled his eyes, "Uncle, did you leave this sensational with me? Return dandelion?"  

 

    "Haha." Del laughed aloud, "This man is old, and sends his old friend back to the West, it will 

inevitably have some strange ideas, go After I left, I think this time, the meeting has become chaotic. 

You are good, pat your sleeves, stand on the eastern continent, no one cares about you, I go back this 

time, and I don’t know how much trouble it is. "  

 

    Henry shrugged." You have said, you are old, and trouble is more troublesome, you are more 

troublesome now, Tang Hao will be much better in the future."  

 

    "Thank you for saying this, Del's The change is indeed beyond my expectations." Del waved his hand 

at Henry. "Walk away. I have the opportunity to go to Yinzhou to find you. Andrei, you don't have to 

worry about it. Last time I left the Holy City, I was already Explained, Andrea may not be able to appear 

in front of you, don't forget our agreement."  

 

    "Relax." Henry patted his chest, "I will contact you when everything falls."  

 

    "OK, Then it's no nonsense." Del stepping, just about to leave, was suddenly stopped by Henry.  

 

    "correct." 

 



    "Huh?" Del glanced at Henry.  

 

    Henry took a deep breath, "You should know that the devil's trial is more about the heart. Tang Hao's 

boy, the means and mentality are much tougher than before, but this time, he also has a heart demon, 

you Pay more attention."  

 

    Del shook his head. "Everybody has this thing, and see if he can pass his own level. In short, I still 

believe him more and leave!"  

 

    Del said. Once it fell, it had disappeared in front of Henry.  

 

    Henry shook his head helplessly, glanced at the earth bag under the old tree, and then walked away.  

 

    Near the evening, a private Lin Group aircraft took off from Xidu Airport.  

 

    Henry put on clean clothes, shaved the stubble on his cheeks, carried a glass of red wine, and sat 

gracefully on the large sofa in the cabin, enjoying the unique fragrance brought by the fine wine, 

wandering in his mouth.  

 

    Milan was sitting opposite Henry, shaking red wine in his hand. It can be seen that Milan had been 

extremely depressed during this period of time. After a while on the plane, he turned his pretty face red 

with a little drunk.  

 

    "Qing Han, when you were eating with my dad today, you kept holding the computer, and still holding 

it. What is so anxious?" Milan spit out the fragrance of fine wine when he spoke.  

 

    Today, Xiao returned the entire Xiao group to Xiaoshan, and renamed the Xiao group to the Lanshan 

group, using the last words in the names of Milan and Xiaoshan, to tell Henry that they had completely 

abandoned here, and Xiao’s Everyone left Xidu today and could not live in seclusion.  

 

    The reason why Henry did not leave this evening was to get together with Xiao Shan.  

 

    Sylvia kept his eyes on the computer screen for a moment, and said, "This time I have been away for 

so long, I have never been able to contact the outside. The company has a lot of things waiting for me to 

make a decision. I have read the mail in the mailbox. These things must be dealt with quickly."  

 

    Milan rolled his eyes, lifted his slender jade legs and kicked Henry sitting opposite. "I said Zhang's 

surname, you are so rich that you don't let your wife be responsible and beautiful. Really let her make 

money to support her family? If other men have such a flowery wife, they must be holding it in their 

palms every day."  

 

    Henry smiled, "What kind of money do I earn, I gave it to my wife It must be my wife who is 



responsible for making money to support the family. I am responsible for being handsome."  

 

    "You are really stinky and shameless." Milan stared Henry angrily.  

 

    "If I want a face, how can I marry such a beautiful wife, ha ha." Henry cheap laughed.  

 

    Milan looked at Henry's current low profile, and this morning, Henry stood in front of him, his fingers 

condensing his sword, as if he could resist the appearance of the world, is this really the same person?  

 

    While Henry was enjoying red wine, Xidu, under an old tree.  

 

    One person took a shovel and dug up the earthen bags under the old tree.  

 

    There was a wooden coffin under the earth bag. When the wooden coffin was lifted up, the person 

lying inside took a sharp breath.  

 

    "  

 

    His-huh !" "My Lord, how are you feeling now?" Digging out the figure of the earth bag, he quickly 

helped the man in the wooden coffin to sit up.  

 

    In this wooden coffin lies Milo, who was determined to be dead by Henry and others today, and was 

buried by Del himself.  

 

    Milo shook his head, his voice seemed weak, "That Henry can't be underestimated. At such an age, he 

has such strength, chasing me for tens of thousands of miles, never ending, thanks to the clavicle that 

you gave me. , So that I can fall into a state of false death, otherwise this time, I really planted, Andrea, 

this time, I’m in your favor."  

 

    If Henry is here, he will definitely be widened by the scene in front of him. Andre, who was defined by 

Del as non-threatening, appeared here at the moment and dug out the already dead Milo.  

 

    Andrea hated and said: "Master Milo, you and I are on the same front. He Lai said unfairly. After you 

left that day, Del sent more than a dozen people to control me to kill me. If I had already been prepared, 

I would train a substitute. It must have been buried, but now they also think that I am dead. From now 

on, I will not be at odds with them!"  

 

    "Take me to heal first." Milo sighed, "I am cut off my hands, The strength is greatly reduced. With this 

look, I want to get revenge. It's not easy to talk about."  

 

    "Master Milo, rest assured, I have contacted a good person, your hands, and the possibility of 

recovery."  



 

    "Really?" Milo looked happy. Can the severed hands recover?  

 

    "Bishop Myro, our genetic technology for returning to the ancestral alliance, you can rest assured." A 

figure came in the darkness.  

 

    "Return to the Ancestral League!" Myrow's pupil shrank, "Andrea, you cooperate with the Return of 

the Ancestral League!"  

 

    Andrea smiled and said: "Master Myrow, the enemy's enemy, is a friend, we can't return to God now. 

Hidden, must, you have to find another backer." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1076: Back 

 

 

    At the end of May, this is probably the best season for the northwest of Chinese.  

 

    At this time, there is no wind and sand, the climate is pleasant, and it is neither hot nor cold.  



 

    Yinzhou at night is a bit cool.  

 

    Henry and Sylvia and Milan's two women walked off the plane side by side.  

 

    Henry took a deep breath. Although the air quality at the airport was not high, Henry still showed a 

look of enjoyment.  

 

    "When I walked, the earth was wrapped in silver. When I came back, it was full of spring and it felt a 

long time ago." Henry said with a sigh of emotion that he could never find the feeling of being home in 

Yinzhou.  

 

    Sylvia nodded slightly, "It's been a long time."  

 

    "Haha." Henry laughed, "but the troubles have been solved, and it's important to enjoy life, wife, let's 

go home!"  

 

    Henry's words fell. Sylvia hugged him beside him and rushed out of the airport in a princess-holding 

pose.  

 

    At this time, there were still many people in the airport, all looking at this side.  

 

    Sylvia had a pretty face and a pink fist thumped on Henry's shoulder. "I'm going to die, please put me 

down, so many people are watching."  

 

    "No." Henry shook his head firmly, "I hugged my wife, they wanted to Look, chant, yeah, I'm still guilty 

of holding my own wife?"  

 

    Sylvia looked at Henry's proud look, knowing that it would be impossible for her to let herself down. 

Sylvia didn't have the face like Henry, simply. Buried his head in Henry's chest.  

 

    "I said, you two show affection, can you take care of my feelings." Milan followed up with Henry. "  

 

    Anyway, I am also about to marry someone, and the result is that you mess up the wedding." "Okay, 

okay, Don't be a deep bosom wife," Henry said with a smile, "I'm going to introduce you to a rich and 

handsome head office, right?" 

 

    Milan's eyebrows flicked, "Shen Guifu? The surname is Zhang, you tell me clearly today, what is 

Shenguifu!"  

 

    Milan said, raising his hand to hammer Henry.  

 



    Henry laughed, hugged Sylvia, and strode out of the airport.  

 

    For the past few months, Henry has been too hostile and too aggressive. When he set foot on the 

Yinzhou land, Henry felt that his heart suddenly calmed down.  

 

    Who could have imagined that a ruthless character who hunted down the bishop in the holy city 

would look like this now, chasing and making trouble with people.  

 

    A business car had long been waiting at the airport gate. When Henry took Sylvia and walked into the 

car, he discovered that the woman had fallen asleep in her arms, knowing when she was asleep, and 

exhaled symmetrically, her body curled up subconsciously. Together.  

 

    Henry sighed. He also heard about what happened to Sylvia and Milan during this time.  

 

    The two women were placed under house arrest by Xiao. Although they did not say anything on the 

surface, how could they not be afraid?  

 

    Henry touched Sylvia's supple long hair. He remembered what Xuan Tian said to him. The person 

behind him must be strong. Step everything under his feet. When people hear your name, they will feel 

trembling. Feeling scared, otherwise, there will always be someone who wants to do something with 

you, there will always be someone who thinks you are bullying, there will always be someone who will 

hit the idea on your family.  

 

    "Let's go home." Henry clenched the sleeping woman's hand and spoke softly to the driver.  

 

    The villa in Sai Shangshui Township has been unoccupied for three months. Henry entered Sylvia, who 

was still asleep, and the room was covered with a thick layer of ash.  

 

    In this place in the northwest, Rao is closed with doors and windows, and can't avoid the sand and 

sand that is everywhere.  

 

    Henry shook his head. It seemed that he could not live here tonight.  

 

    Looking at the time, it was only 11 o'clock in the evening. Henry chose the Maserati parked in the 

courtyard for a long time and threw the key to Milan. "Go, go to the Lin Family Courtyard."  

 

    Subconsciously took Henry and lost it Milan of the car key was taken aback.  

 

    "Look what to see." Henry pulled the back door of the car open and took Sylvia to sit up. "I'm holding 

my wife to sleep, you drive."  

 

    Milan gritted his teeth. "The last name is Zhang, don't wait for me to find a man!" "  



 

    Henry shrugged and said nothing.  

 

    Milan hated the driver's seat and drove towards the Lin's compound.  

 

    At this point, the streets of Yinzhou already seemed very empty, and in more than twenty minutes, 

Milan drove the car into the Lin's compound.  

 

    As Henry guessed, at this point, the lights in the courtyard were still on. Two contemporary young 

people, Lin Chuan and Daisy, only started their nightlife at this point. Although they did not go out to 

drink and dance, the time for the game mask It just started.  

 

    When Henry walked into Lin's main hall with Sylvia, he saw Daisy who suddenly came back from Henry 

and made a sound of excitement. Lin Chuan quickly ran out of his house.  

 

    Lin Jianyu and others who had fallen asleep also got up from the bed, and even Lin Zhengnan 

appeared.  

 

    Since the last incident in the capital city, Henry's status in the Lin family can be said to be crucial. Even 

Sylvia, the aunt who was unhappy with Henry, now treats Henry with a smile.  

 

    Sylvia, who had been asleep in Henryhuai, also woke up in the excited voice of everyone.  

 

    "Qing Han, you Ni Zi, have you dreamed of something delicious." Milan leaned in to Lin Qing Han, a 

thief whispered.  

 

    "Eat?" Sylvia's pretty face floated with doubt.  

 

    Milan stretched his finger to Henry's chest. That was where Sylvia buried his head when he was 

sleeping. The clothes on Henry's chest were all wetted by Sylvia's saliva.  

 

    Sylvia's pretty face suddenly turned red, and he quickly walked to Henry's side and reached out to 

grab Henry's collar. "Come on, give me the clothes." 

 

    Sylvia wanted Henry to take off his coat quickly, letting others see himself as an adult It's 

embarrassing to sleep while still drooling.  

 

    Who knows, Sylvia just grabbed Henry's collar, Milan laughed out loud: "Giggle, Qinghan, I know you 

two haven't seen you for a long time, but don't worry so much, you just have to take it off as soon as 

you enter the door Henry's clothes, why did you sleep with me for a few months and broke you?"  

 

    Milan's direct words made Sylvia a big red face at once, and the small hand that just grabbed Henry's 



collar was quickly taken back and stood there. , It seems a little bit confused.  

 

    Everyone in the Lin family laughed out loud. Although it had been a long time, the family did not seem 

strange.  

 

    In the past three months when Sylvia disappeared, the Lin family also knew that as soon as Sylvia got 

out of trouble this afternoon, he contacted them and found an excuse for a business trip investigation. 

The Lin family did not ask much. After all, Sylvia now has the ability to be on his own. They asked more 

questions, but it was only trouble.  

 

    Although it was late at night, the return of Sylvia and Henry left the family sleepless. Aunt Sylvia even 

ran to the kitchen to prepare the family's supper.  

 

    Henry glanced outside the door, "You talk first, I'll go around." When the  

 

    words fell, Henry walked out of the hall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1077: This Is Home 

 

 

    Inside the Lin's Manor, there was silence. There was a chirp from the trees planted in the courtyard.  

 

    After Henry walked out of the hall, he looked at the dark night sky. The dark clouds were heavy 

tonight, blocking the moonlight.  

 

    A woman, wearing a long white dress, sitting on a treetop, her two slender beautiful legs are exposed 

in the air, swinging back and forth, bringing a piece of white flowers in front of Henry's eyes.  

 



    "God Hidden Gala, strongly crushed the heirs of the bishops, declared war on the bishop of Antarctica, 

Milo, and then pursued tens of thousands of miles with Del, killing countless metamorphic masters, and 

condensing gas masters of nearly 20 people. Brother, your growth is really amazing." The  

 

    woman has long silver hair, draped like the Milky Way waterfall, and soft as silk.  

 

    The woman's voice looked playful, and it was not difficult to hear a relief in it.  

 

    Henry looked up at the woman sitting on the treetop. "Your news is quite informed." The  

 

    woman raised her silver hair and showed a smile. With her smile, everything around her was 

overshadowed.  

 

    "Brother Henry, the world's four major forces, have been inherited for more than two thousand years. 

Over the past two thousand years, which force do you think will not be penetrated by the other party? 

There are people in the four major forces, and the status will not be low, you are doing God's will be 

hidden, and the remaining three forces, all clear. "  

 

    Henry touched his nose," It appears that this time I like famous ah. "  

 

    Qieqian Ya from The treetop leaped down and stood in front of Henry's body. Her eyes were like a 

galaxy, which made people unable to resist being immersed in it. She stood in front of Henry's body. The 

two were less than 20 centimeters apart, and their eyes were opposite.  

 

    With a doubt and a kind of distress in Chezia's eyes, "Brother Henry, are you worth it? This time at the 

God's Hidden Event, you deliberately spread so strongly that you crushed the candidates of the bishops 

and took another one. Bishop's life is nothing more than trying to attract all the attention and put 

yourself on the cusp of the storm, so as to protect the woman behind you? Now you, there is simply no 

bishop-level combat power, right? What you lack now is Time! You shouldn’t have stood up so early!

”  

 

    Henry smiled. “Your task will not let you tell me this.”  

 

    Although Henry’s face was full of smiles, it was hidden in his words. The meaning is full of 

indifference.  

 

    task! When you come to me, it's just a task!  

 

    A little crystal flashed in Chesiya's eyes, but she was quickly held back by her. Chesiya turned around 

and turned her back to Henry, "The purpose of my visit this time is the same as last time, now Yinzhou 

underground An underground palace appeared, and all the major forces were secretly eager to move. 



The top clan of Chinese was already ready to be born. It can be expected that the situation in the second 

half of the year will change more than the storm on the sea. Suddenly and violently, with your current 

strength, but like a flat boat in the sea, even if the key of Wangling is with you, you can’t keep it, 

cooperate with us, you take out the key of Wangling, or share with us When I visit the tomb of the king, I 

will tell you the secret of the clan. How??  

 

    Henry shook his head. "I don't have the key you said."  

 

    "Brother Henry, think about it yourself. This time, you can relax for the time being. Some, but I think, 

trouble will come up soon. You have made such a big thing, and then you will find trouble on the door, 

but it is not so easy to deal with."  

 

    Cecia turned her head, Henry was left with a perfect profile, then he jumped and disappeared in the 

night sky.  

 

    When Cecilia left, the dark clouds of the sky suddenly dissipated, and the bright moonlight sprinkled 

on the ground.  

 

    "Why are you standing here alone?" Sylvia's soft voice sounded from behind Henry, "Let's go, the 

supper is ready, just wait for you to go back to eat."  

 

    Sylvia stepped forward and held Henry's arm.  

 

    Henry nodded and walked into the house with Sylvia, and found that several bowls of soup noodles 

had been placed on the table, as well as a few simple cold dishes. Lin Jianyu and others sat at the table 

and immediately waved at Henry.  

 

    "Come and come, Xiao Xuan, come sit down, our father and I drink two glasses."  

 

    Henry looked at it, and he had been poured into his seat.  

 

    This feeling of being worried makes Henry feel warm. If Cecilia is still here, Henry will definitely 

answer the question she just asked.  

 

    Let yourself stand at the cusp of the storm, just to protect the people behind it, which is certainly 

worth it!They are all their own family!  

 

    Drinking this thing is very strange. It can be drunk with the person who can get it, even if the screw is 

soaked in soy sauce, and the person who can’t get it, even if it tastes like Shanzhen and Haiwei, it is 

difficult for the wine to fall down.  

 



    Today at the Lin family, Rao is only a few simple dishes, a bowl of plain noodles, Henry and other 

people are particularly excited to drink.  

 

    After the third tour, everyone was a little drunk.  

 

    Lin Jianyu shook his head and looked at the empty glass in front of him: "I can't drink, I can't drink, it's 

not as good as your young people."  

 

    "If you can't drink, rest early." Aunt Sylvia sat aside, " This young man needs some private space, and 

he can't stay with us all the time."  

 

    Aunt Sylvia finished his speech, and then gave Sylvia a glance.  

 

    Where did Sylvia not know what his aunt meant, her face flushed, and her head was almost buried 

under the table.  

 

    Lin Jianyu laughed loudly: "Haha, yes, yes, leave some space for young people, Qing Han, take Xiao 

Xuan to rest, we have almost drunk."  

 

    Lin Qing Han responded with his head down, the sound was like Mosquitoes in general.  

 

    Milan sat at the table and drank almost the same. He said with carelessness: "The surname is Zhang, 

do you really want your wife to take you back to the room, and you haven't taken the initiative?"  

 

    Henryshi was somewhat overwhelmed by Milan's personality and was busy He got up, grabbed 

Sylvia's little hand, and ran into the room like he was running away.  

 

    In each room, there is a separate bathroom. Henry entered the door and lay directly on the bed.  

 

    "Smells you, go to take a shower." Sylvia dragged Henry from the bed hard.  

 

    Henry looked at the woman in front of her and was happy. She got up and walked into the bathroom. 

She just turned on the shower and wet her body. He heard Sylvia's voice coming from outside the 

bathroom.  

 

    "Husband... Well, don't you wash it."  

 

    "Ah?" Henry was confused.  

 

    "I...I..." Sylvia squeezed, "My one suddenly came."  

 

    The sound of water flowing in the bathroom continued, but obviously, the progress of Henry's bath 



slowed down a lot.  

 

    Early in the morning, Henry walked out of the bedroom with a depressed face, and a beautiful wife 

was beside him, and finally encountered an undisturbed night. For Henry, it seemed that this did not go 

well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1078: Blame Me 

 

 

    "Husband, I am going to work today. She is staying in the welfare home every day. You can accompany 

her if you are okay today." Sylvia kissed hard on Henry's face, see you Henry eyes a little with some 

resentment, as a small woman like Lin Han pursed mouth, "my husband, I cannot control this kind of 

thing Well, why do not you then Ren Ren?"  

 

    forbearance?  

 

    Henry could not help but a few times.  

 

    "Sister, brother-in-law, breakfast is ready, come and eat." Daisy greeted the two people who came out 



of the bedroom.  

 

    Sylvia grinned and pulled Henrykai happily toward the restaurant. She didn't know why. She was very 

happy when she saw Henry's dull look.  

 

    After breakfast, Sylvia took Milan to the company, saying that Milan had quit his job as a royal chef 

and wanted to work for Sylvia.  

 

    Henry pouted, the child of the rich family is self-willed. With the current status of the Lanshan Group 

in the Western Capital, Milan can eat for dozens of lives even if he dies.  

 

    Henry, Sylvia and Milan went out together and drove the two women to the company. They hurried to 

the welfare home. After a long time I didn't see them and Dean Cui. Henry couldn't think of it either.  

 

    After Sylvia’s new recuperation, the welfare home has been completely renovated and all the 

facilities are complete.  

 

    When Henry arrived at the welfare home, he saw at a glance that the children were standing on the 

playground, lined up in a fairly neat formation, and doing morning exercises with lively music.  

 

    In front of the team, Qin Rou was wearing slim sportswear and a pair of slender legs was exposed in 

the air, guiding the children to make various movements, but it was a beautiful landscape.  

 

    Dean Cui sat at an outdoor stone table and looked at the children on the playground with a smile of 

relief.  

 

    Henry silently walked to Dean Cui and sat down, said with a smile: "Principal, you are getting more 

and more energetic." 

 

    When Director Cui heard Henry's voice, his face was surprised, "Xiao Xuan! When did you come 

back!"  

 

    Dean Cui found Henry when they came back after the Chinese New Year, but Henry had already left at 

that time. Qin Rou lost for a while.  

 

    "I just arrived last night, and it didn't bother you too late." Henry laughed, then looked at the 

playground. "It seems that Qin Rou is now almost part-time vice president." Dean  

 

    Cui smiled. Shook his head, "Not the dean, now the dean of the welfare home is already Xiaorou."  

 

    "Ah?" Henry froze for a moment.  

 



    "The girl Qin Rou is kind-hearted and likes children. After we returned from Duhai, we went to the 

government to go through the formalities. Now, I am already considered to be retired. Give the welfare 

home to her, and I feel relieved. I can take care of these children better than me." Dean Cui looked at 

Qin Rou's eyes with gratification.  

 

    Henry looked at the sunny and energetic Qin Rou on the playground, and in a trance, the scene of Qin 

Rou's imprisonment in Lijia Village suddenly appeared in her mind. The helplessness and despair that 

the woman was held in the cage was like one. Roots sharply sting, sting Henry's heart.  

 

    Henry's eyes became fierce unconsciously, full of grief, "Li's... this matter, there must be an 

explanation!"  

 

    "Xiao Xuan! Xiao Xuan!" Dean Cui reached out andswayed in front of Henry's eyes .  

 

    "Ah?" Henry shook his head quickly, dispersing the bloody scene just born in his mind.  

 

    "What's wrong with you?" Dean Cui looked at Henry up and down, just now, Henry gave her a very 

strange feeling, and became very strange.  

 

    Henry shook his head and explained: "It's nothing, just think of something." After  

 

    explaining it, Henry wondered in his own heart, just now, what's wrong with this? How suddenly there 

was such a hostility, and there was an urge to find Li's trouble.  

 

    At this time, the sound of music on the playground had ended, the children cheered and ran away to 

play with each other.  

 

    Qin Rou, standing in front of the team, looked at the place where Dean Cui sat. This look made Qin 

Rou stunned.  

 

    "Dad!" came a voice of milk and milk gas, wearing a floral skirt every day, cheering towards Henry, 

rushing directly into Henry's arms.  

 

    Henry hugged Tiantian in his arms and threw it up high.  

 

    Tian Tian's pair of smart big eyes smiled into a crescent shape, and when he fell back into Henry's 

arms again, a pair of lotus-like small arms wrapped around Henry's neck, and he would not let go.  

 

    "Dad, I miss you every day."  

 

    Lied in Henryhuai, he was very intimate every day.  

 



    Henryshen rubbed his small head every day and grew up in a welfare home. He performed more 

maturely than his peers every day.  

 

    "When did you come back?" Qin Rou's voice came from not far away.  

 

    The woman's sweaty palms prove her current mood, but the surface is still calm.  

 

    Henry put the day in his arms on the ground, looked at Qin Rou, and said with a smile: "Just arrived 

last night, just come and see, I heard that you have become the dean here? Isn't the company just on 

the right track?"  

 

    Qin Softly looked at the children running around and said, "The company already has a clear direction 

of development. It is enough to leave it to someone to take care of it. I don’t have much ambition, as 

long as the company can operate normally. As for myself Compared to doing business, they still prefer 

to be with children. They are like little angels. They just feel happy when they see them."  

 

    Henry nodded, "Yes, I yesterday Hear clearly Han said that the kindergarten will be completed after 

the year, how is it now?"  

 

    Dean Cui and Qin Rou, who was originally happy because Henry appeared, could not help but sigh.  

 

    Qin Rou's eyes bleak, "I blame me for this."  

 

    Dean Cui heard Qin Rou's words and immediately stood up and said, "How can I blame you? That guy 

is upset and threatens you with the children's affairs, Even if you agree, I can't agree!"  

 

    Henry heard Dean Cui say, and immediately realized that there was something wrong in it, "Inspector 

Cui, what's wrong?"  

 

    "Nothing." Qin Rou quickly waved his hand. Then opened the topic, "By the way, it will be June 1 in 

two days. I plan to hold an event for the children. Do you have any good opinions?"  

 

    Henry couldn't see the meaning of Qin Rou and turned his eyes towards Cui Yuan Look long.  

 

    Dean Cui sighed, "Hey, Qin Rou, don't you want to make a conflict between you and Qinghan."  

 

    "I'm in conflict with Qinghan?" Henryyue felt strange when he heard, "Cui, what the hell is this? 

What's the matter?"  

 

    Dean Cui glanced at Qin Rou, who was standing on the side and blamed himself, and said: "The 

kindergarten in Qinghan is already enrolling. Xiaorou's girl went through the formalities for the children. 

It's not done." 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1079 Liang Kai 

 

 

    failed?  

 

    Henry's brow furrowed. The kindergarten was prepared by Sylvia for the children in the orphanage. 

The reason for recruiting students abroad is that they want to let the children have more contact with 

the outside world. How can the orphanage go through the admission procedures?  

 

    When Chief Cui saw Henry's face changed, he quickly explained: "Xuan Xuan, this is not a blame for 

Xiaorou. The person in charge of enrolling in the kindergarten is Liang Kai. When Xiaorou went through 

the formalities, he saw Xiaorou's His eyes were not right. I heard what he said to Xiaorou. He said it was 

too much."  

 

    "What did you say?"  

 

    "Every time Xiaorou went to that Liang Kai to go through the formalities, Liang Kai asked Xiaorou to 

accompany him. His request to eat and drink didn't mention the admission procedures at all. Tell me, 

does this obviously want to hurt us Xiaorou!" Dean Cui looked sad.  



 

    Henry nodded and understood the reason, he looked at Qin Rou, "You know Secretary Li, this kind of 

thing, Secretary Li should be able to deal with it, should not make you so embarrassed."  

 

    "Oh, Xiaoxuan , Xiaorou, isn’t it all for you!" Dean Cui took Henry a little, and he was not happy in his 

words. "We heard that Liang Kai is a relative of Qinghan. What should you do with Xiaorou?" "  

 

    " Relatives?" Henry was puzzled. Sylvia's relatives, he did not say he did not know, where did Liang Kai 

come from?  

 

    "Yeah." Dean Cui nodded. "If it were not for this reason, Xiaorou could not be bullied by that Liang Kai. 

Xiaorou didn't want me to tell you about this. She has been trying to find a way. She has applied to the 

official. After a piece of land, I plan to build a kindergarten myself again."  

 

    "No." Henry snorted. "What Liang Kai is not Liang Kai, this place for the children can still make him 

stand out? Go and see See what role it is!" 

 

    After Henry finished speaking, he walked directly outside the welfare home. At this moment, Henry's 

anger rose up and down. During this time, he was desperately fighting with people, standing strong in 

front of so many people. Be strong and protect your family from being bullied by others. The children of 

the welfare home, Dean Cui, are also Henry's family.  

 

    But now, the organization like Shenyin Huizu Meng was bullied by others before it even came to the 

door?  

 

    Qin Rou looked at Henry with a worried look, and quickly caught up. "Henry, forget it, there is no need 

to find these troubles anymore. In fact, I can solve them."  

 

    "Trouble?" Henry suddenly paused and turned his head to look at Qin Rou, "Do you think this is 

trouble?"  

 

    Qin Rou froze for a moment, then nodded, and was just interrupted by Henry's words.  

 

    "It's not trouble, I just went to clean up a miscellaneous debris."  

 

    Henry then fell, turned around again, and continued striding forward.  

 

    The place where the kindergarten is built is right next to the welfare home, which can be reached in 

two steps.  

 

    At this time, it was the point where parents sent their children to kindergarten.  

 



    As soon as he left the door of the welfare home, Henry saw that in front of the kindergarten, he 

parked his car full of luxury cars and lined up on both sides of the road, extending for hundreds of 

meters. Mercedes-Benz BMW became a Volkswagen brand at this time. What Porsche, Maserati , Is the 

mainstream, and millions of cars are just like there is no money.  

 

    Those who come to send their children, looking at the costumes are either rich or expensive.  

 

    Qin Rou followed Henry with a sigh: "This kindergarten was created by Qing Han. With Lin's current 

status, the kindergarten they set up was not defined as a noble kindergarten before it was opened. The 

parents of the children are all very honest."  

 

    Henry nodded, and he could understand this phenomenon. 

 

    Henry took Qin Rou to the kindergarten. At the beginning, Sylvia used high-quality materials in the 

kindergarten to let the children enter school as soon as possible. A team was specially arranged to 

design the internal facilities of the kindergarten, including teachers and The training started at the 

beginning of the establishment of the kindergarten. It can be said that this kindergarten has no flaws in 

appearance, facilities, software and hardware.  

 

    The kindergarten is divided into several buildings, there are special places for children to rest, there 

are also special canteens, play rooms.  

 

    From the original intention of creating this kindergarten, Sylvia did not think of using the kindergarten 

to make a profit, everything is done to the best.  

 

    The political and religious office, which deals specifically with children’s school enrollment, is on the 

oblique side of the entrance to the kindergarten gate.  

 

    This is a two-storey building with a total area of more than 300 square meters, divided into several 

areas.  

 

    When he came to the door of the political and religious office, Henry saw that there were many 

children and parents standing in front of the door with various gifts in their hands. Henry glanced at 

them, all of which were valuable. Thousands of pieces of things are carried by each parent.  

 

    Henry turned his head and asked Qin Rou, "Is the person inside?"  

 

    "Well." Qin Rou nodded.  

 

    After listening to Henry, he strode in. In the room, there were already many children’s parents who 

were going through the admission procedures for their children. The various gifts were placed on the 



table in a fair and decent way, as if they were standing outside. The standard is the same.  

 

    After sweeping around on the first floor, Henry walked directly from the stairs to the second floor. As 

soon as he went upstairs, he saw an office with the words "Admissions Office" written on it.  

 

    Henry didn't even think about it, just pushed the door and walked in.  

 

    In the office, a young man who looked twenty-three to four years old sat behind the desk. The young 

man was wearing a blue suit, a large back comb with shiny oil, and a delicate quartz watch on his left 

wrist. The price is ordinary, but it can still add a little temperament.  

 

    On the man's desk, there is a delicate coffee cup with cappuccino just brewed.  

 

    When he found that his office door had been pushed open, the man looked at him for the first time. 

Henry, who was walking in the forefront, was naturally ignored by the man. His eyes fell on Qin Rou 

behind Henry.  

 

    When Qin Rou appeared, the man's handsome face couldn't help but a smile appeared and said: 

"Director Qin, it seems that you figured it out?"  

 

    "You are Liang Kai?" Henry went directly to the office Standing at the table, looking at the young man 

from the top.  

 

    Liang Kai frowned slightly. During this time, he was in charge of enrolling students here. He had seen 

too many big-hearted big-hearted people. Everyone was polite to himself. Anyone who saw himself 

should not cry. Director Liang, even the chairman of the group who has tens of millions or even 

hundreds of millions of dollars, can this kid just call his name?  

 

    Liang Kai picked up the coffee on the table and blew into the cup. He took a sip and then said, "Who 

are you? Who let you in? Is this where you came in casually? Give me Go out!" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1080 I am Sylvia's younger brother 

 

 

    Liang Kai waved impatiently.  

 

    Henry ignored Liang Kai’s attitude and asked, “I ask you, this kindergarten was built by Lin’s 

children for the orphanage. Why are the children in the orphanage not able to enter school now?”  

 

    Sylvia built not only It is such a simple kindergarten, the original plan was an integrated educational 

process from kindergarten to college graduation, and children's enrollment is crucial.  

 

    As soon as Liang Kai heard this, a look on his face suddenly appeared, "Oh, I thought you were here to 

do it. It turned out to be the helper our Qin found. Why, are you a reporter or what? Unbalanced?"  

 

    "I just want to ask, why not enroll the children in the orphanage?" Henry repeated the question just 

now.  

 

    "What does this have to do with you?" Liang Kai's unwillingness to follow Henry's eyes and set his 

eyes on Qin Rou, "Principal Qin, if you are here to solve the problem, then consider considering my 

proposal, I But because you have too many children in the orphanage, I want to find time to talk to you 

about the details, but if you come to trouble me, huh, we Lin, in Yinzhou, haven’t been afraid of 



anyone!"  

 

    "Your Lin?" Henry narrowed his eyes. "Why don't I know that Lin is so unreasonable?"  

 

    "Joke." Liang Kai smiled disdainfully. "What do we need from Lin to judge?" "  

 

    Interesting." Henry grinned. "It just happened that I also knew a few seniors of Lin's. How about I 

make a phone call and ask her about the admission of children in the orphanage?"  

 

    Liang Kai put the coffee cup in his hand to the table After a lot of effort, he made a "dong" sound. He 

stared at Henry, dissatisfied and said: "You threaten me? Return to Lin's top management? I'm not 

afraid to tell you that Lin's president Sylvia is my sister!"  

 

    Henry didn't care anymore. Liang Kai, directly took out his mobile phone, dialed Secretary Li Qian's 

phone, and said in front of Liang Kai: "Secretary Li, check the kindergarten named Liang Kai, who is this 

kindergarten?"  

 

    Liang Kai smiled disdainfully: " Pretend." 

 

    It is not that he is stupid that Liang Kai can take such a posture, and it is not groundless to say that he 

is the brother of Sylvia. He has his own confidence!  

 

    Secretary Li listened to the question asked by Henry, was it a bit difficult: "Mr. Zhang, is this Liang Kai, 

is there any problem?"  

 

    Henry listened to Secretary Li's answer, frowning slightly, if it was an insignificant person, Secretary Li 

will directly answer his questions without asking them back. Henry continues to ask: "Who arranged him 

to this post?"  

 

    Secretary Li took a deep breath. "Yes... it was specially arranged by Daisy girl." "  

 

    Daisy?" Henry was puzzled. Before he asked any more questions, he heard a burst of laughter coming 

from outside the office.  

 

    "Hahaha! Laoliang, it's a good mix!"  

 

    "We all just graduated. We are still working in the factory as an intern. You're good, just start the 

office."  

 

    "Hey, it's a dormitory , Why the gap is so big."  

 

    With the sound of these three figures, the three figures came in from the door. They were all young 



men who were about the same size as Liang Kai. Look, although their age is not less than two years old 

with Henry, but the difference in appearance looks like heaven and earth.  

 

    It's not that Henry's face is vicissitudes, but that the difference in temperament between him and 

these few people came to Liang Kai's three people, including Liang Kai in suits and leather shoes. People 

are definitely not deep in life, and Henry, the more experienced people, the more you will find him is not 

easy to see him, Henry's pair of pupils, vast and deep, there is a feeling that is unpredictable.  

 

    The three people who came in had a clear gap in the image. One person was tall and tall, and had to 

be 1.85 meters, but the weight was less than 130 pounds in the past. There was a feeling of 

malnutrition. There was another person who was not tall. By one meter seven, the whole person was 

round and round, and the other person, one meter seven and five, looked normal.  

 

    After the three people entered the door, they saw Liang Kai, who was sitting at the desk, sipping the 

coffee carefully, his face full of envy, and then they naturally swept to Qin Rou who was standing beside 

him, just a glance. , So that they were amazing.  

 

    However, although stunning, these three students who just graduated from university still have no 

intention of staying focused on Qin Rou, but they can't help glancing from time to time.  

 

    "I said Liang Kai, your kid's eyes are really sharp, then Daisy's ordinary performance in school, how do 

you know that she is the Lin's elder lady, I said that your kid was about to graduate I don’t worry about 

it every day, every day around Daisyhua, all kinds of small gifts are sent all over, it turns out that I have 

this plan." The thin tall man said.  

 

    "Hey." The chunky man sighed. "Laoliang, look at you and you are all sitting in the office. We are still 

in the factory. The dormitory is out. The gap is so big. You can tell Daisy. Say, send our brother to Lin to 

come to work. You don’t have to sit in the office like you. It’s better to come here to do some 

miscellaneous things than to get rid of that birdishness in the factory. And I just watched, many 

teachers, long It’s so beautiful. If there’s a chance, hehehe..." The  

 

    fat man said, and he couldn't help laughing wryly, and he was also dreaming about something in his 

mind.  

 

    The young man with a normal figure also said, "Liang Kai, I tell you, although you are sitting in the 

office now, you can't be so satisfied. Daisy looks good. You worked so hard before. In order to win her 

favor, you continue to work hard, if you can sit on the son-in-law of the Lin family, after that, it will really 

fly Huang Tengda!" 

 

    Liang Kai could not help laughing when he heard this, then suddenly noticed that there is still Some 

outsiders, their own performances just now, some are too fluttering.  



 

    "President Qin, I have a friend to visit today. I don’t care if you come to trouble. Now please go out. 

If you can still find someone, then even if you find it, there is this buddy, who doesn’t claim to know 

what forest. Did you hear that? I heard this. I was sitting here today. It was arranged by President Lin’s 

sister. If you have the ability, kick me from this position. If you don’t have the ability, why should you 

go? , What kind of admission procedures do you want to do? Today, I’ll put Liang Kai’s words here. I 

won’t do it for you. It’s useless for you to find anyone! Now get me out of my office!” After  

 

    Liang Kai’s words, he waved directly Push people. 

 

1081 Daisy's Sweetheart 

 

 

    Henry showed a strange look on his face. Looking at Liang Kai and the others in front of him, he always 

felt that everything had a strange taste. Shouldn't these things be hidden in my heart? What else did you 

say in front of outsiders?  

 

    However, if you think about it for a long time, Henry will be relieved. Unlike the opponents that Henry 

has encountered in the past, Liang Kai and others are nothing more than ordinary college students. Their 

minds are relatively simple, what they are thinking, how to do , Directly on the mouth.  

 

    Henry touched his chin. This Liang Kai was specially arranged by Daisy? And listening to what they 

said, Daisy still has a good opinion of Liang Kai?  

 

    This made Henry feel a bit difficult to deal with, but it wasn't that he had to give Daisy the face or 

what was going on. Today, Liang Kai, whoever comes to arrange personally, even if Sylvia or Lin 

Zhengnan personally arranged, Henry also grabbed him The collar was thrown out of the kindergarten 

for him on the spot.  

 

    But it was arranged by Daisy. Daisy is quite familiar with Henry, and her mind is relatively simple, and 

this Liang Kai obviously shaped a good image in front of her. If you directly give this Liang Kai kicked out, 

and Daisy’s girl would definitely be sad. After all, this girl of this age is almost the kind of feeling crazy 

about love. Daisy is a love lover, and she has to find a compromise. Let her take some lessons.  

 

    Henry didn't struggle much in the office, turned around and left the office.  

 

    As soon as he went out, Henry heard a wave of sighing in the office.  

 

    Henry shook his head, such a person as Liang Kai, for him, let alone be a rival, it is not a good talk, now 



Henry needs to consider, how to let Daisy without hurting Daisyxin Give up on this Liang Kai.  

 

    The most critical issue now is that Daisy may like this Liang Kai, and this love is not the kind of love at 

first sight, but accumulated over a long period of time. In this way, Henry can’t directly take through 

Daisy, otherwise let this What kind of resistance the girl will have in the future is not good. 

 

    Henry thought for a while, or let Daisyyue come out first to see what she thought about Liang Kai. If 

this matter was just wishful thinking by Liang Kai and others, then it would not be so troublesome.  

 

    Henry invited Daisy to a coffee shop not far from the welfare home.  

 

    Henry's forefoot arrived at the cafe, Daisy's hind feet came in, Henry observed, Daisy specially put on 

a spring dress, a pair of white canvas shoes stepped on the foot, showing the youthful atmosphere, her 

face painted With some light makeup, a smile on the corner of his mouth, and smiles in his eyes, this 

look made Henry secretly cry badly. The appearance of this little nizi is obviously falling in love.  

 

    After Daisy walked into the cafe, she stood at the door and kept looking around.  

 

    "This." Henry beckoned Daisy in a window position.  

 

    Daisy strode over and sat across from Henry, "Brother-in-law, why did you suddenly call me out 

today." 

 

    "Order it first." Henry pushed the wine list to Daisy, then pretended to ask unintentionally Road, "You 

are near here?"  

 

    Daisy heard this, unconsciously on the face, a little red appeared, nodded, "I want a cup of 

cappuccino."  

 

    "A cup of cappuccino." Henry Passed the wine list to the waitress, glanced at Daisy and said, "I 

remember you should drink lemonade right, so I changed the taste so quickly? Fortunately, I just didn't 

make it for you."  

 

    "This is not a change What does it taste?" Daisy replied. When answering Henry's question, Daisy's 

eyes subconsciously looked out the window, which was the direction of the kindergarten.  

 

    This position by the window was also selected by Henry. From these details, Henry probably already 

knew what Daisy's attitude towards Liang Kai was.  

 

    Henry casually found a topic and asked Daisy what he planned to do in this graduation internship, if he 

had any good ideas or the like.  

 



    "I... I want to join the business of finance and economics."  

 

    "Finance?" Henry raised an eyebrow. "Aren't you studying medicine? This medicine doesn't seem to 

be related to finance. I want to introduce a few to you. Experienced veteran doctors will take you."  

 

    "No need, no need." Daisy repeatedly waved his hand and spit out his tongue. "Brother, I'm not 

interested in finance suddenly, but my professional is not after all." I learned this, so I plan to go to the 

kindergarten in my sister’s newly built kindergarten, where there are not many accounts, just let me 

get acquainted.”  

 

    Henry smiled dumbly, this nizi really can make excuses for himself, he said deliberately: "Finance is 

not that difficult. You don't have to go to kindergarten to practice. I will take you personally for a while 

to ensure that you can stand alone in the Lin family."  

 

    "This..." Daisy looked at Henry awkwardly, and direction glanced kindergarten subconscious, "brother, 

do not bother with you, I do not know cannot stick with it, go try it, if you insist on not down, I'm going 

to study medicine."  

 

    "alright Since you insisted," Henry sighed, "Yes, your sister asked me to ask you, do you prefer long-

sleeved or short-sleeved?"  

 

    Daisy looked puzzled, "Why did my sister suddenly ask this?"  

 

    "I also I don’t know.” Henry shook his head. “Maybe I want to find someone to order clothes for 

you. As a graduation ceremony or something, long sleeves or short sleeves?”  

 

    “Long sleeves.”  

 

    “Prefer light or dark colors?”  

 

    "Light color."  

 

    "Would you like to use the whole set separately?"  

 

    "  

 

    You set it up separately." "Do you need to buy one for your boyfriend?"  

 

    "No..." Daisygang answered Henry's question, and the whole person was vulgar. Suddenly, he opened 

his mouth wide, "Brother-in-law, you set me!"  

 



    "Hehe." Henry smiled, at that time, Daisy asked the cup of cappuccino just to serve.  

 

    Henry pouted at the coffee in front of Daisy, "Is this what you love to drink? Or are you trying to drink 

it?"  

 

    Daisy narrowed his neck, "Brother, don't tell my sister, Otherwise, my mother must ask me, and it’s 

troublesome to die."  

 

    "It doesn't matter." Henry shrugged. "Tell me about your boyfriend, what did you do, how old?"  

 

    "Wow, brother-in-law, You aren’t you?” Daisy revealed an exaggerated look. “I always feel that 

you are an avant-garde person.  

 

    You don’t have to ask so much.” “You don’t want to tell me.” Get out the phone, "If you don't 

tell me, I will ask your sister to ask you personally. Believe me. After your sister knows this, the family 

will definitely know. I am afraid that when the time comes, you won't have time to think of me. of the. " 

"  

 

    do not do not do not, brother, what I say is not enough. "Daisy look like a doormat," that it is not a 

boyfriend, we were not sure with it, he is my classmate. " 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 1082: This is a must 

 

 

    Henry leaned back on the seat, posing as if listening to the story, and made a gesture of invitation to 

Daisy.  

 

    Daisy hugged the coffee cup on the table with both hands, and he couldn't help but reveal a sweet 

color, "I met him when he was a sophomore, he studied business administration, and he was sitting next 

to me in an open class. Came to tease me, he made a siege for me, and later we met in the library again. 

Seriously, my brother-in-law, the books I like are very small, but I did not expect that he also like the 

same books, including Our two hobbies and our interests are exactly the same. He doesn’t do 

everything like Zhang Cheng, he is very quiet, you know, it’s like a rare, quiet lake in that noisy place In 

the same way, every time I chat with him, it makes me happy and makes me feel relaxed."  

 

    Henry looked at the sweet look in the girl's eyes and couldn't help but shook his head. He approached 

you deliberately, and of course he would figure out what you like Book, what is your hobby?  

 

    "Brother-in-law, my sister and my mother have looked at me since I was young. When I was in junior 

high school, there were classmates in my class who talked to me, but I had never been in touch with 

these things, nor did I have any interest in any boys until I met He, I like the feeling of staying with him, 

but he was still in school at that time, and he filled his classes every day. I only see him in the library 

occasionally."  

 

    "OK." Henrytan He breathed a sigh of relief, and what Liang Kai played, it was to deal with the little girl

’s arrogant tricks, “So, you want to go to kindergarten because your boyfriend is there? Listen to 

Secretary Li, you specifically arranged A person went to the kindergarten to take charge of the 

management, or was it just a college student who was him?"  

 

    Daisy squeezed his lips, lowered his head, nodded, and then immediately raised his head, "Brother, 

you can't do this Don’t tell my mom and my sister that if they know, they will say me!”  

 

    “Say you?” Henry showed a puzzled look, “Why do you say that? If the person you are looking for 

is good enough, They should be happy for you."  

 

    "I..." Daisy opened her mouth, but found that she didn't know how to explain the problem. 

 

    "I guess." Henry put his finger on the table and kept pounding. "You think he is not good enough, or 

that he still has no ability to deal with Lin's things."  

 

    "No, not." Daisy kept fighting. Waved his hand, "Brother-in-law, I have no idea of letting him enter Lin. 



He is not good enough than you, but I don't want to ask him how. I think as long as I can get along with 

him, this is enough."  

 

    "Hehe." Henry chuckled lightly, "Your nizi's idea is simple, but you never thought about it, if he took 

the initiative to approach you? After all, the identity of your little princess Lin, even if it was just the 

previous Lin Shi, that's how many people squeezed their heads and wanted to get in."  

 

    "No," Daisy replied, "I never said this in school, they were Zhang Jie and Sun Lan, and they were last 

time. to know the relationship between me and Lin, and when I asked Kay Liang go to kindergarten to 

work, he was scared, absolutely do not want to go, I enlighten him for a long time, he was willing to go. " 

"  

 

    alright Henry shrugged. "You are not too young at this age. It's a good thing to have your own ideas, 

but the brother-in-law reminds you that you are the little princess of the Lin family. The Lin family is so 

big that it is impossible for your sister to be the only one. People take care of it, and your sister can’t 

take care of it. Sooner or later, you have to be in touch with this aspect. This kindergarten said it’s not 

a big deal, but it’s also a lot of things to contact. Including the clothes that children will distribute 

uniformly later, you have to go to the garment factory to order it. This matter will be left to you and 

your sweetheart to deal with."  

 

    Daisy heard this, and there was a panic in her eyes. "Brother-in-law, I... I can't do it."  

 

    Henry frowned, his face showing dissatisfaction, "Daisy, this matter is not a question of whether you 

can do it, but you must do it. You belong to the Lin family. People, although I am very reluctant to say 

this, but this is your life, you must contact the Lin family business, no matter whether you want it or not, 

I will not tell the rest of the matter, leave it to you to deal with, if done well Now, you can safely and 

confidently lead your sweetheart into the Lin family. At that time, if your sister and they disagree, I will 

support you, but if you don’t do well, your sweetheart should be more experienced, and you too Let’

s put the feelings of men and women next to each other, after all, whether it’s you or him, there is a 

process to learn.”  

 

    “Brother-in-law, I have never been in contact with...”  

 

    “When your sister first took over Lin, it’s the same I have never touched anything, but in a short 

period of time, it has been hailed as the Queen of Commerce in Silver State. This has nothing to do with 

previous contact. I have many people in this world. I only succeeded in starting a business. You have Lin

’s background has a better springboard. You should have this confidence and this courage. As for your 

sweetheart, your brother-in-law said something unpleasant." Henry said at this time, "If he is even more 

confident If you don’t have the courage, then you are ready to hide this relationship for a lifetime, 

because such a person is not eligible to enter the Lin family’s door. Understand, this time, I will let 

Secretary Li set aside the kindergarten public account. Ten million."  



 

    Henry finished, sorted out his jacket, and then walked out of the coffee hall.  

 

    Daisy sat alone at the window table, looked at the warm coffee in front of him, and looked at the 

direction of the kindergarten outside the window. A firm look appeared in his eyes.  

 

    In the kindergarten entrance office, Liang Kai’s three roommates sat on the side of the receptionist 

sofa and looked at the things on Liang Kai’s table. What kind of high-end cigarettes and high-end fine 

wine, just for a while, almost filled a table.  

 

    "Liang Kai, these things alone are worth 10,000 yuan." The thin, tall young people stared straight at 

Liang Kai's desk. They were internships in the factory, even if they were exhausted. Three people a 

month The sum of the earned money hasn't been as high as Liang Kai's gifts.  

 

    "It's all worthless gadgets." Liang Kai waved carelessly. When he came here on the first day, he was 

like three roommates. He looked straight at these good cigarettes and wine, but his eyes were straight, 

but After so many days, he has been somewhat immune to these things. "You can share them, my family 

can't let it go anymore."  

 

    "I rely on, Laoliang, you are so interesting!" Chunky youth With a loud shout, he rushed directly to the 

table and took two good cigarettes into his arms.  

 

    The other two are also the same. They can't get too much, just scan the code to see which bottle of 

wine is more expensive. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1083: Ten Million! 

 

 

    Just as the three of them surrounded the table with good smoke and wine, the office door was 

suddenly pushed open.  

 

    This scene of pushing the door open before knocking on the door caused Liang Kai to frown, and as 

soon as he was ready to lose his temper, he saw a beautiful figure come in.  

 



    Liang Kai's face immediately changed, and the posture that he had originally leaned on the office chair 

instantly became critical.  

 

    When the three Liang Kai's roommates saw the arrival, they immediately made a noise.  

 

    "Wow, the sister-in-law is here."  

 

    "Sister-in-law is good."  

 

    "Sister-in-law is good."  

 

    Daisy, who had just entered the door, shouted a big blush from these three sister-in-laws, and looked 

at Liang Kai, who was sitting behind the desk. , Qiao blushed, lowered her head, "Oh, that... when did 

you come?"  

 

    "We just arrived, we just arrived." Liang Kai answered with three roommates, and then looked at each 

other, all of them were ready to mention Put things back on the table.  

 

    Daisy looked at Liang Kai and put the cake he had just bought from the coffee shop on the table. 

Chong Liang Kai said: "This is the breakfast I bought for you. Eat it soon."  

 

    Liang Kai's three roommates gave out a ghost cry.  

 

    "Oh my God! Breakfast! It's too sweet!"  

 

    "Gap, this is the gap!"  

 

    "When can I mix up with my Kaige!"  

 

    The sweet voice of the three gave Daisy again A big red face.  

 

    Liang Kai laid aside Daisy’s breakfast and sighed, “Daisy, I think I have limited ability. You can let 

me work from a grassroots level. This will let me sit directly at the manager’s position. , I really don't 

know how to deal with it."  

 

    Liang Kai looked sad. 

 

    Hearing Liang Kai saying that he was incapable, Daisy remembered what Henry said to him just now, 

and said: "Liang Kai, you have absolutely no problem. You may feel a bit confused now, but there is no 

platform. Let you prove yourself, just show yourself, just this time, they are also there, I have something 

to tell you." When  



 

    a few people heard, the body was agitated, and Daisy suddenly wanted to talk about things, did you 

mean Let yourself wait for others to enter Lin? If that's the case, that would be great!  

 

    Daisy took out a form from her bag, which she had just done. She attached great importance to what 

Henry told her. After spreading out the form, Daisy said, "Now there are some kindergartens The 

equipment needs to be purchased, and there is also uniform clothing to be customized. My brother-in-

law gave me this thing, so we need to complete it together." The  

 

    chunky young man was shocked. "Daisy, you mean, let us take The identity of the Lin Group, to talk to 

others about business?" The  

 

    rest of the people were all moved.  

 

    For the vast majority of college students, talking about business in their impressions is exactly the 

same as in the TV series, suits and trousers, sitting in a high-end office, drinking coffee, fighting with 

others, is definitely a top business People! If you can really talk about business, and then take pictures 

and send a few friends circles, my God, how many people have to like yourself, how would the goddess 

think of herself?  

 

    After thinking for a while, Daisy nodded and said, "Yes, that's what it means."  

 

    "Wow, this is too high-end!" The thin and tall youth was surprised.  

 

    "Daisy, it's not that we don't have confidence in ourselves, but that we are too young." Liang Kai said, 

"We are right, we have just graduated from college. For the equipment procurement you said, there are 

also custom-made clothes. I really don’t know anything about it. If we were to do this, what would 

happen if we broke it? It’s not good to let your family lose money.”  

 

    Liang Kai said, really worried, now He sat in this position, enjoying treatment he had never had before, 

and was really afraid that suddenly, everything was lost. 

 

    Daisy heard Liang Kai saying this and comforted: "My brother-in-law also knew that I had just 

graduated, so this time, he was just thinking about exercising me. I just learned about the price of those 

devices from Zhang Jie, including The cost of custom-made clothes is probably in my heart. My brother-

in-law let the company approve 10 million yuan, and should be able to go to the public household 

immediately. The money can completely purchase those things."  

 

    "One... one thousand Ten thousand?" The thin young man's eyes straightened when he heard this.  

 

    Including Liang Kai sitting on an office chair, his eyes widened. Don’t look at the fact that he collects 



so many things here every day. But in the end, these things just have a price and cannot be used as 

money. Can't change a few dollars.  

 

    Ten million! That's real money. He has never seen so much money in Liang Kai's life!  

 

    "Well, it's 10 million." Daisy nodded. She didn't feel particularly big about this number. "Little fat, the 

three of you are Liang Kai's roommates. There are many ways to get together, this time. Help Liang Kai, 

if things are done this time, I can ask my brother-in-law to arrange for you to come to Lin, and then you 

can work together every day as you did in school."  

 

    Liang Kai and him The three roommates looked at each other, and they all saw a trace of greed from 

each other's eyes, ten million!  

 

    The first time they heard this number, they were not thinking about how to talk about business, but 

thinking about how to spend the money!  

 

    Daisygang was ready to say something more, just listened to the phone ringing, hung up the phone 

after answering the phone a few times, and they said to Liang Liangkai: "Zhang Jie asked me something, I 

will go first, the money should be soon I hit the public account, and I will send you the contact 

information of some local garment factories, chubby, a few of you will help Liang Kai stare and nod."  

 

    "Sure, sure." The chunky youth nodded.  

 

    After Daisy went out, the office fell into a strange silence.  

 

    For a long time, the young man with a normal figure was the first to speak: "10 million, 10 million 

Liang Kai!"  

 

    "It's terrible, I have never seen so much money in my life!" Swallowed saliva.  

 

    "How much does it cost?" The tall, thin young man also said.  

 

    Liang Kai sticks his tongue out and licks his lips. "First of all, I have to solve this matter first. If the 

money is in our hands, how much do we buy? Isn't that what we said? Little fat, I listened to you before. 

, A friend of yours has a garment factory in  

 

    his house?" "Hey, what kind of garment factory is that in his house? It's a processing workshop, and 

the materials are very garbage."  

 

    "Then he!" Liang Kay claps the table and finalizes, "You contact him and say that I will invite him to 

dinner at night!"  

 



    "But Liang Kai." Chubby frowned, "Can their family do it?"  

 

    "Why can't they do it ? As long as the clothes can do it Come out, no matter where he is, as long as we 

are cheap now, the cheaper the better!" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1084: Shot 

 

 

    When night falls, it belongs to the most luxurious club in Yinzhou, and the largest box is completely 

booked.  

 

    "Liang Kai! Awesome! Everyone has just graduated, but you are so good!"  

 

    "Ke Ge, take care of the little girl in the future." A petite beautiful woman posted next to Liang Kai and 

kept giving Liang Kai Pouring wine.  

 

    "Fat brother, how offended before, don't care." A young man with five big and three thick toasted the 

little fat.  



 

    The four of Liang Kai sat in the middle of the box, enjoying various praises. The tall man was 

embracing a female classmate. Before he chased each other for a year, the other side ignored it. He 

looked at the Mercedes-Benz he was driving, and then changed his attitude over the past year. He took 

the initiative to talk to him and lay down in his arms.  

 

    That Mercedes-Benz, of course, was rented by Liang Kai and others.  

 

    Although now 10 million has already reached the kindergarten account, Liang Kai and others can use it 

casually, but they dare not be so fanatical, and even the money spent tonight is also the good smoke 

Liang Kai collected in these days. The wine was only sold together. Of course, what he spent was not 

distressed at all. As long as the matter was completed, 10,000 or 20,000 was just a small amount for 

him.  

 

    "Kai Ge, I heard Xiao Chuan say, you have a big business." A dark-skinned young man leaned beside 

Liang Kai, it was Xiao Chuan's friend who opened a garment factory.  

 

    "Yes, you come over and I have a good chat with you. Absolutely big business. If it is done, you make 

money, and I make money, haha. 

On a deck outside the box  

 

    Henry leaned leisurely on the chair, holding a bottle of native Xixia X5, and took a sip from time to 

time.  

 

    A seemingly greasy fat man stood respectfully behind Henry, who was the connector of the Yinzhou 

office of Bright Island.  

 

    "Why do you stand there, come sit down and drink two glasses." Henrychong waved his fat man.  

 

    The fat man shook his head and said cautiously: "This is not in compliance." 

 

    "You should know that I am no longer the owner of the Bright Island, there is nothing wrong with it, 

come and sit." Henry said again.  

 

    The fat man did not dare to rebellious, and sat beside Henry.  

 

    Henry handed over a bottle of wine that had just been opened to the fat man, and then uttered, "The 

target information was found this time."  

 

    "Well." The fat man nodded. "This Liang Kai, there is nothing wrong with the family, but I have some 

Bad hobbies, you can use it, erotic, alcoholism, um, and gambling convicts, because of this before 



borrowing a lot of online loans, and finally his parents gathered money to help him pay off, he did not 

gamble, but this kid is a White-eyed wolf, after his parents owed his debts, he hardly ever returned 

home, and had little contact with his family. Only when he needed the cost of living, he could actively 

contact his family."  

 

    "I really don't know how to be in a blessing." Henry With emotion, how many people in this world don

’t know how to cherish their parents, but they don’t know what they have, which is already envied 

by many people, “So, buy him some insurance and the beneficiaries write their parents’ names. This 

man, I will give you three days to get him done." The  

 

    fat man nodded respectfully. "Adult rest assured."  

 

    Henry didn't speak anymore, leaning on the seat, listening to the performances brought by the two 

live singers, and silently drank After the remaining wine in the bottle, he walked out of the clubhouse.  

 

    The fat man waved his hand. On the side, two young women in sexy, enchanting, and beautiful looks 

walked towards the door of the biggest box.  

 

    The door of the box opened, and Liang Kai, who was already drunk, just walked out of the door, and a 

sexy and beautiful woman accidentally fell into his arms.  

 

    "Ah! I'm sorry, I'm sorry, handsome guy, are you okay." The woman brought a burst of fragrance.  

 

    Liang Kai just wanted to be angry, but suddenly saw the woman's appearance, suddenly angerless, 

drunkenly said: "It's okay, of course it's okay."  

 

    "Handsome guy, I'm sorry, the clothes are dirty, I'll pay you one. , It’s too late today, why don’t you 

add me a prestige, tell me the size, and I will buy it for you tomorrow.”  

 

    “Jia Weixin is OK, just lose it.” Liang Kai waved his hand carelessly after taking out his mobile phone 

.  

 

    Chubby followed Liang Kai and said to the woman: "Beauty, our brother is not that bad." The  

 

    woman plucked her long hair and smiled at Liang Kai. "Then, I would ask the handsome guy to have a 

few drinks. By the way, I still have a friend in the box next door. It’s a beauty, and I can introduce you 

to it."  

 

    "I think you are beautiful." Liang Kai kept his eyes in front of the woman.  

 

    "Look what, hate." The woman snorted.  



 

    Liang Kai laughed loudly, "Let's go, chubby, let's have two drinks with this beautiful woman."  

 

    "Must." The chubby face was excited.  

 

    On the deck, the greasy fat man didn't even look at this side. To deal with such a role, he didn't need 

to bother.  

 

    Henry walked out of the clubhouse and stopped a car to return to Sai Shangshui Township. Today he 

specially invited people to come to clean the house. After entering the house, the house was completely 

clean. Even the bed sheets and quilts were replaced with brand new ones.  

 

    After looking at the time, it was already 10:30 in the evening. Sylvia had not come back. Henry called 

Sylvia on the phone to know that Sylvia and Milan were still working overtime in the company. 

According to Sylvia, there were a lot of documents accumulated during this time that need to be 

processed. I'm afraid I can't come back late.  

 

    After hanging up the phone, Henryhuang came to the wooden pavilion in the courtyard, touched the 

wood that had been aging for a long time, and sat up.  

 

    Henry looked up and could see a few stars tonight, rare, remember when, like the stars in the sky 

every day, "time off really fast."  

 

    Night breeze, Sunrise moonset.  

 

    Early morning, the sun is shining.  

 

    Henry got up from the wooden pavilion, stretched his waist, and took a long breath.  

 

    "I remember when I was a child, my mother often held me and fell asleep in this wooden pavilion."  

 

    Henry's mouth unconsciously raised a smile, and slept in this wooden pavilion for a night, as if he had 

returned to the one many years ago. summer.  

 

    "If the mother is still there, how good it should be."  

 

    Moving his lower limbs, Henry suddenly heard a sound next to him.  

 

    "Ah, wife, are you okay, come, I will  

 

    carry you." Henry looked along the voice and saw a young woman's feet, her husband stepped up to 

carry her, the woman's original painful face suddenly appeared happy look.  



 

    Henry looked at him for a moment, but he didn't know what to think. He suddenly simulated it in his 

mind. If he changed himself to that man, what would he do?  

 

    The result Henry obtained was that if he was the man, he would probably squat down and say 

something like this.  

 

    "Come on, bear with me, I'll break you back."  

 

    This answer made Henry very speechless and touched his nose. Henry murmured: "It seems that I 

have to learn how to be a warm man." , Otherwise Qinghan and I might be bored." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1085: You Are Greasy 

 

 

    Henry thought for a while, took a car key, and went straight to the vegetable market.  

 

    Soon, some fresh ingredients were bought back by Henry, carrying the ingredients, Henry directly 

drilled into the kitchen, and half an hour later, Henry packed two breakfasts in a heat preservation 

barrel. 

 

    Carrying the heat preservation barrel, Henry went straight to the Lin Group.  

 

    For Lin Group, it is common for Sylvia to work overtime, and everyone is surprised.  

 

    At eight o'clock in the morning, many employees have arrived at the company and are ready to punch 

in.  

 

    Sylvia and Milan walked out of the company gate with a tired look, looking for a breakfast stand, 

preparing to eat something before continuing to work. Sylvia had not worked so hard for a long time, 

and the pupils were filled with red blood. .  



 

    But Milan had a lot of leisure last night. After a short sleep in the middle of the night, he is yawning.  

 

    As soon as the two people walked out of the company, they saw Henry rushing over with an insulated 

barrel.  

 

    "Haha, wife, haven't eaten yet. I made breakfast for you." Henryyang raised the thermal bucket in his 

hand.  

 

    The relationship between Henry and Sylvia, the company's people have long known, see Henry came 

to breakfast so early in the morning, many women have a strong envy in the eyes.  

 

    "Mr. Lin is so happy, I  

 

    am so good, and my husband is so intimate!" "That's too envious."  

 

    A handsome male colleague looked away, "I want such a beautiful wife who can make money. I also 

holding in her hand every day. " "  

 

    Come on you, Mr. Zhang unarmed people climb the eighth floor down the total forest rescued 

yesterday, elevator maintenance allows you to carry buckets of water on the seventh floor you almost 

worn out. "  

 

    burst A small voice sounded, and Sylvia heard a little, and could not help raising a smile on his lips. Do 

you think I am happy now? If you let me know how good my husband is, don't you envy death? 

 

    Even Sylvia will have such a little woman's comparative psychology.  

 

    Milan stared at the heat preservation bucket in Henry's hands and embraced his chest with his hands: 

"It's still a conscience. Your wife works overtime all night. If you don't come with your husband, let me 

be my girlfriend. This breakfast will be yours. Pay the courtesy."  

 

    Henry laughed and greeted the two women towards the company.  

 

    With the breakfast made by Henry, of course the two women would not choose a street stall 

anymore. After all, no matter in terms of hygiene or taste, what Henry does, it is absolutely impossible 

to pick out a little flaw.  

 

    Back in the president's office on the top floor, Henry took the two boiled porridges out of the 

insulated barrels and packed them in exquisite lunch boxes, one for Sylvia and one for Milan.  

 

    Milan looked at the porridge in his hand, and then at Sylvia.  



 

    "What do you mean by Zhang's name? What is this?"  

 

    "Porridge." Henry rolled his eyes. "You are still a cook, the plum porridge boiled by Wen Huo, Shugan 

Mingmu, treatment of dizziness, you boil I haven’t slept all night, so drink this."  

 

    "Of course I know it is plum porridge. I mean, why is this different from Qinghan?" Milan opened the 

lid of the lunch box and changed his porridge to Sylvia's. put it together.  

 

    Henry touched his nose, "Well, as a chef, the basic plate is necessary."  

 

    "That's why my bowl of porridge is a bowl of rice together, and Qinghan this bowl of porridge is yours 

Why is there a loving bear?" Milan's expression was angry.  

 

    Sylvia didn't hold back and grinned.  

 

    Two bowls of porridge in front of them, Sylvia this bowl, on the surface, Henry put out a heart with 

various ingredients, and a bear face, as for the Milan bowl, there is nothing from the pot Sheng is what it 

is.  

 

    Henrydi smiled, "I'll do you, some will be good, this is what I made for my wife, your bowl is equivalent 

to a gift."  

 

    Milan cheek gang, picked up the spoon to dig up a big mouthful of porridge and put it in his mouth 

Here, chewing hard, as if not a delicious porridge, but Henry's flesh in his mouth.  

 

    Sylvia also picked up the spoon and looked at the delicate pattern on the surface, she had a feeling 

that she could not start.  

 

    "Wife, why don't you eat?" Henry sat next to him, holding his head in his hands and staring at Sylvia 

for a while.  

 

    Sylvia Liu frowned slightly, "Her husband, you are so beautiful, I can't bear to eat it."  

 

    "Do you like it?" Henry asked.  

 

    Sylvia nodded his head gently.  

 

    Henry smiled slightly and said, "I like to do it for you every day in the future."  

 

    "I said Zhang's name, you're enough!" Milan on the side made a dissatisfied voice, "Last time I saw you 

both were not so greasy, do you want it? It's so disgusting! You are like a middle-aged greasy uncle 



soaked in a pure girl, I am a little nausea."  

 

    "Uh..." Henry looked surprised, asked Sylvia, "greasy? Is there any?"  

 

    Sylvia clicked again Nodded, "It's a little greasy."  

 

    Henry looked puzzled, "Shouldn't this be a warm man?"  

 

    "I said brother, do you know what a warm man is!" Milan stared at Henry without a word. People who 

warm men, who care about their women all the time, are all subconscious behaviors, which is like you 

deliberately! You can only call it greasy?"  

 

    Henry slapped his head and stopped talking.  

 

    In the early morning, the largest club in Yinzhou.  

 

    Liang Kai's drunken appearance came out from inside.  

 

    "Mr. Liang walk slowly." Two beautiful waiters took Liang Kai to the front of the clubhouse.  

 

    "Mr. Liang?" Liang Kai showed a dissatisfied look. "Call me Mr. Liang, do you understand?"  

 

    One night of indulgence made Liang Kai swell completely with a compliment, and it was Xu Haoyan's 

words. All of these students were arranged to Lin, and when this rhetoric came out, there were more 

people to toast him, directly let Liang Kai float away.  

 

    Two hot beautiful women approached Liang Kai.  

 

    "Handsome Liang, I told our sisters that I couldn't drink anymore, but it came out at this point, which 

is not good."  

 

    The two beauties were the woman who hit Liang Kai last night.  

 

    When the drunk Liang Kai saw the two beauties, his eyes were straight. He stared at the bodies of the 

two women for a long time and smiled: "What do the two beauties want to do?"  

 

    "It would be better to go to the place where we live and drink for a while." There are still many fun 

waiting for Boss Liang." A beautiful woman threw eyebrows at Liang Kai.  

 

    Liang Kai replied without thinking, "Of course, I will not refuse the invitation of the beautiful women."  

 

    After looking at each other, the two women stepped forward, holding Liang Kai on the left and right, 



and walked not far away.  

 

    The feeling of being held together by the two beauties made Liang Kai feel particularly comfortable. 

He never thought he would be treated like this one day.  

 

    This kind of life was something Liang Kai didn't dare to think about before, but now, it's so real before 

him. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1086: Set 

 

 

    Yinzhou, five o'clock in the afternoon.  

 

    Henry walked out of the Lin's mansion with a sad face. He had dragged Milan to tell him what a warm 

man was all day, but because of the performance in the morning, Henry did what the two women felt a 

greasy feeling.  

 

    For Henry, he hasn’t learned how to treat a woman well. He just has the skills that ordinary people 

don’t have, so he will give people a sense of security. That’s all. Seeing this morning, the sweet 

appearance of the couple Let Henry examine himself repeatedly.  

 

    It is a pity that this first day of self-warming male development plan ended in failure.  

 

    After leaving Lin, Henry made a phone call.  

 

    "How is Daisy today, is the plan going smoothly?"  

 

    "We have arranged for someone to discuss with Ms. Daisy about the cooperation of the garment 

factory. She has been dragging Ms. Daisy. As for Liang Kai, there is hardly any way to use it. , He took the 



bait himself, and this person has a bad heart."  

 

    "Then as soon as possible, one day has passed, and you have two days."  

 

    Affirmative voices sounded from the end of the phone, "Adult, rest assured, the results will be 

tomorrow. "  

 

    Henry nodded his head, hang up the phone.  

 

    In a luxurious villa.  

 

    Liang Kai felt dry and dizzy. He tried to open his eyes and found that he was lying on a large bed. This 

is a room. The room is large and the decoration is very luxurious. It is European-style furniture.  

 

    Liang Kai rubbed his eyes and got up from the bed, thinking about what happened before. After 

coming out of the clubhouse, he ran with the two girls to the place where they lived, then drank a few 

glasses of wine and went to sleep. Got it?  

 

    Liang Kai was not sure if his memory was clear. He drank too much wine. He got out of bed and came 

to the bathroom in the room. After washing his face with clean water and gargle, he felt much more 

comfortable.  

 

    Smell the body, all the smell of tobacco and alcohol. 

 

    Twisting his neck, Liang Kai opened the door of the room. At the moment when the door opened, 

Liang Kai heard a whisper of pride.  

 

    "Cough, boss Zhou, you have a good card."  

 

    Liang Kai looked at the place where the voice came. There was a guardrail in front of Liang Kai, proving 

that Liang Kai was on the second floor, and there were three men and five women sitting on the first 

floor. In the hall, playing poker, on the table, there were all cash, and the keys of the luxury car on the 

table, Liang Kai's eyes were straight.  

 

    The two hot girls were also below, but the two men looked embarrassed and seemed to have lost a 

lot of money.  

 

    At this moment, one of the beauties looked towards the second floor, and it happened to see him 

standing next to the railing on the second floor.  

 

    When the beautiful woman saw Liang Kai, she looked surprised. "Yeah, boss Liang is awake. Everyone, 

stop. Let me introduce you to a big man." The  



 

    beautiful woman said, and ran towards the second floor. Intimately holding Liang Kai's arm, he 

introduced: "But this is the boss of Lin's Group, is he a relative of President Lin's President Lin?" The  

 

    beautiful woman said, sitting on the first floor, Liang Kai did not see The three men and three women 

who passed by, all looked shocked.  

 

    "Oops." A young man with a Ferrari car key in front of him blamed. "It turned out to be a big man of 

the Lin family. Why haven't you ever introduced it? President Liang, my surname is Zhou. Zhou will do."  

 

    This young man with the surname Zhou is very respectful.  

 

    Liang Kai looked at a wide open young man with a Ferrari and nodded to himself. A sense of 

expansion emerged spontaneously, and nodded to Zhou Qingnian.  

 

    The remaining two young people, also carrying their female companions, got up and introduced 

themselves.  

 

    Liang Kai walked to the first floor hall with the beautiful woman.  

 

    "Mr. Liang, do you want to play two?" Zhou Qing asked tentatively.  

 

    "Oh? What are you playing?" Liang Kai asked with great interest. He also likes to play cards. This is 

clear to everyone present.  

 

    "Deep golden flower." The beautiful woman beside Liang Kai said, "Boss Liang, they are so insidious, 

they lie to me and we can't play, you have to avenge us both."  

 

    "Oh?" Liang Kai narrowed his eyes. The fried golden flower is his strong point, "How big is it?"  

 

    Zhou Qingnian smiled and said: "Mr. Liang, we all play a small role, we have a thousand bases, two to 

five, and a cap of 10,000 in one hand. You can be thousands. Don't look down on it."  

 

    Zhou Qingnian said, let Liang Kai take a breath in his heart, where this is a small gamble, it is a big 

gamble, a gamble of millions, it is normal. thing.  

 

    This number, if I heard it to Liang Kai in peacetime, it must have turned around, but now, after being 

touted by everyone last night and the compliments of these people just now, Liang Kai has floated, and 

in his heart, it really is Think of yourself as the top of Lin.  

 

    "Mr. Liang, give you the card?" Zhou Qingqing asked tentatively.  

 



    "Surely, do you think our boss Liang can't play?" the beautiful woman beside Liang Kai said.  

 

    When the surname Zhou Qingnian heard it, he was frightened and sincere, "I... I don't mean that, 

don't care, Mr. Liang, I just ask what you mean, I'm afraid you can't look down, I'm sorry, I'm sorry." The  

 

    youth recognized wrong , While giving the card to Liang Kai.  

 

    Liang Kai originally wanted to find an excuse to refuse. As a result, when he saw this posture, he 

couldn't refuse. He simply picked up the card and glanced at it. This look made Liang Kai feel happy, but 

he didn't expect to touch it first. To a bomb, this is almost the biggest card in Zhajinhua.  

 

    Years of experience in frying the gold flower made Liang Kai not show any joy, but from his slightly 

trembling body, he can see how excited he is in the heart. This is a thousand bases. But millions!  

 

    The young man surnamed Zhou didn't look at the cards and was bored for a thousand.  

 

    Liang Kai said quietly the following two thousand words.  

 

    "That General Liang, we need cash for this card." Another young man said to Liang Kai carefully.  

 

    cash?  

 

    Liang Kai was stunned. He really had no cash, not only cash, but the money in the card was less than 

two thousand. The only thing that could be used was the ten million in the kindergarten public 

household. With a bomb, can you say no? This made him particularly embarrassed, and now borrow 

money from others? That's even more impossible!  

 

    Liang Kaishu didn't know that the reason for this golden flower was because all his information was 

completely exposed, including how much money he had in his private account. The figure of two 

thousand was just to let His embarrassing figures.  

 

    Liang Kai looked at the stomp banknotes on the table, and his heart was horizontal, "Is it possible to 

transfer money from company to company?"  

 

    Zhou Qingnian showed what I understood, "Of course, Mr. Liang, we are all people. Not only can you 

transfer money from company to company, but I can also issue you any invoice you want.”  

 

    Liang Kai felt relieved as soon as he heard this, “Then exchange me a million cash.” 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1087 

 

 

    Liang Kai, a former gambling contributor, owed an online loan in the past and was pursued for debts. 

This shows that he has little resistance to gambling.  

 

    At this moment, under such a big bet, Liang Kai took this good hand again, which is destined that he 

cannot leave this place today.  

 

    When Liang Kai made a public-to-public transfer to Zhou Qingnian, Zhou Qingnian quickly gave out 1 

million cash to Liang Kai.  

 

    That was dozens of cash in front of Liang Kai. This was the first time Liang Kai saw so much cash. His 

eyes were straight, and he also had confidence in his heart. Holding the deck of cards in his hand, he was 

more confident. Too.  

 

    In the first game, surnamed Zhou Qingnian and others did not disappoint Liang Kai. After Liang Kai got 

a good card, he did not panic with the "superb" acting skills. He did win money, but not much, only Tens 

of thousands.  

 

    A win or loss of tens of thousands of dollars is already terrifying for Liang Kai’s personal assets, but 

Liang Kai is not satisfied, and under the stimulus of millions of cash, tens of thousands of dollars seem to 

him to be not much. .  

 



    "Mr. Liang is so lucky." Zhou Qingnian complimented him while handing the lost money to Liang Kai.  

 

    "Boss Liang, you have to help our sisters get a good revenge. Just now, boss Zhou and them, almost 

won both of us to undress." The enchanting beauty attached to Liang Kai.  

 

    After winning tens of thousands of dollars, Liang Kai was full of confidence. With a big wave of his 

hand, "deal!"  

 

    Before, Liang Kai had the experience of losing money in gambling. He also knew some routines. It’s 

not that I didn’t keep my eyes open, and I was afraid that I would be tricked.  

 

    Liang Kai knows that in general, this kind of gambling routine is to let people win first, and then slowly 

output, so Liang Kai has told himself that with this million, he will not play after losing, anyway, there is 

With a bottom of 10 million yuan, as long as the invoice is issued well, no one knows that the one million 

was spent. He even comforts himself in his heart. Who can target this million in a group as large as Lin? 

 

    However, these people present also knew that Liang Kai had a previous conviction in owing gambling 

debts. Therefore, they did not intend to set up Liang Kai slowly, but cut the mess.  

 

    It is too easy for them to deal with a Liang Kai, as long as he grasps the psychology of a gambler who 

wants to pay back, he can win no matter how much money he has.  

 

    Seven o'clock in the afternoon.  

 

    Henry prepared a hearty dinner at home. At the table, not only were the two daughters Sylvia and 

Milan, including Daisy, but they were also called by Henry.  

 

    Daisy was also full of praise for Henry's craftsmanship. The three girls all ate a mouthful of oil, and the 

image was gone.  

 

    After dinner, Sylvia and Milan yawned and went back to the bedroom. After two days and nights, they 

were really tired.  

 

    "Daisy, let's talk." Henry shouted Daisy and came to the wooden pavilion in the courtyard.  

 

    At this point in time, the weather is very cool, sitting in the wooden pavilion and blowing wind is 

definitely a treat.  

 

    Henry carried two cups of freshly squeezed watermelon juice, handed one cup to Daisy, and praised: 

"I didn't expect you to move very fast, I have already talked about this matter."  

 



    Daisy took over Henry The watermelon juice, when he heard the praise in Henry's mouth, looked 

puzzled, "Talked down? What talked down?"  

 

    "This time I made the equipment and clothing you purchased customized." Henry rolled his eyes, "OK, 

you Don’t even play with me, this little nizi, I know all the money on the kindergarten’s public 

account, and it’s already drawn out 8 million.”  

 

    Daisy was shocked, “8 million!”  

 

    Henry was doubtful. Looks like, "How Xiaowan, mean you don't know where the money went?"  

 

    Daisy saw Henry's doubtful appearance, and he was very tight, and he didn't receive any news from 

Liang Kai.  

 

    "Brother-in-law, wait a minute, I'll make a phone call first."  

 

    Daisy said aloud, and hurried to the side, a phone call was made.  

 

    Daisy's call was naturally to Liang Kai, and the phone was picked up just after the call was dialed.  

 

    "Liang Kai, have you already talked about it?" Daisy asked anxiously.  

 

    "Yes." Liang Kai replied directly.  

 

    Hearing this answer, Daisy felt relieved. After instructing Liang Kai to take two precautions, she hung 

up the phone and replied to Henry: "Sister-in-law, it has indeed been discussed."  

 

    "OK, then Tomorrow, let the partner take the sample to the kindergarten. I will go over to see it and 

give you a score by the way." Henryyang raised the watermelon juice in his hand and made a toast.  

 

    Daisy nodded and sent a message to Liang Kai, telling Liang Kai that the partner will get the sample to 

the kindergarten tomorrow.  

 

    At this moment, Liang Kai was sweating and spinning in a very poor environment. In the villa today, he 

lost 12 million in playing cards! In the end, only eight million were given, and the remaining four million, 

and I owed a note in the name of Lin.  

 

    The person arranged by Henry wanted to make a Liang Kai, it was still easy.  

 

    The chubby friend is taking several workers to work in the workshop.  

 



    "Ke Ge, you can only take out half a million. I really can't use too good materials for you." The dark-

skinned young man looked at Hong Liang Kai with embarrassment, "You know, we all have The cost, the 

materials go up, I don’t make money, I don’t say, I have to lose money."  

 

    "It's okay." Liang Kai waved his hand, "The material, the appearance can't be seen, you can do it, this 

time, do it well. , The benefits will definitely be indispensable to you in the future! As long as the invoice 

can give me a higher opening point, the tax return is counted on my head. As long as you guarantee, you 

can send the sample to the kindergarten tomorrow."  

 

    "OK." The youth nodded. If you have Kai Kai, you can do it. You can rest assured that the processing 

will be added tonight. Tomorrow you can definitely send the first batch of samples to the 

kindergarten!"  

 

    Liang Kai heard this, and was relieved . As for the money owed Although he is anxious now, he hasn't 

panic too much. Once he can take Daisy completely, millions, nothing counts!  

 

    Overnight time passed quickly.  

 

    Early the next morning, Daisy was very concerned about this sample, and got up early and rushed to 

the kindergarten. When Daisy came, Liang Kai had already sat in the office, and in Liang Kai’s office, he 

also let go Ten sets of clothes that children can wear have beautiful appearance and very novel styles.  

 

    "Something was delivered so early?" Daisy was surprised when she saw something in Liang Kai's 

office.  

 

    "Well." Liang Kai nodded. "Last night stared at the worker and let them out."  

 

    Daisy heard Liang Kai say this, and there was a distressed look in his eyes, "You are working hard, go 

to breakfast first. "  

 

    " OK." Liang Kai nodded his head and played all night. He was already hungry.  

 

    As soon as the two were ready to go out, the office door was pushed open.  

 

    "Let's finish reading before eating." A tall and beautiful figure came in. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1088: I Am 

 

 

    When Liang Kai saw the figure walking into the office, his eyes straightened.  

 

    For men, older men may tend to be cute girls, while younger ones prefer sexier sex. This is not all true, 

but most people have such a heart.  

 

    For the fledgling kid like Liang Kai, he is more inclined to sexy and mature women, which is why he will 

send some unreasonable requests to Qin Rou when he knows Daisy has a good opinion of himself.  

 

    The woman now entering the door, in Liang Kai's eyes, is a stunning beauty who does not belong to 

Qin Rou at all in appearance and figure, and is more powerful than Qin Rou in aura.  

 

    Liang Kai opened his mouth and just wanted to say something. Heared Daisy's voice, and in Daisy's 

tone, with a cowardice, "Sister, why are you here?"  

 

    "Sister?" Liang Kai heard Daisy's name was shocked for a while, then his face was startled, and Daisy 

could be called sister, so there is not only one person in the entire Lin family! Lin's Sylvia! Lin's master!  

 

    Liang Kai put on a respectful look in an instant, "Lin is always good."  

 

    Sylvia glanced at Liang Kai, then snorted at Daisy, "This kindergarten is built by Lin's, how come I can't 

come, you think, You and your brother-in-law can hide me? He suddenly asked Secretary Li to allocate 

10 million funds to you. I really don't know the money?"  

 

    Liang Kai, who was standing aside, couldn't help it. Panic, he really didn't expect that Sylvia would care 

about the direction of the 10 million, but when he thought of the invoices he had issued, he had some 

bottom in his heart.  

 

    Sylvia walked to the side of the sofa and sat down, then said, "Come, let me see what the eight million 



ordered clothes look like."  

 

    Sylvia is known as the Silver State Business Queen. At first, she yelled at the Yinzhou business 

community, and then experienced various things with Henry. She had escaped from death and had 

contacted various forces and major clans. The aura that she exudes invisible will make people 

unconscious in front of her. Lowered his head. 

 

    Under the strong aura of Sylvia, Liang Kai only felt extremely panicked in his heart. He subconsciously 

glanced at the ten sets of clothing he had brought, and he couldn't help worrying.  

 

    Daisy did not have these concerns. She took those clothes directly to Sylvia, and even had some small 

expectations in her heart. She glanced at the place where Liang Kai was.  

 

    Sylvia looked at the clothes that Daisy had brought, touched it, and smiled at the corner of his mouth.  

 

    Daisy saw Sylvia smiled at the corner of her mouth, and was very happy. Liang Kai was also relieved. It 

seems that he was a pass this time.  

 

    Just one second after Liang Kai's idea, he heard Sylvia snorting and threw all the clothes in front of him 

to the ground. Yushou shot the coffee table in front of him, "Daisy, do you still have my sister in your 

eyes!"  

 

    Daisy was shocked, and the body shivered subconsciously, "Sister, I don't understand what you 

mean."  

 

    "Don't understand what I mean?" Sylvia stared at Daisy and scolded, "Daisy, you really let me down, 

What can you do with fake invoices? Twelve million gambles! You are really awesome! I have been in 

the Yinzhou business community for so many years, I can’t see any conspiracies, but only I don’t 

know. My sister is actually a gambler! The clothes you are taking are all the most garbage. Do you want 

to wear them to children? Is your conscience eaten by dogs!”  

 

    Daisy was Sylvia's sudden scolding head is dazed, what is the most garbage material? What about 12 

million gambles? She now only feels that her brain is blank and she knows nothing.  

 

    On the side, Liang Kai couldn't help but shuddered, his face pale instantly.  

 

    Sylvia saw Daisy not talking, took out an invoice from the bag, and threw it in front of Daisy, "Shikun 

Industry's invoice, what is this Shikun Industry doing, I know nothing in my heart, money laundering, 

fraud, you take These things lie to me? Daisy, really, you are too disappointing me!"  

 

    Sylvia finished, straight up, no longer looked at Daisy more directly, and went away directly.  



 

    After Sylvia went out, her voice sounded again, "The company will not bear the loss of these 12 

million. You can figure it out for yourself, otherwise, even if you are my family, I will handle this through 

legal channels. Things."  

 

    Daisy's head was blank, standing there froze, until Sylvia left for a few minutes, she remained 

motionless.  

 

    Liang Kai stood aside with a pale face. After a long time, he slowly walked to Daisy and spoke softly: 

"Daisy, you..."  

 

    "What the hell is going on?" Daisy gradually turned around, staring at Liang Kai, "Twelve million 

gambles? All the invoices were faked by you? Are you using the most rubbish materials for these 

clothes?"  

 

    "Sorry...I'm sorry..." Liang Kai swallowed. "Daisy, this really doesn't blame me, I was also set."  

 

    "Set? Who can give you a set? If you are not going to bet on yourself, someone can force you to go?" 

Daisy The body shivered, "Liang Kai, you disappointed me too! Twelve million! Embezzlement of 

company funds, do you know what the consequences will be! My brother has been sentenced to 

embezzle public funds!"  

 

    "Ah ?This!" Liang Kai shivered, embezzled public funds, and sentenced him! Still from the Lin family!  

 

    If everyone in the Lin family was sentenced, then... Liang Kai wouldn't dare to continue to think about 

what consequences he would have.  

 

    "Poof!"  

 

    Liang Kai kneeled directly in front of Daisy, hugged Daisy's calf, "Daisy, I was wrong, I was really wrong, 

you must help me."  

 

    "Help you? What do I get Help you?" Daisy looked at Liang Kai coldly, "My sister is now, it's all because 

I took the money to gamble."  

 

    "What about the aunt? Aunt, she won't watch you go to jail, you let Auntie can help you make up the 

money, right? As long as we don’t go to jail, we will definitely handle this matter! Daisy, you believe 

me, believe me!" Liang Kai begged bitterly.  

 

    At this moment, a sigh rang from the office door.  

 

    "Hey." Henry walked in from the front of the office and looked at Daisy with regret. "It looks like 



you're in a bad mood."  

 

    Liang Kai heard the sound from the door and looked towards the door subconsciously Going, when he 

saw Henry walking into the door, he frowned, "You?"  

 

    "Brother-in-law, I..." Daisy opened her mouth, but didn't know what to say.  

 

    Brother-in-law?  

 

    Liang Kai's eyes widened and he looked at Henry in disbelief. "You...you are..."  

 

    Henrychong Liang Kai shrugged, then smiled slightly, "Well, I am." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 1089: Two Things 

 

    this moment, Liang Kai's expression is like eating a fly, how ugly, how ugly.  

 

    A strong sense of drop filled Liang Kai's heart.  

 

    More than ten minutes ago, Liang Kai was still imagining how beautiful his future life would be, but 

now, knowing Henry’s identity, he instantly understood that the so-called opportunity was just 

someone who gave himself a set. From the beginning to the end, I live under the control of others. From 

the day I saw this man, from the day I was in front of him, I was destined to be finished.  

 

    Henry looked at the watch on his wrist and said, "It's not too early. Your sister is still waiting for me to 

have breakfast. Xiaowan, you can solve this matter for yourself. The brother-in-law can't help you. "  

 

    Henry said, shaking his head, out of the office.  

 

    Downstairs in the church, Sylvia stood in front of the door with a worried look. When he saw Henry 

coming out, he quickly hurried up and asked: "Xiaowan is okay? Is what I just said is too much?" "  

 

    No problem." Henry shook her head. "Xiao Wan is not deep in the world. You can teach her this way. 

It's better than she was cheated."  

 

    Sylvia was relieved to hear this, but still still Some doubts, "Her husband, since you know that Liang 

Kai is not a good thing, why don't you tell Xiao Wan directly?"  

 

    Henry smiled bitterly, "Women are more emotional than men, this Liang Kai should be the first person 

he likes. If we directly interfere in Xiaowan’s attitude towards Liang Kai, no matter what the result is, it 

will definitely leave this incident in Xiaowan’s heart, and you don’t want to be separated from your 

sister, right now. Let Xiaowan see what kind of person Liang Kai is. Although it is a little more 

troublesome, it is better to repair the broken family afterwards."  

 

    Sylvia nodded thoughtfully. "Her husband, your heart is really fine." Well, if I were to handle this 

matter, I would definitely not be able to do it like you." 

 

    "Okay wife, our family is not yours or mys, haha, let's go and have breakfast, Xiaowan is a smart child, 



this matter has reached this point, she can handle it later, Liang Kai loses I have asked Secretary Li to 

withdraw the money."  

 

    Henry pulled Sylvia's catkins and the two walked towards a breakfast stall not far away.  

 

    In the kindergarten, in the admission office.  

 

    Daisy's eyes stood there dull.  

 

    "Xiao Wan, help me, please, help me!" Liang Kai knelt there, holding Daisy's calf, crying and praying.  

 

    Daisy clenched her silver teeth, and Jingying twirled in her eyes. She stared straight ahead, opened her 

mouth, and spit out a word: "Go."  

 

    This word made Liang Kairu amnesty, "Thank you, Daisy, Thank you, don't let me go to jail, I will get 

out of here, this will get out of here!"  

 

    Liang Kai finished, and ran out of the office with a crawl.  

 

    At the moment when Liang Kai went out, Daisy's eyes burst into tears. She sat on the sofa and 

whimpered.  

 

    After leaving the kindergarten, Liang Kai, like the dog of the bereavement family, received non-stop 

prestige messages on his mobile phone, which were sent by three small fat people and asked him how 

things were going.  

 

    "Ke Ge, I have all contacted the girls, and continue to be hi at night."  

 

    "Haha, listen to my buddy, the first batch of samples has been delivered, how is it, no problem?"  

 

    "Ke Ge, that Mercedes-Benz I renewed my lease."  

 

    Liang Kai looked at the news sent by the three roommates. The dullness in his heart could not be 

expressed at all. When he walked down the street, Liang Kai suddenly felt that he had been hit by 

someone. The suffocation and anger burst out completely at this moment.  

 

    "Aren't you? He didn't have long eyes!" Liang Kai scolded the young man who had just hit himself in 

front of him. 

 

    Zu Xian shook his head and looked at the person in front of him, a smile appeared on his face, "It's 

interesting, no one has dared to scold me like this for a long time, you are fine."  

 



    "Am I good to you!" Liang Kai scolded again.  

 

    Zu Xian waved his hands and said softly, "Here are two people, he tore his mouth, and then he took 

them to the suburbs to bury them."  

 

    Zu Xian walked out of the two immediately, without a word, he grabbed Liang Kai.  

 

    "Will you!" Liang Kai waved violently and struck one of them, but before he could swing his fist, he 

was cut to the neck by a hand knife and passed out completely.  

 

    At noon, plug in the water villa.  

 

    Henry was wearing an apron and stood in the kitchen. Several exquisite dishes had been released 

from the pot. Henry pretended to be ready to take him to the Lin Group.  

 

    After finishing breakfast with Henry, Sylvia went back to the company and went busy.  

 

    While Henry was packing up the stove, he said, "Come in."  

 

    After Henry's voice fell, a fat figure walked in from the door of the villa, who was the person in charge 

of the Yinzhou office.  

 

    The obese figure stood at the door, bowed to Henry in the kitchen, and then said: "There are two 

things to report to you."  

 

    "Speak." Henry head did not return, and wiped the stove with a rag.  

 

    "Liang Kai was dead, he collision of the new king, now in the western suburbs of the underground, has 

been buried."  

 

    "Oh? Progenitor significant back?" Henryqi strange sound, "the second piece of it?"  

 

    "Pass back outside According to the news, Ren Tu King and Cataclysm King were seriously injured and 

are being rescued in Europe..." Before the fat man finished, the whole person quickly retreated towards 

the door. When he exited the door, his face was already covered with fine Sweat beads, his eyes filled 

with horror, just at that moment, he felt an irresistible pressure, as if he would be overwhelmed by that 

pressure as long as he stayed for another second.  

 

    "What's going on?" Henry came out of the kitchen, picked up a tissue, and wiped his palm.  

 

    The fat man did not dare to enter the door again, and stood outside the door and replied: "The 

specific situation is unknown, and the rest of the kings have already rushed to Europe."  



 

    Henry threw the tissue in his hand into the trash can and said softly: "Book a ticket."  

 

    "Understand." The fat man bowed his head in response and then left.  

 

    Henry turned his head, looked at the wedding photos hanging on the living room wall, sighed, and 

sent a message to Sylvia, he went out to stop the car, and went straight to the airport.  

 

    Located in a luxury hospital in Italy, Italy.  

 

    Hundreds of doctors are in panic and fear, and the reason for them is that in the rescue ward, two 

special patients, one of which is the heir to the largest family here, the future patriarch of the Norman 

family! Up to now, it has been unconscious for nearly twenty-four hours.  

 

    Numerous security forces have completely surrounded this hospital.  

 

    The doctors in the hospital now are the most outstanding of the allies, but they are still helpless.  

 

    In the hospital, a lady with gray hair was sitting in the hall, next to the lady, full of high-ranking allies. 

These ordinary people with ordinary eyes and eyes, at this moment, they dare not show up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 1090: You Only Need To Say Who It Is 

 

 

    lady sits quietly in the hall. In the whole hall, the quiet needle will fall on the ground and you will hear 

clearly.  

 

    "Ma'am, you can rest assured that Master's situation has stabilized." An old doctor with gray hair 

came to the lady in a respectful opening.  

 

    "When will my grandson wake up?" the lady asked aloud.  

 

    The old doctor was embarrassed, "Master is suffering from internal injuries, now..."  

 

    "Then don't think of a way!" The lady suddenly roared, interrupting the old doctor's words.  

 

    All the princes and nobles around shuddered, their faces showing fear.  

 

    No one is afraid of the lady in the center of the hall. Although she is over 80 years old, the identity of 

the Norman family’s contemporary patriarch makes people not care about her age. Many years ago, 

the woman and his husband took control of the bloody means of the Norman family.  

 

    Now, these princes and nobles are all praying in their hearts, fearing that the adult lying in the 

emergency ward will have any worsening situation. Once this happens, the wife of the Norman family 

does not know how to get angry, and no one knows, Will this involve yourself.  

 

    The entire hospital lobby became silent again.  

 

    At this moment, several figures forcibly broke into the hall.  

 

    "Who hurt my brother!"  

 

    This is a bald white man, rushed into the hospital, shouted: "Where is Mona, I want to know the cause 

and effect of this matter!"  

 

    Behind the bald white man Following the seven figures, the youngest is a girl who looks only about 

twenty years old. The oldest is already in her seventies.  

 

    The royal princes and nobles in the hall, when they heard the words of the strong white man, were 

shocked at the same time. How dare this person call Mrs. Norman's name? Don't you want life?  



 

    Mona is the lady sitting in the middle of the hall. 

 

    Several guards rushed in from outside the hospital, and they were about to be arrested.  

 

    Mrs. Norman waved her hands, retreated several guards, then sighed, and said to the white bald man: 

"Do  

 

    n't hurry first." "Can you hurry!" The old man in his seventies said, It was Pease, and the people who 

came were Poseidon and others.  

 

    Bai Chi and the redhead were seriously injured and sent to rescue. This is a big deal in the entire 

underground world!  

 

    "Mona, what the hell is going on?" Pease looked at Mona. "This is the place of your Norman family. 

How can Baichi and Red Hair be beaten like this? What kind of person is the other person?"  

 

    Pi Si asked several questions in a row. The princes and nobles looked at Mrs. Norman's attitude and 

couldn't help guessing what these people were, how dare they talk to Mrs. Norman in this way, and still 

used a questioning tone!  

 

    The most important thing is, Mrs. Norman, did not even show a little anger.  

 

    Mrs. Norman looked at the arrival of the sunny island of kings, shook his head, "This thing is not so 

simple, my grandson and white home kid mess, not simple forces, it is difficult Rede Qi."  

 

    And a The figure walked into the hospital hall at this moment.  

 

    "Mona, it's not annoying, it's not what you said, you just need to make it clear who the redhead and 

white pool are injured."  

 

    Mona, who was originally sitting there, was hearing this voice. In an instant, stand up directly and look 

in the direction of the sound.  

 

    The newly arrived Poseidon and others also showed surprise expressions in their eyes.  

 

    "Boss!"  

 

    Henrychong and other people nodded and came straight to Mrs. Norman. "Mona, you just need to tell 

me, I want to know." After  

 

    Mona met Henry, those princes In the shocked eyes of the nobles, they bowed to Henry and said, 



"Dear Master, I didn't know your arrival and I couldn't greet myself."  

 

    For others, the Norman family is the supreme existence.  

 

    But for Bright Island, which controls the entire underground world, the Norman family is nothing 

more than a slightly larger force.  

 

    Red hair is the future heir of the Norman family, but he is also Henry's brother, one of the ten kings of 

Bright Island, so when he was with Henry, there was not much courtesy.  

 

    Except for the red hair, any member of the Norman family, even the contemporary patriarch, Mona 

Norman, must salute Henry when he sees it!  

 

    The princes and aristocrats who were present wide their eyes, and they did not dare to let out the 

atmosphere. At this time, their breathing became rapid!Who is this Oriental man? Let Mrs. Norman 

salute!  

 

    After the salute, Mrs. Norman said in a low voice: "The people who hurt my grandchildren and the Bai 

family, the Middleton family, behind them, there is a shadow of new forces."  

 

    "Middleton family, new forces." Henry smiled.  

 

    The so-called new forces are the names of some situations that have emerged in the world recently.  

 

    For example, the old monster from the ancient country that lived for hundreds of years is defined as a 

new force. 

 

    Including some actions recently carried out by the Huizu League, some potential forces under control 

are also defined as new forces.  

 

    After Mrs. Norman finished speaking, she didn't speak anymore, so she stood aside.  

 

    Henry glanced upstairs at the hospital, and then walked forward, while opening: "Give me a set of 

surgical gowns and arrange for someone to cooperate with me. If it is a new hand, Baichi and redheads, 

others will treat it. Not good."  

 

    Mrs. Norman did not dare to hesitate and immediately arranged.  

 

    "In the future, you come with me and wait to monitor their physical data. I need to know some basic 

information."  

 

    Standing in the side of the future nodded and immediately followed.  



 

    Henry and several people saw Bai Chi and red hair in the emergency ward. Both of them had no blood 

on their faces. They were comatose on the hospital bed, leaning on the oxygen machine. Everyone 

beside the bed had several professional young nurses helping them relax. Body muscles.  

 

    Mrs. Norman followed Henry into the ward and waved her hands. All of these cares withdrew from 

the ward.  

 

    Henry came to the bed, opened the red hair and Bai Chi's tops, and at a glance saw two red 

fingerprints on their chests.  

 

    "In the future, monitor their physical condition."  

 

    Henry's eyes wandered on the red handprints on the chests of the two.  

 

    Soon, Henry will feed back the data in the future.  

 

    "Boss, each of them has an energy body, similar to a virus, like a mutated spirit stone energy, which 

oppresses their nerves and erodes the internal organs, if not idiots and red hair have broken through to 

metamorphosis. I am afraid I can't bear it anymore."  

 

    Henry nodded and could hurt Bai Chi and the red-haired person, so they must have known their 

identity.  

 

    Henry took a deep breath and asked people to take a few silver needles. Previously, he could not help 

others get rid of the residual gas in the body, but now, you can try it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 1091 

 

 

    An hour later, Henry walked out of the ward with sweat, and next to Henry, outside the ward, Mrs. 

Norman and Poseidon were all waiting here.  

 

    Mrs. Norman's face was full of anxiety. When Henry came out, she couldn't help but wanted to ask 

questions, but she opened her mouth, but she didn't dare to speak out.  

 

    Henry wiped the sweat on his forehead with his sleeve. This sweat was just wiped off and spread out 

to help others get rid of the residual gas in the body. It is still difficult for Henry. After all, this matter is 

different from his own. What Henry did was completely relying on his own strength to protect the 

meridians of Bai Chi and Red Hair while expelling the remaining qi.  

 

    Henry looked at Mrs. Norman's anxious look and understood the concerns in Mrs. Norman's heart and 

said: "Well, if there is no accident, they will wake up in a few hours, but they need to recuperate for a 

while. , Mona, tell me, why did they clash with the Middleton family."  

 

    Mrs. Norman heard this, and put a lot of worry in her heart, bowed slightly to Henry, and replied: "The 

two of them It's for a woman."  

 

    "Women?"  

 

    Henry and the future can't help but show doubtful expressions, Bai Chi and red hair, it's not like 

fighting for a woman for a woman.  

 

    Mrs. Norman nodded and said: "Yes, for a hot summer woman, that woman, brought back by the Bai 

family, the situation is not very good, the diagnosis is a vegetative."  

 

    Henry took the water cup from the future and said out loud : "Take me to see the woman."  

 

    Mrs. Norman pointed to the ward next door. "It was there."  

 

    Henry nodded and pushed open the door of the next ward. When the door opened, Henrybian Seeing 

a figure lying on the hospital bed, Henry was directly there.  

 

    People including the future behind Henry were completely stunned when they saw the figure on the 

bed. 

 



    The woman lying on the bed, but in her twenties, is now smooth on the top of her head. The dark hair 

that should have belonged to this age was not visible on the woman. Even her eyebrows have faded.  

 

    Henry's cognition of medical skills was almost immediately certain that this was caused by long-term 

chemotherapy.  

 

    The woman's face was pale, no blood, and only a little redness could be seen on her lips. She closed 

her eyes, motionless, and the slightly undulating ECG proved that she was still alive.  

 

    "Xiaoqing!" The future exclaimed, and a woman rushed to the bed and looked at the woman on the 

bed.  

 

    Henry and others also entered the ward with a complex complexion.  

 

    "What happened?" Shaking out his hand in the future, gently stroking the woman's cheek on the 

hospital bed, "How could this be? How could Xiaoqing become like this!"  

 

    Henry grabbed Xiaoqing's wrist and extended two fingers to stay On the pulse of Xiaoqing, about one 

minute later, Henry shook his head, "Xiaoqing's situation should last for a long time. Almost all of her 

meridians are damaged, which is caused by man."  

 

    Xia Houqing, the only seedling of Xia Hou's family When Bai Chi and Xia Houqing were not born, Xia 

Houqing's father married Bai Jiangnan's fingertips, and when the two children were born, they grew up 

together.  

 

    Xia Houqing and Bai Chi can't be overstated.  

 

    However, the character of Bai Chi escaped, and the more he grew up, the more he refused to accept 

the marriage. Later, he changed girls one after another every day, leaving Xiahou Qingqing away.  

 

    Xiaoqing's journey was three years. Within three years, Baichi had never been in contact with 

Xiaoqing, and Xiaoqing never contacted Baichi again.  

 

    "No wonder Bai Chi would be so impulsive. They were obviously trapped." Luna stepped forward and 

looked at the woman lying on the bed. "Bai Chi, who is naturally slutty, looks like a game of life, may let 

him It’s not that there are people who are attentive."  

 

    "The Xiahou family had fallen in their early years and had been hiding for a long time. Why did the 

Middleton family treat such a poisonous hand under this young girl?" Pease walked up, puzzled.  

 

    Henry took a deep breath and moved his finger away from Xiaoqing's wrist pulse.  

 



    "It doesn't matter why you kill him."  

 

    At seven o'clock in the evening, the outdoor temperature is only eleven degrees.  

 

    On the streets, people wear thin sweaters, which is probably the most leisurely time after get off work 

every day.  

 

    Henry wore a black trench coat and walked on the streets of this Italian country. European-style 

buildings will give people a sense of majesticness. Walking in this kind of building group will give people 

a strange feeling of being very small.  

 

    Henry strolled on the street like this, he walked out of the city.  

 

    One person bypassed Henry body and unconsciously shivered. Because he just felt a palpitation, it 

seemed to be crossed by an invisible blade, and he always felt panic.  

 

    Peter Castle, a building from the late nineteenth century, is the prototype of a fairy tale castle. It used 

to be one of the king’s palaces. The whole castle has 360 rooms and 360 rooms. Different styles.  

 

    This castle stands on a high mountain, and it will show four completely different colors throughout the 

year, beautiful and beautiful.  

 

    At this time, when the spring is full of vitality, the green woods around the castle of Peter, make 

people fascinated.  

 

    Today, this castle belongs to the private product of the Middleton family. Today, in this castle, there is 

a birthday party for the 28-year-old lady of the Middleton family. There are countless people attending 

the birthday party. Almost all the princes and nobles will come here.  

 

    Being able to attend such a dinner is a symbol of identity and power. A luxury car worth tens of 

millions is not eligible to drive into the castle unless it is autographed by an emperor on the luxury car.  

 

    At eight o'clock in the evening, the sky was completely dark, and the lights in the castle lighted up, like 

a dream in a fairy tale. After all, this castle itself is the dream world of a certain emperor.  

 

    Various lights hit the castle, colorful, this is the fairy tale world in reality.  

 

    It's just that the fairy tale world tonight will become a black fairy tale due to the arrival of one person.  

 

    In the forest, flying birds startled, Henry walked step by step, gradually approaching this dreamlike 

castle. 

 



    Hell and fairy tales are themselves two extreme worlds.  

 

    When the old king who resigned from the Lord of Hell and stepped into the fairy tale castle, it 

represents that the fairy tale world in fantasy will be destroyed.  

 

    The temperature in the air is above nine degrees.  

 

    At the gate of the castle, two guards walked back and forth and walked out of the gate.  

 

    Henry walked past the two guards.  

 

    "Sorry, please show your invitation." A guard turned back and stopped Henry.  

 

    Henry looked at the guard in front of him, "Invitation? I'm here to kill, why should I invite?" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 1092: If You Are Ashamed, You Should Fight 

 

 

    two guards glanced at Henry, "Sir, your joke, it's not funny."  

 

    Henry smiled slightly, then stopped looking at the two guards, and continued walking towards the 

gate of the castle.  

 

    As soon as the two guards were about to speak again, they were covered by two shadows and 

dragged into the jungle.  

 

    Henry wrapped his trench coat and looked up at the colorful lights above the castle.  

 

    "Some people live in dreams, some people live in hell, some of these lights are too bright."  

 

    Towards the gate of the castle, there were more than a few guards at the gate, but before Henry 

walked in front of them before they could make a cross-examination sound Was dragged away.  

 

    A beautiful melody sounded in the castle, and the scent of champagne radiated in the air.  

 

    Rao is only nine degrees, and the girls are dressed in off-the-shoulder dresses, walking around the 

castle, exuding their charm.  

 

    A figure wearing a purple long dress ran out of an arch. She was very beautiful, with a flush on her 

face. When she ran out of the arch, she looked around and fixed it on Henry who had just entered the 

gate. .  

 

    In a black trench coat, although Henry didn't do any dressing, the aura he carried was very much 

possessed by human beings. His eyes were deep, as if he could see through everything. Incomparably 

strong self-confidence, as if in this world, he is a well-deserved protagonist.  

 

    After seeing Henry, the woman in purple skirt showed a smile on her face, then lifted the skirt and ran 

towards Henry.  

 

    The woman ran to Henry's body, stretched out her arms, and hugged her towards Henry's waist.  

 

    Henry frowned slightly and stepped back.  

 

    "Handsome guys, all Chinese people, do me a favor." The woman vomited Henry's fluent Chinese 

words, "There is a nasty ghost who has been pestering me all the time."  



 

    "Something, change yourself." Henry said, and then bypassed the woman , Walk towards the center of 

the castle. 

 

    The woman's eyebrows frowned. She was a very confident woman. Regardless of her appearance, 

body, or family background, including education, she didn't think she was worse than others. Even 

compared to the Middleton family, she only thought that , I am *lower than the Middleton family, if you 

give her time, you may not be able to enter such a giant.  

 

    This kind of self-confidence creates a woman's arrogant character. The appearance of this character is 

normal, and confident people will be arrogant.  

 

    Originally, when a woman wanted to come, she now chose this man. With her appearance, she 

wanted to ask the other party for a favor. He would not refuse, and he would stand beside him very 

gentleman and try his best to show, but she did not expect, The other party rejected him so directly.  

 

    The woman looked at Henry, who walked around her back, and a sense of frustration sprang up, her 

feet stomped, and she sipped: "You stop me!"  

 

    Henry naturally heard the woman's voice and knew her. I spoke to myself, but I didn't pay much 

attention to it.  

 

    When the woman saw Henry's footsteps, her eyes showed a lot of anger, and she ran forward, 

grabbed Henry's clothes,  

 

    and smirked : "I let you stand, haven't you heard it!"Henry stepped, turning his head to glance Eyed 

the woman, then spit out a word gently.  

 

    "Go!" The  

 

    woman's expression suddenly froze.  

 

    roll? He said to me?  

 

    The woman swears that this is the first time in her life that someone has said such words to herself. 

With her appearance and her family background, no one has ever dared to say such a rolling word to 

herself! Even the junior of the Middleton family would act as a gentleman and invite himself to dance 

together. How dare you say to yourself that this Chinese man in front of you?  

 

    Henry shook his clothes swing, freed the woman's hand, and continued to walk.  

 

    The woman stood on the spot, trembling with anger, looked at Henry's back, and shouted: "I let you 



give me... stand!"  

 

    This hysterical drink was filled with champagne in this elegant melody. Among the fragrance, it is 

particularly abrupt.  

 

    People's cognition of dignity has always been a curve that can change infinitely. In front of some 

people, even if they are trampled to the soles of their feet, they will only praise themselves for their 

ability to bend and stretch. When changing a person, even if the other person's eyes are wrong, they will 

Attracted anger.  

 

    In the eyes of women, he can take the initiative to find a man and let him help him. This should be his 

honor. He should perform well in front of himself. This is right, not disdainful about himself. This kind of 

The approach made women feel that they had been greatly insulted.  

 

    The sharp drink of the woman sounded.  

 

    "What happened?" A blond figure in a tuxedo ran over, and when she saw the woman making a 

sound, "Oh, beautiful Xiang Xiang, who caused you to be unhappy? Cyril would be happy to provide 

Help."  

 

    "It has nothing to do with you!" Xiang Feifei glared at Cyril, and then ran forward, blocking Henry, "I 

want you to apologize to me!"  

 

    Henry frowned, not speaking.  

 

    "I'm not clear enough to you!" Xiang Fei's face was full of anger, "I will tell you one last time, I want 

you to apologize to me!"  

 

    " Go away ." Henry's answer to her is still just a word .  

 

    "You wanton!" shouted to Fei Fei, raised his palm, and a slap would be drawn towards the face of this 

man who trampled on his dignity.  

 

    A trace of fierceness flashed in Henry's eyes. Before he slid the slap towards Fei Fei, he grabbed Xiang 

Fei Fei's wrist directly, and then twisted hard.  

 

    Where did Xiang Fei Fei think that this man would do it for himself, not to say that she is the best 

master in the early stage of Qi Qi, and don't want to find cheap in front of Henry.  

 

    Henry twisted his wrist and issued a painful scream to Fei Fei. He just wanted to warn the man to let 

go of his hand, but before she could speak, a hot pain appeared on her face.  

 



    "Slap!"  

 

    Henry's palm clearly left a five-finger mark on Xiang Fei's face.  

 

    Xiang Feifei himself was also slapped by Henry directly, and her head was blank. She really could not 

think of it anyway. This person not only refused to refuse to say to herself, but also beat herself!  

 

    These three things encountered today are the first time since Xiang Fei's memo!  

 

    Seeing this scene, Cyril, who was not far away, showed anger on his face, "Hey, hitting a woman is not 

a man."  

 

    Henry shook his wrist. "A society where men and women are equal, in my eyes, I should fight without 

shame. There is no distinction between men and women. If you should have thought that you will be 

beaten, you should converge when you are acting, right?"  

 

    Cyril shook his head. "Your hot summer man, there is no gentlemanly manner, beautiful lady, even if 

you commit a crime again. Big mistakes should be forgiven. This is the tradition of our Middleton 

family." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 1093: I'm Not Joking 

 

 

    Middleton family?  

 

    Cyril's self-reported door made Henry raise an eyebrow.  

 

    "It seems that you, the Middleton family, have inherited these centuries and are really gentlemen." 

Henry smiled slightly.  

 

    Cyril showed a proud look on his face, "Just know our Middleton family, now, as a member of the 

Middleton family, I order you to apologize to this beautiful lady!"  

 

    "No, no, no." Henry posed Shaking hands, "I personally think that you are just like that. If she really 

makes a big mistake, can you still maintain the gentlemanly manner and forgive her?"  

 

    "Of course." Cyril stood up, "Beautiful lady, yes It is worthy of forgiveness."  

 

    "Ok." Henry snapped his fingers, then bent over, grabbed the long hair of Xiang Feifei, and directly 

lifted Xiang Feifei from the ground.  

 

    Xiang Feifei looked at Henry in front of him. Although this man was only in his twenties, although he 

had a handsome face, she felt like a devil, the anger in her heart, the pride in her heart, in There is 

nothing left at this moment, and the rest is only fear.  

 

    "You... what do you want to do?" With a trembling voice in Xiang Fei's voice, Henry just slapped 

mercilessly, completely destroying all her temper.  

 

    "It's very simple." Henry rushed to Fei Fei grin, and then whispered to Fei Fei's ear, "Go, poke this into 

his heart, I want to know if his approach is to say to his mouth Same, can forgive you."  

 

    Henry's voice just fell, Xiang Fei Fei felt a burst of cold in her hand, she looked down, a short blade I do 

not know when it has been stuffed into her hands.  

 

    Xiang Fei's arm shuddered, subconsciously as if throwing away the short blade, but before she could 

let go of her hand, Henry would squeeze her fist and let her squeeze the short blade tightly.  

 

    "Good." Henry's voice sounded again to Fei Fei's ear, "If you are not obedient, I will kill you, 

understand?" 

 



    Henry's voice is very gentle, but it can be heard in the ear of Fei Fei, just like the devil's entanglement. 

She never thought that tonight she just wanted to find someone to get rid of Cyril's entanglement, so 

that things became the present. Look.  

 

    "This friend, you don't seem to understand me!" Cyril couldn't know what Henry was saying to Fei Fei, 

that short blade, but ten centimeters long, he couldn't see his eyes, what he can see now, It's just that 

Henry grabbed Xiang Fei's hair, and Xiang Fei's big, bright eyes were spinning.  

 

    "Remember what I said, I will look at you here, if you don't follow what I said, I will kill you. Actually, I 

don't want to see such a beautiful woman just die like this." Henry loosened Xiang Feifei Hair, take a 

step back. 

 

    Xiang Feifei shuddered, and the short blade was squeezed in her hand, hiding it subconsciously.  

 

    Cyril strode to Xiang Fei's side, and after seeing the clear five-finger print on Xiang Fei's face, he 

showed an angry look, "Too much, a gentleman, how can he deal with a lady, not to mention such a 

beautiful lady. "  

 

    Henry was two steps away from Cyril and Xiang Feifei with a smile, "Remember what I said, I don't like 

to joke."  

 

    Xiang Feifei heard Henry's voice, and the body couldn't help but hit a spirit, grabbing the short blade 

The hand stretched out subconsciously, and at this moment, Fei Fei felt a force driving his arm.  

 

    "No!"  

 

    exclaimed to Fei Fei.  

 

    Henry had pushed Xiang Fei's arm so that the short blade in Xiang Fei's hand was thrust into Cyril's 

chest.  

 

    "Poof!"  

 

    This is a sharp voice.  

 

    Cyril's original angry expression became dull at this moment, his expression gradually became painful, 

his head lowered, and he looked at his chest in disbelief, a jade hand was in front of his chest. With a 

short blade, the sharp edge of the short blade is the source of his pain at the moment.  

 

    Xiang Feifei could feel the warmth from his arm, which was the blood of Cyril.  

 

    Henry still has a smile on his face, "I think, with the gentlemanly manner of your Middleton family, 



you should be able to forgive the woman in front of you, it is just to kill your life, after all, the beauty has 

made a mistake, You can forgive me no matter what, right?"  

 

    Cyril opened his mouth slowly, trying to breathe hard.  

 

    Henry pushed towards Feifei's arm again. The short blade was inserted deeper, and a mouthful of 

blood blew out directly from Cyril's mouth.  

 

    Henry looked at Cyril indifferently, even his breathing became difficult.  

 

    Screaming at Fei Fei, let go of the short blade in his hand, and wanted to run, but his legs were soft, 

just as if he wanted to run while lying in bed dreaming.  

 

    Cyril's mouth was closed one by one, and blood kept pouring out.  

 

    Henry snorted, and ignored it, walked forward and muttered: "Your Middleton family's so-called 

gentleman manner is to make Xia Houqing look like that, so that she will not live or die."  

 

    Cyril's The pupil slowly began to spread, and the body planted forward.  

 

    When Cyril fell to the ground completely, he screamed again to Fei Fei, and then ran towards Henry in 

a panic.  

 

    "You can't go, you... what can I do if you go!" Xiang Fei's tone was with a crying voice, and his 

scattered long hair seemed like a female ghost.  

 

    Henry rolled his eyes, "What has to do with me, you took the knife, you killed you, you asked me?"  

 

    "No! No!" Xiang Feifei shook his head hard, "Not me! It's you!" You pushed me, I don’t want to, I 

don’t want to be like this!"  

 

    "That's better..." Henry suddenly stared at Xiang Fei.  

 

    Under Henry's eyes, he stepped back subconsciously to Fei Fei for two steps.  

 

    Henry shook his finger twice, "How about I send you down to accompany him, how?"  

 

    Xiang Fei's legs softened, and he slumped directly on the ground, closing his mouth, shaking his head 

vigorously, and a odor from her leg. From time to time, it is clear that Henryjian's simple single sentence 

has scared her off.  

 



    "Then when this hasn't happened, continue your party." Henry shrugged. "Or just leave."  

 

    "No, I can't go." Xiang Fei's voice trembled, "My parents are still there Here, someone is dead now, 

and if I leave suddenly, I will definitely be suspected."  

 

    "Then watch your own acting skills." Henrybaya, then ignored it and walked towards Fei Fei directly 

towards the center of the castle.  

 

    Xiang Feifei got up hard, just ready to keep up, he heard Henry's voice.  

 

    "You dare to keep up, I will kill you, remember, I'm not kidding."  

 

    This sentence, let Xiang Fei's already raised legs, lived in mid-air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 1094: Tell Me About 

 

 

    One person's fear of another is often only at that moment.  

 

    At this time, Xiang Feifei was only afraid of Henry. If Henry now issued a command to her, no matter 

what, even if it was too much, she would not hesitate to execute, just because she had been scared by 

the person in front of her Guts.  

 

    The castle was large, and there was no one else in the place where Fei Fei was. After taking a look 

around, he summoned the courage to Fei Fei and ran to the dying Cyril. He took a deep breath and 

pulled the short blade of Cyril's chest. Go out, then choose a direction, trot past.  

 

    About twenty minutes later, Xiang Feifei combed her hair again, and her face became normal again. 

She returned to the appearance of the previous ladies, wearing a purple dress and wearing a pair of 

high-heeled shoes, and walked elegantly into the largest banquet hall in the center of the castle. 

among.  

 

    The magnificent crystal chandelier hangs under the ceiling ten meters above. The huge banquet hall is 

filled with elegant music. The luxurious decoration makes every square meter here have the value of an 

ordinary person for a lifetime, only on TV on weekdays. Emperors and nobles who emerged have 

become the most common faces here.  

 

    Those well-known film and television stars can only stay with the big people at the moment. When 

being a foil, they dare not say anything extra. In front of such giants, the so-called celebrities are just a 

play.  

 

    On the dance floor, famous dancers are showing their dance postures, and the giants communicate 

with each other. The buffet-style meals are extraordinarily luxurious. Expensive caviar can be enjoyed by 

anyone. The precious wine is also presented and delivered by the beautiful maid. In the hands of every 

guest.  

 

    Carrying a glass of red wine to Fei Fei, walking in this hall.  

 

    "Xiang Mai, I haven't seen you for a long time."  

 

    "Oh, my beautiful Xiang, you are still so attractive."  

 

    A man came and greeted Fei Fei.  

 



    Just like Xiang Fei's previous confidence in her heart, wherever she goes, she will quickly become the 

focus. 

 

    If in the past, Xiang Feifei would proudly look at the people who talked to herself, but now Xiang 

Feifei, the arrogance in her heart, has been trampled on by her people before and completely 

disappeared.  

 

    He nodded slightly to Fei Fei, greeted the others, without any arrogance on his face.  

 

    "Wow, Fei Fei, you're here, I've been looking for you for a long time." A blond woman in a white dress 

walked towards Fei Fei, also a face of Yan Xia, "Go, let's talk  

 

    over there." The blond woman came over and pulled Xiang Fei's hand, the relationship between the 

two is obviously good.  

 

    Nodded to Fei Fei, what happened just now, Xiang Fei Fei did not want to stand here to attract the 

attention of others, showing his face and hiding aside, is the best choice.  

 

    The two chose a slightly corner position and were chatting.  

 

    Between women, it is nothing more than talking about cosmetics, famous brands, or which handsome 

guy, and some gossip.  

 

    "Fei Fei, did you know that I heard someone came to avenge the woman named Xiahou two days ago, 

but it was repaired severely by the people of the Middleton family, you said that woman Xia Houqing, 

why on earth? Cooperating with the Middleton family, it turned out to be a vegetative, half dead."  

 

    Xiang Fei shook his head. "Hey, I don't know what she thinks, but that thing was quite big at the time. 

Xia Houqing seemed to be with Mi. The Delton family reached a certain agreement, and the agreement 

was finally torn up. At that time, some people asked me if they could find a way to send a Chinese 

woman back to China. I guess that person was Xia Houqing." The  

 

    blonde looked at the center of the banquet hall. On the dance floor, with these fears in his eyes, said: 

"At the time, Xia Hou Qing wanted to return to Yan Xia, but it was a pity that the Middleton family 

stared too deadly. Here, it offended this family. There is really no way to go to heaven and no way to 

enter the ground."  

 

    " Are you two dead?" A male voice sounded, and a Chinese man in his thirties came over.  

 

    The blonde saw her tongue and threw out her tongue, "Brother."  

 

    "I said Zhong Ling, about Xia Houqing, for the Middleton family, it is taboo, you dare to say this here, 



are you afraid of being heard? "  

 

    Zhong Ling, is the name of this hot summer blond woman. This man in his thirties is named Zhong 

Lixing. The Zhong family also has some status in the Italian business community. It does import and 

export trade and is regarded as an Italian summer enterprise." One of the best among them, otherwise 

they are not eligible to participate in this banquet, but Rao is so, the gap between them and the 

Middleton family is still too large, we must be cautious when speaking here.  

 

    Zhong Ling narrowed his neck, "Brother, I am talking about facts. Although the Middleton family only 

said that the agreement between the two parties was torn, but who does not know, the Middleton 

family is coveting Xia Houqing's hands. She did that."  

 

    "Okay, just say a few words." Zhong Lixing glared at Zhong Ling. "Don't talk about it here. Don't even 

mention the three words of Xia Houqing. Hearing, we have nothing to end.”  

 

    Zhong Ling also knew that the Middleton family did not like to hear these, nodded, and no longer 

spoke.  

 

    He took the wine glass in his hand to Fei Fei and put it to his mouth. As soon as he was about to take a 

sip, he felt someone sitting beside him.  

 

    "Sorry, I..." Xiang Feifei just started to speak, but saw the appearance of the people beside him, and 

immediately swallowed if he was ready to exit.  

 

    Henry also carried a goblet, rushed to the wine glass in his hand and gave a crisp sound, "It looks like 

you are in good condition, tell me something about Xia Houqing?"  

 

    In this banquet hall, the woman They are all long skirts and dresses, and men are all suits and leather 

shoes. The dress of a trench coat like Henry is really very abrupt.  

 

    Zhong Lixing frowned, and said to Henrydao: "I said, buddy, there are some things, but you can chat if 

you don't want to chat."  

 

    Henry didn't even look at the talking Zhong Lixing, looked directly at the front, and continued to rush 

to Fei said: "Give I will talk about what happened between Xia  

 

    Houqing and Middleton's house." Zhong Lixing frowned more tightly. "Did you not hear what I said? 

You are not welcome here! I want to talk to other places. Go!"  

 

    Henry picked up the wine glass in his hand and shook it, then glanced at Zhong Lixing, "Are you talking 

to me?"  

 



    Zhong Lixing snorted coldly, "Otherwise?"  

 

    "Sorry." Henry smiled slightly and patted. Fei's shoulder, "I'm talking to her."  

 

    Zhong Lixing's eyes showed anger, not only the tone of Henry's words made him angry, but also 

because of the movement of Henrypai towards Fei Fei's shoulder, it made him angry.  

 

    In the business community of Chinese people in Yibang State, who doesn’t know that he has been 

pursuing Xiang Feifei for several years. In the minds of many people, they have regarded them as a 

pair! But now, the person in front of him, making such intimate actions in front of himself, how could 

Zhong Lixing endure! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1095: Marian 



 

 

    Zhong Lixing raised his eyebrows and said sharply: "Boy, pay attention to your attitude to speak with 

me! Do you know who I am?"  

 

    Xiang Feifei saw this scene and was shocked by her. Knowing Zhong Lixing for so many years, and 

knowing Zhong Lixing's personality, he is a face-loving person, but because of this, Xiang Fei must not let 

Zhong Lixing go down with the man in front of him, otherwise, in this man's acting style, Zhong Lixing is 

absolutely It will be finished! He dares to kill even the people of the Middleton family, and there is 

nothing he dares to do!  

 

    Xiang Feifei quickly rushed to Zhong Lixing and said, "Brother Zhong, this is a friend of mine, don't be 

angry, don't be angry."  

 

    "Friend?" Zhong Lixing looked at Henry and had to say that Henry's appearance and the self-

confidence in him , Let Zhong Lixing have a sense of crisis, "Fei Fei, we have known for so many years, 

how have I never heard that you have such a friend?"  

 

    "Oh." Xiang Fei Fei laughed, made an excuse, "My friend I haven’t been in Italy for a long time."  

 

    "Dui Fei, you treat my brother as a fool." Zhong Ling rolled his eyes. "A person who hasn't been in Italy 

for a long time can attend this banquet? Even if he just came, it should be It's the young master of a 

certain consortium." He  

 

    glanced at Fei Fei, Henry, and he didn't know how to answer.  

 

    Zhong Ling reached out to Henry, blinked and blinked, "Hello guy, my name is Zhong Ling, know?"  

 

    Henry looked at Zhong Ling and ignored it, but rushed to Fei Fei, "You seem to have forgotten what I 

asked you Tell me something about Xia Houqing."  

 

    Henry's countless countenances made Zhong Ling's face look very ugly.  

 

    "I said, kid, don't toast or eat fine wine!" Zhong Lixing was furious and raised his fist, just want to 

teach Henry.  

 

    A panic in Xiang Fei's heart, when Zhong Lixing raised his fist, he quickly stood up and grabbed Zhong 

Lixing's arm, "Zhong Lixing, what are you doing!" 

 

    Xiang Feifei's way of protecting others like this made Zhong Lixing's heart jump and immediately guess 

that the relationship between this man and Xiang Feifei is definitely not simple!  

 



    What Zhong Lixing didn't know was that Xiang Feifei did this just to protect him.  

 

    Just when Zhong Lixing wanted to say something, the elegant music in the banquet hall suddenly 

stopped. Immediately afterwards, the bright lights in the hall suddenly extinguished. This change made 

the banquet hall exclaim.  

 

    The darkness lasted only one second, and a spotlight suddenly turned on, locked in front of the inner 

door of the banquet hall.  

 

    At the gorgeous archway, a Western woman with golden hair stood in the spotlight. She wore a white 

gauze dress with a little flash on it. That was the light reflected by the diamond. The long dress she was 

wearing was worth a hundred. Wanou.  

 

    The woman is tall and beautiful, and as she walks, the skirt swings away, revealing slender legs.  

 

    The woman wore a crystal laurel crown and a confident smile on her face. Now she is the well-

deserved protagonist in this banquet hall.  

 

    "This is Marian." Xiang Fei's voice sounded in Henry's ears, "Miss Middleton's elder lady, today's 

banquet is her birthday feast, but it is actually a birthday feast, but it is also a celebration feast. Green is 

concerned."  

 

    Henry narrowed his eyes and looked at Marian under the spotlight. "Continue to speak."  

 

    Take a deep breath to Fei Fei, "The news I know, but it is also hearsay. The authenticity cannot be 

determined. In Middlel The words "Xiahouqing" are a taboo for the Dunton family, and no one is 

allowed to mention it, because the Middleton family, from Xiahouqing, snatched a research plan, one, a 

research plan that can prolong life. "  

 

    "Extend life?" Henry's eyes reflected, "Continue to say."  

 

    "Previously, our Chamber of Commerce got some news that a Chinese woman and the Middleton 

family reached a certain cooperation, and the amount was very huge. I was really shocked by the 

business community in Bangguoyan. Finally, I heard that the woman was named Xia Houqing. However, 

although things were in full swing, no one had seen Xia Houqing, nor did she know where the woman 

was. Apart from the news of the cooperation, Xia Houqing's name never appeared again. Until half a 

month ago, a friend contacted me and asked if I could find a way to send a Chinese woman back to 

China. After that, many People have received gossip about Xia Houqing’s accident. You know, in this 

society, gossip is spreading very quickly.”  

 

    Xiang Feifei was very nervous when he said these, and he took a sip of his glass from time to time. It 



can make her calm down, or be bold with wine.  

 

    "There is a lot of news pointing to the Middleton family’s hand on Xiahou Qing. Immediately 

afterwards, the Middleton family announced another news that they have mastered some biological 

research that can extend the life of human beings. Two days ago, According to the news, two people 

broke into the Middleton family. It is said that the beginning is not small. The specific situation of me is 

not reachable. However, I heard that those two people are not well. If they are not strong behind them, 

I am afraid they will die in Middle. The Dunton family."  

 

    Xiang Feifei, who spoke, did not notice that Henry beside her looked at Marianne's eyes as if she were 

looking at a dead person.  

 

    He drank a drink to Fei Fei, and continued: "Anyway, there is a lot of news, and the Middleton family 

knows what everyone is talking about, so they kill the chickens and monkeys once. Who will mention 

Xiahouqing in public in the future? The family is the enemy. It seems that they have admitted to handing 

against Xiahou Qing."  

 

    Henry grinned. "This style of acting is really overbearing."  

 

    "No way." Xiang Fei sighed, "Middleton family They are so strong that it is not an exaggeration to say 

that they care about the state of the country. Unless the ancient Norman family is willing to come 

forward, they will not buy anyone's account."  

 

    Henry shook his head. The Norman family is no longer in the eyes.  

 

    "Who is supporting you behind you?" Henry murmured and then walked forward.  

 

    In the spotlight, Marianne walked to the center of the banquet hall, and everyone's eyes focused on 

her.  

 

    After Marian made a standard lady etiquette, the light of the banquet hall turned on again after a 

round of applause.  

 

    Applause fell, and no one spoke out, because everyone on the scene knew that the spokesperson of 

the Middleton family now had to speak.  

 

    Marian glanced at each of the four directions, and was about to make a sound, but heard a sound 

ringing ahead of time.  

 

    "Before you speak, I have a question to ask you." 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1096: Answering My Question 

 

 

    The sound of the sound, all the people present were shocked, who so disrespectful, will interrupt Ms. 



Marian at this time.  

 

    They looked towards the place where the voice came, and saw a Chinese man sitting in the corner of 

the banquet hall. He was wearing a black trench coat and seemed out of place with everything here.  

 

    There was a trace of dissatisfaction in Marian's eyes, but she didn't show so many people present, and 

she still spoke elegantly: "This gentleman, please say it."  

 

    Xiang Fei saw that everyone's eyes came and quickly stepped back, Keep a distance from Henry.  

 

    Zhong Ling came over and pulled his right finger towards Fei Fei, "Fei Fei, you friend, is there 

something wrong here?"  

 

    Zhong Ling said, pointing his finger at his head, "He even went to fight on this occasion Broken 

Marianne’s words, wasn’t this just to make yourself uncomfortable!”  

 

    Xiang Feifei made a gesture of forbidden noise quickly. She was afraid that Zhong Ling’s words 

would be wrong and provoke the great god. With this person’s style of behavior, it’s definitely not 

something. Xixiangxiyu generation.  

 

    When everyone's eyes were focused on Henry, Henry sat on a chair, raised the wine glass in his hand, 

and said loudly: "I want to ask the beautiful Ms. Marianne if she has heard of it, Xia Houqing This 

person?" In  

 

    Henry's mouth, Xia Houqing's words came out one by one. Everyone present changed their 

complexions.  

 

    Who does not know the presence of the three words, Xia Houqing, is a taboo in the Middleton family, 

and no one is allowed to mention it!  

 

    But now this Chinese man, in front of so many people, asked Marianne if she had heard of Xia 

Houqing! He is provoking the majesty of the Middleton family!  

 

    Marian Liu frowned, and did not speak before she walked out of a middle-aged man.  

 

    The middle-aged man has a burly figure. Although he is wearing a dress, he can still show the 

explosive muscles under the dress and look powerful. 

 

    The middle-aged man glanced at Henry, and then looked at Zhong Lixing, not far from Henry. "The 

people of the Zhong family, let's explain, now your Yan merchants have become so unobstructed!"  

 



    Zhong Jia Is a representative of the Yan merchants who care about the country, and Zhong Lixing is 

the representative of the Zhong family.  

 

    The people of the Middleton family want to directly point the finger at the Zhong family, and even all 

the merchants of the Italian state, to put pressure on Henry, and tell everyone that the Middleton 

family, not everyone can provoke!  

 

    Zhong Lixing's face was extremely ugly. It was like the following people made mistakes and punished 

him.  

 

    Zhong Lixing chuckled at the middle-aged man, then shouted at Henry: "Shut your mouth, how can 

you speak here!"  

 

    Xiang Feifei stood aside, looking anxiously, she wanted to stop Zhong Lixing, but Under the eyes of the 

Middleton family, she did not dare to express her attitude, and at the same time worried that Zhong 

Lixing would provoke this person. After all, this person dared to arbitrarily kill the Middleton family. As 

long as he is not a fool, he is definitely super strong. Emboldened!  

 

    Is this person a fool? Obviously not! He kept asking about Xia Houqing, he came to avenge Xia 

Houqing!  

 

    Henry shook the wine glass in his hand, sighed, and said softly: "Hey, people nowadays, how has it 

become like this, I ask you a question, you just answer it, you have to pull it somewhere else with me 

Go, are you busy all day?” The  

 

    middle-aged man strode toward Henry. “Boy, this is the Middleton family, not where you are doing 

things. Your tone is even smellier than the leatherworker’s shoes at the door! "  

 

    Henry glanced at the middle-aged man walking towards him, and then looked at Marianne again. 

"Beautiful Ms. Marianne, I ask you again. Have you heard of these three words Xia Houqing?"  

 

    "The majesty of my Middleton family is not something that this Chinese pig can provoke!" The middle-

aged man had strode to Henry, stretched out his hand, and grabbed Henry's collar.  

 

    Henry's eyes always stayed on Marianne. Just before the middle-aged man's hand was about to catch 

Henry's collar, a black shadow flashed by. The speed of the black shadow was so fast that no one could 

see clearly.  

 

    When the shadow passed, the angry middle-aged man suddenly froze in place, and then his body 

planted backwards and fell to the ground.  

 



    A pool of blood flowed from the neck of the middle-aged man. The middle-aged man stared at the 

ceiling, staring at the ceiling, unwilling and confused.  

 

    Such a scene made a cry of exclamation throughout the hall.  

 

    Dead! Actually dead!  

 

    Zhong Lixing, who was still scolding, saw such a scene, his legs were soft, and he almost fell to the 

ground.  

 

    what happened! What happened? He killed the Middleton family!  

 

    His body flicked to Fei Fei, his eyes full of fear! This man is really a devil! He came to the Middleton 

family to kill!  

 

    There was a cry in Zhong Ling's voice, "Fei Fei, he... who the hell is he!"  

 

    Xiang Fei Fei shook his head and smiled bitterly, "I don't know." A  

 

    shadow appeared in the sky behind Henry, quietly Stand there without making a sound.  

 

    Black Shadow was wearing a grimace mask and could not see clearly.  

 

    Henry picked up the wine glass, drank the fine wine in the glass, and then uttered, "  

 

    Everyone , you are so noisy, I can't ask questions."Henry's voice was not loud, but it clearly passed 

into everyone's ears. The screaming, the person who caused some confusion in the scene, did not 

consciously close his mouth after hearing Henry's voice.  

 

    Henry put out a comfortable position, leaning against the chair, spoke again: "? Ms. Marian, I ask you 

for the last time, have not heard these three words Jaap green"  

 

    Marian did not say anything, his eyes constantly Look around.  

 

    "No need to wait." Henry smiled, "In this fort, you have arranged a total of 184 bodyguards, and now 

it is impossible to appear, so I suggest that everyone should be sincere, I ask you what, you Answer 

what, things can go faster, how??  

 

    Marian was shocked. This man, who can accurately tell how many bodyguards are in the castle, 

proves that these bodyguards have been solved by him!  

 

    Marian took a deep breath and forced a smile on her face. "This gentleman, I have never heard of Xia 



Houqing's name."  

 

    "Never heard of it?" Henry's eyes reflected.  

 

    "Yes, I don't understand what you are talking about." Marianne said, "Today is my birthday banquet. If 

the sir is here, I welcome on behalf of the Middleton family. If the sir is here to find someone, Here, no 

one has heard of Xia Houqing."  

 

    "Come on." Henry sighed. "Since you haven't heard of it, it's useless to leave you. You can die." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1097: Others 

 

 

    Henry's words just fell, and the black shadow standing behind him went straight to Marian.  

 

    Xiang Feifei could not help but pinch the powder fist, sweating palms, not nervous, because she knew 



that this man, would not joke, he said, it is true, he wanted Marianne's life!  

 

    Marian watched the shadow fly by before her eyes.  

 

    There are ordinary people on the scene, they do not even have the ability to capture the shadow 

speed.  

 

    The black shadow flashed in front of Marianne, and then, back to Henry again, stood there quietly.  

 

    Marianne in the middle of the crowd stared straight ahead.  

 

    No one could see what had just happened, until a column of blood spewed out from Marian’s neck, 

and Marian’s pupils standing there began to spread. Her muscles stretched out her hands, covered her 

neck, and fell on On the ground, constantly twitching.  

 

    Another person died!  

 

    On weekdays, the people of the Middleton family are respected no matter where they go, but today, 

they are treated by a Chinese person as if they were poultry.  

 

    Marianne is the protagonist of today's banquet, but just because she said some scenes and played a 

word game, she was beheaded by the Chinese people on the spot, without any mercy.  

 

    Everyone present knows that this Chinese person can find the Middleton family, that must know the 

relationship between the Middleton family and Xia Houqing, and they must be able to hear what 

Marianne just said, but It was some official rhetoric, but in this way, he killed like that, he was telling 

everyone to answer his question honestly, otherwise it would be death!  

 

    The death of Marianne is frightening. This person dared to kill Marianne directly in this place. There is 

nothing he did not dare to do!  

 

    But no matter how scared, no one dared to cry out. Some people who were too scared closed their 

eyes, covered their mouths with their hands, and kept sobbing. 

 

    Zhong Lixing, who was very close to Henry, had a pale complexion and was particularly ugly. He never 

expected that this person was such a ruthless character!He stepped back slowly, even shaking his heart.  

 

    Henry sat there and threw the wine glass in his hand.  

 

    The wine glass landed, making a crunchy sound, and shattered a piece.  

 



    Henry glanced at Marian, who was already lying in the pool of blood, and sighed, "Hey, it seems that 

the beautiful Ms. Marian is unwilling to cooperate. Is there anyone from the Middleton family to answer 

my question." 

 

    The people present, you look at me, I look at you, and no one said anything.  

 

    Several figures shrank into the crowd.  

 

    Throughout the banquet hall, there were no other voices except for the sobbing from time to time.  

 

    Henry put his hands behind his head and leaned on the seat in a comfortable posture. "It seems that 

everyone has a good relationship with the Middleton family. Then, let me change the question."  

 

    Henry said at this time, directly Turning his head, he fixed his eyes on Zhong Lixing. "Come and tell me, 

who else is from the Middleton family." When  

 

    Lim Xing looked at Henry, Zhong Lixing's legs fell to the ground, When I heard Henry's question, how 

pale and ugly was that pale face.  

 

    Zhong Lixing is very clear that there are, of course, members of the Middleton family in this banquet 

hall, but if they say it now, it means that they have completely offended the Middleton family. , Can you 

still live?  

 

    Henry saw Zhong Lixing silent, frowning, "If you can't answer even such a simple question, then I think 

you also..."  

 

    Henry didn't finish talking, and Zhong Lixing stretched his finger to the side, "He, he is Mi A member of 

the Delton family! "  

 

    Answering the question offends the Middleton family. If you don't answer, you will die. Zhong Lixing 

certainly knows how to choose.  

 

    Pointed by Zhong Lixing, a handsome Western man in his twenties, at this moment he wanted to 

shrink into the crowd, but the people around him, as if they had reached some kind of agreement, were 

hiding around, leaving him nowhere to hide .  

 

    Looking at Henry, he stretched out two fingers and knocked on the armrest of the seat back and forth, 

"Tell me about Xia Houqing."  

 

    Here, Henry is like an emperor, overlooking everyone.  

 

    The handsome Western guy from the Middleton family swallowed his saliva and trembled. "I...I'm only 



a peripheral member, and...I don't know..."  

 

    "Then you don't have to be alive." Henry Gently waved, at the moment he waved, the dark shadow 

behind him skimmed towards the handsome western man.  

 

    As before, when the shadow returned to Henry, the handsome Western guy from the Middleton 

family had already laid down on the ground, and blood was spreading from under him.  

 

    Henry is a god of death. The black shadow behind him is the sickle in his hand.  

 

    The fireplace in the banquet hall was warm and hot, but the people in the banquet hall felt wrapped 

in endless chill.  

 

    Henry looked at another person, "Tell me a member of the Middleton family."  

 

    The person looked at by Henry, almost without any hesitation, pointed to a middle-aged woman in 

her forties.  

 

    The middle-aged woman screamed and tried to run out when she pulled her legs out.  

 

    "A simple question, why not answer it well?" Henry shook his head and then waved his hand.  

 

    The black clothes flashed again, and the middle-aged woman who fled took only a few steps and lay 

on the ground.  

 

    Henry stretched his waist, stood up, glanced around, and then said loudly: "Dear, I think some of you 

can't understand the current situation. Let me explain it. What I want to know is Regarding Xia Houqing, 

if I can’t ask today, not only the Middleton family, including all of you, have to die. Do you understand?

”  

 

    Henry said, the people present couldn’t help but be shocked. .  

 

    At this moment, no one would doubt that the young Chinese man was a devil from hell! In his eyes, 

human life is as cheap as a mustard!  

 

    Henry spread his hands, "Okay, everyone, who can tell me about Xia Houqing now?"  

 

    "Enough!" Suddenly, there was a sudden sound from the crowd, and a blonde middle-aged man 

strode out of the crowd. Facing Henry, he said, "I am Lance, you just want to know about Xia Houqing, I 

can tell you!"  

 



    Henry snapped his fingers and smiled slightly, "Very well, some people are willing to come out and 

explain the situation This is much simpler, come and tell me."  

 

    "I know you are here to avenge Xia Houqing." Lance stared at Henry. "We have thought about this 

matter long ago, and we are ready to welcome you. Your preparations for coming, but our Middleton 

family is nothing more than an early bird. Xia Houqing is harmed by others!" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1098 

 

 

    Middleton family is just an early bird? There are others behind them?  

 

    Lance's words caused a lot of uproar in everyone's heart!  

 

    A family of this level in Middleton is just an early bird? So, what's behind them is more powerful than 

them?How many terrifying forces are there in this world!  

 

    Henry stretched out his ear and said, "You seem to be in the wrong direction. I asked about Xia 



Houqing. I didn't ask you anything else."  

 

    Lance glanced around. "I think there are some things that we still say in private. Better, what do you 

think?"  

 

    "Let's talk now." Henry walked to the dining table not far away, picked up a small cake, and gracefully 

smeared a thin layer of cream on the surface of the cake, "You and Xiahou Qing, did you reach a certain 

agreement?"  

 

    Lance frowned. "This gentleman, I don't know what your identity is, but you should understand that 

there are some things that, on the plain side, are not good for anyone." "  

 

    Henry put the small cake in his hand into the mouth, slowly chewed, closed his eyes to enjoy, about 

ten seconds later, Henry opened his eyes again, a flash of light flashed in his eyes, said: "Too much 

nonsense, slaughter."  

 

    Henry this As soon as the words came out, Lance's face changed, and he immediately said: "Slow 

down, I..."  

 

    Lance wanted to say something, but it was too late.  

 

    The black figure flickered, and when he returned to his place, Lance was lying on the ground, 

bleeding.  

 

    Henry stretched his waist, "You Middleton family, don't seem to like to listen carefully to others, okay, 

now we play a game, everyone present, every time I point out a member of the Middleton family, Those 

who can leave and stay are buried with the Middleton family, and that’s it."  

 

    Henry's words made everyone in the banquet hall's face change drastically. When they saw Henry's 

means with their own eyes, no one would doubt it. He is joking.  

 

    As soon as Henry's words fell, someone pointed to him. "He, he belongs to the Middleton family. I can 

go!" 

 

    It was a young woman who spoke.  

 

    "Of course." Henry nodded. "I can talk, you can leave."  

 

    The young woman heard Henry's answer and ran towards the banquet hall like no other. No one 

stopped.  

 

    Seeing that the young woman successfully ran out of the banquet hall, the people in the hall could not 



calm down.  

 

    One person took the lead and the rest did not have much scruples. Now it is not a matter of offending 

the Middleton family, it is a matter of life-saving!  

 

    One member after another of the Middleton family was pointed out, and all the people who broke the 

news were safe to leave without being blocked.  

 

    "Enough!" There was another shout, and an old man in a tuxedo with some gray hair walked out of 

the crowd wearing a pair of gold-tinted glasses. "I can do anything about the Middleton family. What's 

the matter? , You tell me." When  

 

    the old man came forward, many people began to whisper.  

 

    "It's Hawke."  

 

    "He can't sit still."  

 

    Hawke, the housekeeper of the Middleton family's castle, also has a very high status in the Middleton 

family. Some of the immediate descendants of the Middleton family, When I saw Hawke, I shouted 

uncle respectfully.  

 

    Huo overcomes the three generations of the Middleton family and is very old.  

 

    The reason why Hawke stood up at this time was that he couldn't watch things go on like this. Now, 

the practice of this young summer man made it clear that he was isolating the Middleton family. Those 

present were all concerned about the status of the state. If today, They talked about the members of 

the Middleton family one by one, which means that they all offended the Middleton family. Although 

they will meet later, everyone will not take this matter to the surface, but there is a gap in their hearts. , 

The Middleton family will be isolated by everyone.  

 

    In this generation, the Middleton family is powerful and doesn't care about other people's practices, 

but can it wait a decade or decades later? The isolated Middleton family will be difficult to develop, and 

the huge family that has been passed down for hundreds of years is likely to fall down completely 

because of this matter.  

 

    Henry glanced at Hawke, picked up a cookie and put it in the mouth, chewing while opening: "I hope 

you can answer my question normally, what happened between you and Xia Houqing."  

 

    Hawke took a deep breath. A tone of breath followed: "Three months ago, a younger generation of 

our family introduced us to a young Chinese woman named Xiahou Qing. Xiahou Qing claimed to have 

mastered a biotechnology that would prolong life and wanted to share with us The Delton family 



cooperates in the field of biological research. In the country of Italy, if the Middleton family says second, 

no one dares to recognize the first, but we have never heard of biotechnology that can extend life. Note, 

she said It’s continuation.”  

 

    Henry nodded and walked aside to sit down. “It’s finally stepping into the topic. Continue.”  

 

    Hawke continued to speak: “We reached an agreement with Xia Houqing. To share this with the 

world, although we are unwilling, Xia Houqing insists on asking, and we can only agree, although this will 

be a lot of money, but we are not short of money, famous, and good."  

 

    Hawke said By this time, there was a look of recollection in his eyes, "The biotechnology that Xia 

Houqing took out is very comprehensive. During the research process, we hardly encountered any 

bottlenecks. We have also demonstrated in several clinical experiments. Biological technology can 

indeed extend the lifespan of the human body and can change the speed of human cell division at will. 

This can really represent too much. This will be a major breakthrough in the history of biology and 

medicine!"  

 

    Henry revealed his thoughts, "Change The rate of cell division is equivalent to saying that it can treat 

cancer?"  

 

    "Yes!" Hawke focused on his head. "I still think of Xiahou Qing's excited expression when he saw this 

biotechnology taking shape. In just two months, this technology has almost taken shape. When we were 

going to analyze this technology to the whole world, someone came to the door."  

 

    Hawke said at this time, he looked at Henry, and what was exposed in his eyes , Is a deep fear, "We 

don’t know who they are, but I think you should be very clear that their behavior is the same as yours, 

and you should come from the same place."  

 

    Henry leaned on the seat, "Continue."  

 

    Hawke swallowed his saliva. "They warned us not to give this technology to everyone for free, and 

even asked us to register it for a patent. After it was announced to the world, it was completely sealed 

and the name was Xia Houqing. The woman can’t live, you know, in front of them, our Middleton 

family has no choice, so we started with Xiahou Qing.” 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1099 

 

 

    Hawke did not deliberately speak very loudly, but the atmosphere at the scene made his voice very 

clear.  

 

    One casually threatens the existence of the Middleton family? Let everyone turn their attention at 

once, from Xia Houqing, who personally admitted their harm to the Middleton family, to the mysterious 

force that threatened the Middleton family.  

 

    Henry raised his mouth, "So, you Middleton family, still can't help yourself?"  

 

    "Although I know it seems very cowardly and not responsible." Hawke nodded, "but the fact is true, 

sir, This is how things go."  

 

    "It would have been so early, wouldn't it have killed so many people." Henry nodded with satisfaction, 



"I have figured out the matter, I will inform your family who can make the decision tomorrow, I will 

come again, Talk to you about this matter."  

 

    Hawke made a gentleman etiquette, "Welcome to it."  

 

    Henry got up from the chair, without a pause, turned around and walked towards the banquet hall 

door. Everyone retreats.  

 

    Until Henry completely walked out of the banquet hall door, the people were relieved, and then 

found excuses, and left one after another. This happened tonight, and staying in the Middleton family, 

there may be trouble.  

 

    In the castle, the lights are still on.  

 

    The colors are interwoven and beautiful, just like a fairy tale.  

 

    It's just that everyone walking under this fairy-tale light is covered in a shadow.  

 

    Zhong Lixing's heart was still filled with strong fear, he knew that what he had just done in front of the 

man, he had already circled in front of the ghost gate, he didn't kill himself, he just wanted to kill.  

 

    It was ten o'clock in the evening, and the moonlight hung high in the air.  

 

    A dark cloud floated, covering the bright moon in the sky.  

 

    Henry walked on the trail, and a beautiful figure followed him. 

 

    "Boss, why didn't you just destroy them just now, as long as you say a word, I let the whole castle 

collapse instantly." The face of the future is full of puzzles.  

 

    Henry shook his head, his eyes flashing coldly, "Middleton family is playing a white lotus. Since they 

want to play, they play with them. I give them time to prepare and let them inform themselves behind 

People, tomorrow, I will come again."  

 

    "Boss, if the people behind them really want to start against Xiaoqing?"  

 

    "So what?" Henry's eyes were firm, "no matter what the reason is, they only need them The reason 

for green hands is enough to destroy their whole family. Bai Chi and Red Hair were seriously injured. The 

people behind them must also want to fight us."  

 

    "Boss, which force do you think will be?" In the future, I will do some analysis and speculation, "I think 

it is impossible for the Divine Heaven, and the most likely one is the Shenyinhui and Huizu League."  



 

    "Oh?" Henry said with a surprise, "Why do you guess the Shenyinhui?"  

 

    " It’s normal.” The future said, “Before Shenyin will define you as a sinner, and later order you as 

a jailer, everyone knows this is not easy. Now I heard that Shenyin will transpose the European bishop, It 

is not impossible for this new official to take three fires, and it is not impossible to take our operation on 

Bright Island."  

 

    Henry heard this and his eyes showed a dignity.  

 

    At the beginning, in order to establish his prestige, he forcibly broke his face with Milo, and even 

hunted Milo for tens of thousands of miles. It stands to reason that the name of the prestige has long 

been spread, but now according to the meaning of the future words, they inquired that Shenyin would 

replace Europe. The bishop's affairs, but did not inquire about his own thing, that is to say, everything he 

did in the holy city was deliberately blocked?  

 

    Some people don't want to let themselves stand! And can block the message in the entire God's 

hidden, this person's identity is absolutely extraordinary! At the very least, the level of bishops up!  

 

    Grasping a detail, you can analyze the root of the matter, which is the basis for Henry to live to the 

present.  

 

    Seeing Henry a little stunned in the future, he couldn't help but ask: "Boss, what's wrong with you?"  

 

    "It's okay." Henry withdrew his thoughts and shook his head. "No matter who he is, he will naturally 

know tomorrow."  

 

    Inside the castle, Huo Ke looked somberly at the bodies lying in the hall.  

 

    Dozens of members of the Middleton family also stood here with ugly faces. If you look closely, you 

can still find that several people are shaking, obviously they have not recovered from their fears.  

 

    "Notify the owner! The one who dared to provoke our Middleton family has never ended well! At first, 

Xia Houqing escaped and hid in the Norman family’s place. This time, the same flaw cannot appear 

again. Let that person have tomorrow. No back and forth! It is best to take this opportunity to use those 

people to uproot the entire Norman family. In this continent, only us Middleton, there is no Norman!"  

 

    A cold wind blew outside the castle After the moon tonight was hidden in the clouds, it never 

appeared again. 

 

    In the early morning, in a depressing atmosphere, many figures poured into the castle, and the people 



who came were all members of the Middleton family.  

 

    An old man with white hair, holding a pure gold cane, sat in the hall of the old castle.  

 

    Hawk bowed his head and stood beside the old man.  

 

    In front of the old man, countless members of the Middleton family stood there quietly.  

 

    The old man closed his eyes, and Hawke murmured something in his mouth.  

 

    For a long time, Hawk closed his mouth, and the old man's closed eyes also opened at this time. In the 

old man's turbid eyes, there was a delicate mane. His eyes seemed to be able to see through everything. 

Anyone in front of him , Nothing to escape.  

 

    The patriarch of the Middleton family, Herman.  

 

    A few decades ago, this man was across Italy and the country. As one of the most powerful people in 

the entire Italian state, the momentum exuded from him is not something that ordinary people can 

resist, although he is now close to his age. Hundreds, no longer.  

 

    Herman raised the crutches in his hand and tapped the ground gently, "The Norman family has been 

expanding its power in madness in recent years, only because the backers behind them have completely 

unified the underground world. Listening to what you said, last night, it should be Satan, the king, has 

arrived in person."  

 

    Satan the king!  

 

    Those Middleton family members who were present last night could not help but shudder.  

 

    Satan, in Western mythology, represents too much meaning.  

 

    Herman looked up and glanced at the ceiling of the hall. The gorgeous chandelier reflected the light.  

 

    Herman sighed, "A few days ago, the two kings of Bright Island came to the door and came back. I 

should have thought that Satan will be close, but I did not expect that he will come over at this time. It is 

worthy of Satan. No scruples, really no taboos."  

 

    Hawke whispered: "Master, if it's Satan, how should we deal with it?"  

 

    Herman smiled slightly, "Someone killed him, we just watch the show." 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1100: Ruin My Way 

 

 

    Herman looks confident. At this moment, he seems not to take the so-called king at all.  

 

    Herman abducted and stood up and said with a loud voice: "Inform all family members, no matter 

where they are, whether they are catching lizards in the Sahara, or watching the aurora in the Antarctic, 

they must return to the castle before this afternoon, such as If there is a violator, get out of the family!"  

 

    Herman said as he walked towards the hall entrance.  

 

    Hawke hurriedly followed, helping Herman.  

 

    "Today, it will be the most commemorative day in the history of the Middleton family. I want 

everyone in the family to be present. When the king dies, we will step on Norman. From then on, this 

Italian nation, There is no Norman! There is only Middleton!"  

 

    Herman's words were full of momentum. At this moment, he seemed to be back to his age of vigour.  

 



    Ten o'clock in the morning.  

 

    Henry stood on a square in the city, holding a handful of pigeon grain and spilling it around.  

 

    Countless white pigeons descended from the sky, they are not afraid of people at all, surrounded by 

Henry, looking for food on the ground.  

 

    Henry glanced at the watch hands on his wrist. "It's only ten o'clock, and I have to give them more 

time." 

 

    Compared to the leisurely Henry, the Middleton Family Castle is full of a tense atmosphere.  

 

    At four o'clock in the afternoon, there are more and more figures in the Middleton family castle, and 

everyone's face is like a enemy.  

 

    "Isn't anyone here yet?" Herman was sitting in the parlor. He put on a formal dress today. One was to 

give the hell king enough respect. The other was to welcome a new era belonging to the Middleton 

family. .  

 

    Hawke shook his head. "According to the news from the surrounding sentries, people have not yet 

appeared. Of course, it cannot be ruled out that the sentries have been controlled by them." 

 

    "No." Herman denied Hawke's guess. "A person with such unbridled style of behavior, who has said 

that he will still be close today, will come to justice. Are those few people arranged? "It  

 

    has been arranged according to your instructions." Hawke nodded, "Master, is this God's hidden 

society, really reliable? If they really follow what they said, their task is to maintain the balance of the 

entire world, why not?" Do these things?"  

 

    "Hehe." Herman smiled confidently. "Maintaining the balance of the world, this career sounds great 

and selfless. In fact, it is also a desire. And it is also a desire that has been magnified many times. Hope, 

relatively speaking, this kind of person knows better what they want. In this world, there are not so 

many ascetic monks. Most people still want to stay away from themselves and impose on others. The 

same is true.” In the  

 

    Middleton Family Castle, the seven largest rooms are occupied by people. These seven people are all 

in their thirties. One of them is wearing a red cloak and has the highest status.  

 

    If you divide the level according to the pattern on the cloak, this cloak represents the level of control!  

 

    These seven people, the Middleton family, want to replace the Norman family and bury the king's 

confidence today!  



 

    At eight in the evening, at the same time as yesterday's dinner.  

 

    The Middleton family castle was brightly lit, and Hawke told Herman that someone was here.  

 

    Two young figures crossed the jungle trail and came to the surveillance range of the Middleton family 

sentry post.  

 

    "Brother, when did you come to Europe, why did you inform me today?" Next to Henry was a young 

man with yellow hair. At the same time, he is also the current bishop of the European Divine Society, 

Tang Hao.  

 

    "I think you have a lot of things to solve." Henry Ruo pointed out.  

 

    Tang Hao had an awkward look on his face, "Brother, you all know."  

 

    "A big man deliberately blocked my news?" Henry directly asked the doubts he had yesterday.  

 

    Tang Hao nodded without concealing, "What happened in the Holy City was selectively forgotten. 

Milo declared to the outside that he was not dead, but was living in seclusion. After all, his identity is too 

special. The bishop, but the God Hidden Society One of the spokespersons on the seven continents, one 

of them was killed, which must be passed on. The prestige of the God Hidden Society is too badly 

damaged, not to mention, now the eastern continent is in a special position. In the past, but you were 

just a candidate, and you cut off a bishop, which is also too exaggerated, and will cause the remaining 

continents to resist the eastern continent. Therefore, those who know the original thing will know, If 

you don’t know, you won’t hear it.”  

 

    Henry chuckled. “It seems that what I did may have moved someone's cake.”  

 

    Tang Hao laughed and did not pick out.  

 

    Henry asked again, "Recently, will your European gods be chaotic?"  

 

    "It's chaos." Tang Hao nodded. "At the time, Milotz rebelled against many control envoys, led by 

Andrea, and at least twelve control entrusted him Luo, in recent days, these controls have dismissed all 

of them and re-supported the people. However, you know, I just took the position of bishop. The people 

who support them are only temporarily replaced, so these people are not honest. "  

 

    During the reign, it's normal to get more benefits," Henry nodded in understanding.  

 

    Tang Hao did not continue to talk about this topic with Henry, but looked at the castle not far away, 



"Brother, this should be a secular family, are you here today, is a party?"  

 

    Henry said lightly, "It is murder."  

 

    "Provoked you?"  

 

    "There are forces behind them who have moved me. I don't know if it's the God Hidden Society or the 

Returning Ancestral League, so I'm calling you to come together, the Returning Ancestral League, you 

and me It’s good for you to kill, it’s God’s hidden society. You still kill with me, it’s good for you.

” Henry said truthfully, and then asked, “You think it’s a great possibility to return to the ancestral 

alliance, or God. Is it possible to hide?"  

 

    Tang Hao opened his mouth and did not say anything.  

 

    Henry smiled slightly, "It seems that you have an answer in your heart."  

 

    Tang Hao apologized. "Brother, your affairs are completely blocked. After the last selection, many 

continents have been shuffled. It can be said that the Shenyinhui The newly appointed middle class 

doesn’t even know about your existence. In their eyes, Bright Island is just an ordinary underground 

force, so..."  

 

    "So in this process, some people want to use me to stand up, and then you above, also Let’s 

acquiesce in this, right.” Henry said with a smile, “Frankly, they wanted to kill me from the power of a 

bishop to kill the bishop, and use some rookies to grind me into the eyes of others, only to deal with 

some weak What does the chicken's fighting strength mean?"  

 

    Tang Hao nodded silently.  

 

    Henry chuckled, "That's the answer, some people are dead, but still alive, some are alive, but already 

dead. If everyone regards me as a weak chicken, even if I stand up, In the eyes of others, it is always a 

weak chicken, this is to destroy my way." 

 


